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SYSTEM 5 
100 MHz BANDWIDTH 
ROUTING SWITCHER 

SYSTEM 5 takes the guesswork out of selecting a routing switcher 
...for any size facility. Its ultra wide 100MHz video bandwidth gives 
you the confidence required to plan for future signal formats and 
is essential today for RGB graphics, HDTV and component video. 

And SYSTEM 5's sixteen levels, virtual matrix mapping, and 
"honest" expansion capability to 1024 x 1024 eliminate your anxieties 
when buying today for tomorrow's challenges. 

Its packaging density offers the most crosspoints per rack unit. For 
routine maintenance, standard multiple sourced components protect 
you from unnecessary delays and costs. 

SYSTEM 5's controller uses proven designs, is built to exacting spec- 
ifications with total redundancy for high reliability. It is most flexible 
...on -line matrix reconfiguration and diagnostics, RS232 /422 ports, 
internal audio summing and stereo channel reversal, reverse audio 
path management and a wide range of 8- character down -loadable 
control panels give you complete command. (It can be retrofitted to over 
1000 of our installed Series H and 40x matrices). 

When it comes to predicting future industry changes, our crystal 
ball isn't any better than yours, but you can rely on our experience 
gained from thousands of operating systems... from simple 15x l s to an 
Olympic communications complex. 

Take the guesswork out of your planning. Call now for details 
and a demo disc for your PC. 

Pesa America Inc., 2102 West Ferry Way, Huntsville, AL 35801 
205-880 11795 FAX 205- 881 -4828 

West: Burbank, CA 800 -:1 ':1. 737'2 East: New York City 800 -328 -1008 

1 

rIowcrs ra uIarau 

A SWITCH INTO THE FUTURE 

at SMPTE 

Booth 1946 

PESA 
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For point -to-point, STL or multipoint distance 
learning and video conferencing applications, fiber is a 
clear choice. So is the company that can help you put 
that video signal over fiber...ADC Telecommunications. 

LC SERIES 

FN 6000 

full presence multipoint, distance 
learning/video conferencing 

drop and insert capability 

up to 16 channels /50 miles 

point.to-point, STL, 
RS.250C shorthaul 

up to four audio 
channels 

up to 15 miles 

ADC can help you configure the rest of your system with 
copper and fiber cable management and switching products 
for a total systems solution. For more information, call 
1 800 726 -4266 or send in the coupon for a free brochure. 

E I'd like to know more about how ADC can help me 
put video over fiber. 
Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City 

Mail or Pax To: 

ADC Telecommunications, Inc. 
Mail Station 72 
4900 West 78TM Street 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435 L FAX 16121 893-3050 

Phone( 1 

State Zip 

Telecommunications 
"Where Uudlity Runs Full Circuit.2 
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AUDIO-VIDEO CONTROL 
SYSTEMS: 
Modern control and production rooms are 
complex. With automation, digital and 
higher -quality signals widely available, 
technology managers are provided with 
opportunity and challenge. Those who learn 
to take advantage of these new evolving 
ideas will help lead their stations and 
production facilities toward a profitable 
future. 

DEPARTMENTS 

4 News 
6 Editorial 
8 FCC Update 

10 Strictly TV 
12 re: Radio 
14 SBE Update 
16 Circuits 
18 Troubleshooting 
20 Management for Engineers 
96 Applied Technology: Affordable 

digital audio processing 
102 New products 
108 Preview 

ON THE COVER 
Illustrated on the cover is the screen display 
of a modern audio console, which uses digital 
technology to provide easy access to the 
system's configuration and operation. (Cover 
credit: Kim Bracken, BE graphic designer. 
Console screen display by Harrison /GLW.) 

Page 50 Page 94 

FEATURES: 

26 Advantages of 3 -Stage Switcher Design 
By Marc S Walker, B7S Broadcast Television Systems 

A multistage approach can lower costs and increase reliability for large routing 

switchers. 

46 Implementing Multiformat Routing Switchers 
By Dan Mazur, Di -Tech 

A "virtual matrix" is the key to switching in a multiformat world. 

50 Fiber -Optic Routing Switchers 
By Jack Guedj, TriQuint Semiconductor, and Bob Grant, Integrated Switching 

Systems 
Must the advantages of fiber optics hit a bottleneck at the switcher? 

66 Integrating Multiple Control Systems 
By Roald Steen, free -lance author 
Computers simplify system control in modern broadcast plants. 

78 The On- Line /Off -Line Interface 
By Bill Ferster, Editing Machines Corporation 
The rapid growth of off -line editing systems is beginning to revolutionize the 

post- production industry. 

86 Archiving for Productivity 
By Rick Lehtinen, technical editor 
New technologies make archiving productive and even profitable. 

OTHER FEATURES: 

92 SBE Show Preview 

94 SMPTE Show Preview 
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ANOTHER BURLE POWER TUBE 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 

lith 
IM 

)/ 

A BURLE power tube at WNCT 
in Greenville, North Carolina recently 
passed a major milestone by celebrating 
it 90,000th operating hour. Quite an 
accomplishment, and we're proud of it. 

BURLE power tubes go back to the 
beginnings of power tube technology - 
ard we're continually working at our 
Lncaster, Pennsylvania facility to ensure 
ortimum performance in each and every 
BURLE tube. It's no wonder there are 

BURLE tubes still going strong after 
70,000, 80,000 and -in the case of 
WNCT -even 90,000 hours. Frankly, it 

wouldn't surprise us if there's a BURLE 
power tube out there destined to break 
the 100,000 -hour mark! 

Of course, operating life is affected by 
tube usage and care (the folks at WNCT 
have another BURLE power tube that's 
recently passed the 68,000 -hour mark, so 

they're obviously doing something right). 

Considering our track record -if you're 
interested in having your next power tube 
live to a ripe old age, contact your BURLE 
Tube Distributor who can also serve your 
needs for broadcast quality BURLE camera 
tubes, or call us at 1- 800 -366 -2875. 

Experience counts. 

BURLE Electron Tubes, 1000 New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17601-5688. 

Circle (5) on Reply Card 

Electron 
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INewsl 

By Dawn Hightower, 
senior associate editor 

Advanced TV 
testing begins 

The official testing of advanced TV 
transmission systems vying to become the 
new high -definition TV broadcast standard 
started with the click of a computer key 
by Alfred C. Sikes, chairman of the Fed- 

eral Communications Committee (FCC). 

This activated the special test appara- 
tus that has been under development for 
approximately three years. 

The event marked the beginning of a 

planned year -long testing effort at the Ad- 
vanced Television Test Center (ATTC). The 
goal is to help the FCC set the new stan- 
dard by June 1993. 

In a special arrangement between ATTC 

and Cable Television Laboratories, the ca- 

ble industry will simultaneously be test- 
ing these ATV systems for cable use, us- 

ing additional purpose -built equipment. 
Six ATV systems proposed by a number 

of different organizations are scheduled 
for testing. The FCC Advisory Committee 
has certified each as warranting testing. 
One system (ACTV) is an enhanced - 
definition television (EDTV), which pro- 
poses to build on today's (NTSC) TV sys- 

tem. Five systems are simulcast HDTV, 
which propose to operate independent of 
today's services and on now- vacant TV 
channels. Of these five systems, all use dig- 

ital signal processing. However, one would 
transmit TV signals in analog form 
(Narrow- MUSE), and four would do so in 
digital form. 

The proponent of each ATV system 
must deliver and maintain a full TV trans- 
mission system - video and audio - 
operating in real time, with no simulations. 

The laboratory testing of each ATV sys- 

tem will take approximately seven weeks, 

and will result in technical objective meas- 

urements about the performance of each 
system under controlled lab conditions. 

Increased security for 
ENG operations 

'l'he FCC has amended its rules to per- 
mit the use of digital voice ( "F3Y ") emis- 
sion for encrypting aural communications 
of remote pickup broadcast stations. This 
will enable licensees to prevent unauthor- 
ized interception and use by third parties 
of intrastation communications related to 

newsgathering and program production. 
This change was prompted by the com- 
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mission's receipt of several applications for 

authorization to use F3Y emission in the 
Remote Pickup Broadcast Service. The ap- 

plicants wanted to keep communications 
relating to news reporting confidential un- 

til the stories could be aired. Broadcasters 
maintained that although third -party 
reception and use of such radio signals 
was prohibited, the aggressive competition 
among news crews to be first with an ex- 

clusive news story sometimes made the 
extra level afforded by digital encryption 
technology necessary. 

In a departure from the rulemaking no- 

tice, the commission will allow stations us- 

ing F3Y emission to transmit unscrambled 
analog or international Morse Code sta- 

tion identification at intervals not exceed- 
ing 15 minutes during operation, prefera- 
bly using the broadcast stations Part 73 

call sign. This will enable any party receiv- 
ing interference to easily identify the 
source. 

October date set for 
Technical Conference 

The Society of Motion Picture and Tel- 

evision Engineers (SMPTE) has scheduled 
its 133rd Technical Conference and Equip- 
ment Exhibit, Oct. 26-29 in the Los An- 
geles Convention Center, Los Angeles. 

There will be technical programs, equip- 
ment exhibits, seminars, workshops and 
a student fair. 

Congressman Ritter 
to speak at SBE 
Convention 

The SBE banquet that will be held dur- 
ing the SBE Convention, Oct. 3 -6, in Hous- 

ton will feature U.S. Congressman Don Rit- 

ter. He is currently serving his seventh 
term in the U.S. House of Representatives, 
and represents Pennsylvania's 15th Con- 
gressional District. 

He is only one of a handful of 435 mem- 
bers of the House with a technological 
background, and the only one at a doc- 
toral level. Ritter earned his master's and 
doctor of science degrees from the Mas- 

sachusetts Institute of Technology, and his 

bachelor of science degree from Lehigh 
University, Bethlehem, PA. 
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INTRODUCING OU 

The point of news coverage and 
field production is to be in close. Broad 
in scope. With no distortion. All while 

capturing shots as appealing as a wide 

slice of pepperoni pizza . 

Nikon's new S9x5.5 lens, with 
internal locus, was made to order. 

Search far and wide and you'll find, for 
being near (about 1') and wide 

(77.3° x 61.9 °), no one else gives 
more. The crisp image, sharp from 
corner to corner, comes courtesy of 

Nikon's famed optics and ED glass. 
You glide through the 9x zoom ratio 

-from 5.5mm to 49.5mm - smoothly. 
And we include a 1.7x extender. 

The internal focus extends your 
creative options to include matte boxes 

and a full range of filters. And, like all 
Nikon ENG/EFP lenses, its lightweight 
design and rigid construction can't be 

topped. 

The S9x 5.5. Expect no less from 
Nikon. After all, we create the world's 
finest video lenses - from a complete 
line of HDTV lenses to converters that 

transform your Nikon F- series SLR 
lenses into a complete menu of special 
effects lenses for your CCD camera. 

For more information, write or call: 
Nixon Electronic Imaging, Dept. D1, 

10' Cleveland Ave., Bayshore, NY 
117)6, 1- 800 -52 -NIKON 

(526 4566). 

S9x5.5 ENG/EFP LENS 

AT 7X3; NO ONE 
GIVES YOU A TASTIER 

SLICE -OF -LIFE. 

:s 

4+ 

1 í I 
ELECTRONIC IMAGING 
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Never mind that 
the sky is falling 

¡Editorial 

Sometimes were our own worst enemy. I believe that's the case with many station 
general managers and owners. They mistakenly believe that if technical problems are 

ignored, or ones they aren't aware of, will simply go away. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. Technical problems that are ignored could be ones that end up costing 
you m- o- n-e -y. 

This summer, I spent a lot of time traveling. Combined with business travel, vaca- 

tion and my daily 70 -mile commute, I spent a lot of time listening to my car radio. 
Recently, I was able to confirm to myself what readers have been saying for several 

years. The audio quality of many radio stations is seriously 
declining. 

With modern car radios, it's easy to scan every available 
station. Armed with 15 or more station presets, a driver can 
quickly tune from one station to another. Because drivers 
are no longer encumbered by a linear tuning knob, selec- 

tion of another station is as simple as pressing a button. This 
is a convenient feature for the listener, but can prove to be 

a problem for the radio station. The easy access to a num- 
ber of stations makes it possible for your listeners to com- 
pare not only programming, but more importantly - sig- 

nal quality between stations. 
This summer, I was located in an area centered between 

two major markets. Each market had one station carrying 
the same satellite- delivered programming. Therefore, it was 

easy to compare the audio quality between the two stations. 

The difference was quite apparent. 
The audible differences were not so much loudness as clar- 

ity and frequency response. On one station, the highs were 
brighter and compared favorably with CD reproduction. The 
other station's signal was louder and more compressed. 
However, the most obvious difference was the lack of high 
frequencies, even to the point of sounding dull. 

Here were two stations carrying the identical programming, delivered from the same 

satellite. Yet, the quality of the transmitted signals was noticeably different. 
For several weeks, I verified the quality difference of the stations. I then compared 

the lesser -quality station's signal to other competitors. The result was the same. The 

muddy -sounding station didn't compare favorably to some of the other stations either. 
Don't get me wrong, even the lesser -quality station's sound wasn't bad, and it was 

certainly nothing the FCC would be concerned about. But, the signal quality was not 
as good as the station's competitors. 

There could be a lot of reasons for the quality differences. Equipment, budgets or 
other factors could be argued as the cause. Maybe they were factors, but one fact struck 

me as particularly noticeable. 
The lesser -quality signal came from a station with a part -time engineer. The higher - 

quality signals came from a station supported through the full -time staff of the com- 
panion TV facility. 

Even the best managers or owners have their hands full trying to be financially suc- 

cessful. This may leave little time (or inclination) to really listen for technical prob- 

lems. This task was formerly handled by the engineer. 
Managers, if you don't have a full -time engineer or one working closely with you 

to ensure consistent high quality, you're courting disaster. It's only a matter of time. 

You can ignore the reality of signal deterioration for only so long. Sooner or later, 

the results will become obvious to your listeners - and advertisers. 
In today's competitive marketplace, the success and future of your station may de- 

pend as much upon technical excellence as programming. When this happens, your 
engineer could turn out to be the best marketing tool you've got. 

W1-10 NEEDS AN 

ENGINEER? I KNOW 

WHAT I'M DOING... 
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Bottom Line Orientation. 
Creating a "sound" that attracts and holds the 

largest possible audience is the bottom line in the 
radio business. And the new OP'l'IMOD -FAI 
Digital 82(X) is a technological breakthrough with 
bottom line impact. 

Digital Makes the Best Even Better. 
The power of digital propels the 82(0 to new levels 

of performance and functionality. OP'l'IMOD -FM 
8Z00 is a true digital audio processor -the audio is 

digitized and all control functions are digital. 
What is the value of digital processing and 

control? In addition to a better sound, digital makes 
the OP'l'IMOD -1'M more user- friendly, more 
programmable, more flexible. Simply put, because 
the OP'l'IMOD -FM is easier to 
adapt to a station's programming 
needs, it will produce more 
benefit, more of the time. 

OPTIM 

changed with 
the push of a 

button- select 
the protection 
NIVP for total 
transparency, or 
the two -band MVP for an improved version of the 
traditional open, bright and natural OPTINIOD-FNI 
sound which helped make thousands of stations 
successful. Choose the optional multi -hand NIVP 
and meet the challenge of competitive major -market 
processing with selectable speeds to match any format. 

Power. Potential. Profitability. 
'làke advantage of the power, potential and 

profitability of the OP'l'IMOD -FM 82(X). Call your 

i i TO ._ 
GHD '- 

OLL ÆH"5 
CHFNGE -.EìT11165 

WTFS 

uTF 
S 

stiTUTF 
O0 

S : pppp 

Srlri 10:00:00 
=IITHTFS 12:00:00 
_2PIPF,a1 12:00:00 

0:00:00 

0 

5 

3 

NIGHT SHO 

N 

5HW 

23 TELEPHONE TALI. 
TPLI: 

Use the 8200's Automatic Preset Switching to 

automatically change the processing on a progran- 

med schedule. Ideal for dayparting or multi -format 

stations. 

OD FM 

The Processor with Multiple Personalities. 
With most conventional processors, multiple 

processing configurations require multiple boxes. 
With the 8200's Multiple Variable Processing (MVP) 
architecture, processing configurations can be 

1991 A <G Acoustics. In: 
Ornan and Opumod are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustxs. Inc 
AKG Is a registered trademark of Akusllscne U KIno-Geraate Ges m H. Austna. 

dealer now for a personal, hands - 
on evaluation of the 82(X). 

The OP'T'IMOD -FM 8200 

is a technological breakthrough 
with bottom line impact. 'l'he power of 
OPTIMOD- in pure digital. 
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Signal leakage forces 
cable system shutdown 

By Harry C. Martin 

In June, the FCC's Kansas City regional 
office issued a cease operations order to 
a Kansas cable system after an inspection 
revealed signal leakage in excess of the 
commission's standards. The investigation 
was part of an on -going initiative designed 
to promote safety in air navigation by 
reducing potential interference by cable 
TV systems. 

Cable systems employ a closed, non - 
radiating circuit system that uses the same 
radio frequencies as other radio services, 
including the aeronautical service. Signal 
leaks (system radiation) that cause a sys- 

tem to exceed the "cumulative leakage in- 
dex" (CLI) as set forth in section 76.611 of 
the commission's rules present potential- 
ly harmful interference to aeronautical 
communications in the 108- 137MHz and 
225- 400MHz frequency bands. 

The Kansas cable system immediately 
complied with the FCC's order by shutting 
down operations on channels in the aer- 
onautical bands and took immediate ac- 
tion to reduce the leaks. The system was 
not permitted to resume full operation un- 
til it complied with the commission's CLI 
standards. 

FCC studies efficacy of TV rules 
The commission has begun an inquiry 

proceeding in which it is seeking public 
comment on changes in the state of the 
video marketplace and the public policy 
implications of such changes. Specifical- 
ly, the inquiry will focus on these policy 
implications: 1) Technological advances in 
video delivery systems, such as digital sig- 
nal compression techniques; 2) The in- 
creasing competition in, and fragmenta- 
tion of, the video marketplace as a result 
of technological change; 3) The ability of 
some competitors to rely on revenue from 
direct viewer payment instead of, or in ad- 
dition to, advertising; and 4) The rapid in- 
crease in the availability of national 
sources of programming. 

The inquiry was prompted by a work- 
ing paper prepared by the FCC's Office of 
Plans and Policy (OPP), which catalogued 
a number of trends in the video market- 
place that may be eroding the policy ba- 
sis for many existing FCC rules, particu- 
Martin is a partner with the legal firm of Reddy, Begley & 
Martin. Washington. DC. 
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FCC update 

larly those that limit and restrict multiple 
and cross ownership of TV stations with 
other media. 

Copies of OPP's working paper (No. 26), 

"Broadcast Television in a Multichannel 
Marketplace;" are available through the 
commission's duplicating contractor, 
Downtown Copy Center, at 202 -452 -1422. 

Digital voice encryption 
permitted for RPU facilities 

As of July 25, the FCC is permitting the 
use of encrypted digital voice transmission 
by remote pickup broadcast stations. This 
change will help licensees prevent un- 
authorized interception and use by third 
parties of intrastation communications re- 
lated to newsgathering and program pro- 
duction. The FCC's rule change takes into 
account the new frequency -modulated 
( "FIE ") and phase -modulated (" GIE ") ITU 
emission designators. 

The new encryption methods will be 
confined to a nominal occupied band- 
width of 20kHz. This limit was retained 
because digital emission limitations are 
based on the use of a digitizing method, 
which uses the minimum signal sampling 
rate necessary for satisfactory voice intel- 
ligibility. The resultant emissions, the FCC 

said, are compatible with voice -modulated 
narrowband FM emissions traditionally 
used in the land mobile services and on 
most remote pickup channels. These emis- 
sion limitations don't permit use of the 
wider bandwidths that would be required 
for digitizing systems using the higher sig- 

nal sampling rates necessary for quality 
reproduction of high -fidelity programming. 

Finally, the commission is requiring that 
stations using encryption transmit an un- 
scrambled analog or international Morse 
code station identification at intervals not 
exceeding 15 minutes during operation, 
and that the parent broadcast station's call 
letters be used in all such identifications. 
The FCC said these requirements will per- 
mit easy tracing of a remote pickup source 
without resorting to the FCC's files. 

Main studio and time -brokerage 
abuses cited 

In a July decision, the commission fined 
a West Virginia FM station $10,000 for ab- 

dicating control of its facility, and for 

violating the "meaningful management 
and staff presence" requirement of the 
main studio rule. The station was rebroad- 
casting the signal of an independently 
owned AM station in its market pursuant 
to a time -brokerage agreement. 

The FCC pointed to the following facts 
as evidence of an unauthorized transfer 
of control to the time broker: 

Although the time -brokerage agree- 
ment authorized the licensee to pre -empt 
or reject the broker's programming, that 
right had never been exercised. 

The licensees actual role in the pro- 
gramming of the station (as opposed to 
what the contract said) was more that of 
a consultant or adviser than a decision 
maker. 

The licensee was indebted to the brok- 
er, who had financed construction of the 
brokered station, and there was no source 
of revenue independent of the broker's 
monthly payments. This suggested a lack 
of licensee control over station finances. 

The broker owned the brokered sta- 

tion's transmitter and negotiated for - and 
signed - the station's tower lease. 

Because the broker had infused the 
brokered station with working capital, 
chosen and bought its equipment, select- 
ed its format and otherwise participated 
in and financed construction of the facili- 
ty, the FCC found the licensee had abdi- 
cated de facto control to the broker. Also, 
as pointed out, the station was being oper- 
ated at odds with its time -brokerage agree- 
ment, which provided for separate man- 
agement and staff for the two stations. 

With regard to the related main studio 
rule violation, the commission noted that 
the licensee's manager had not been regu- 
larly present at the studio facility during 
normal business hours. The station had 
one employee, i.e., the nominal manager, 
at the station's main studio, but on a part - 
time basis. This did not constitute a 

"meaningful management and staff pres- 
ence" within the definition of the rule. Full - 
time managerial and staff presence is re- 
quired, the FCC said. 

Note: It is expected that the commission 
will relax its interpretation of the main stu- 

dio rule so as to require only a manage- 
ment "presence;' and relax the full -time 
physical presence requirement. 1:r:)))11 
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"What I Like About the Odetics Cart Machine." 
"When I joined WTVH two years ago, the existing cart 

handling equipment was more than 15 years old. There was a real 

need for a new, more reliable cart machine. I took a serious look at 

the machines out there, then settled on the Odetics TCS2000. 

Since we installed the TCS2000, everyone here has come to 

share my appreciation of its capabilities. We've especially liked the 

computer -based playlist. We had been manually checking play 

information against a paper log. Now we download the informa- 

tion directly from our traffic computer, and the TCS2000 

generates a playlist. With the human-error factor eliminated, on- 

air discrepancies have become practically non -existent. 

The efficiency of the Odetics equipment has streamlined our 

entire operation. Our older technology machine would hold only 

24 spots at a time. We load over 400 spots into the new machine. 

Also, we use the Odetics machine's multi -cut feature, and that's 

increased our on -line spot capability by about 33 percent. 

At WTVH we run 2 -1/2 hours of local news every day, so 

last- minute changes are routine. Using the Odetics keyboard, we 

Director of Sales 

Bill Keegan 

(714) 774 -2200 

can insert new material up to 30 seconds before going on air. 

Deletions need only two seconds lead time. 

One of the most useful aspects of the machine's software is 

the reports it generates. For example, I can pull a report any 

time showing what spots are needed that are not already in the 

machine. In the past, we might not know we were missing a spot 

until just before air time. 

This machine has certainly made my own job a lot easier. 

That's what I like most of all. I don't hear any more comments 

at staff meetings about spots being lost on -air, and it's a pleasure 

to see those blank discrepancy reports. 

If you're considering installing a new cart machine, give me 

a call at (315) 425-5555. I'll be glad to talk with you firsthand 

about the advantages the Odetics TCS2000 has brought to 

WTVH." 

Jim Bernier, Director of Engineering 
WTVH Syracuse 

Odetics 
Broadcast ® NATAS 

1515 Sotch Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 92802.2907 (800) 243-2001 or (714) 774-2200 
Northeast Southeast West North Central 

Ray Baldock Emerson Ray Chuck Martin Bill Boyd 

(201) 305-0549 (813)960.0853 (818)999 -9796 (612)894 -2121 
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(800)243.2001 
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Detuned at last 

By John Battison, P.E. 

Earlier this year (in the March and April 
issues), I talked about plans for detuning 
a new FM /LPTV tower that was to be 
erected close to an existing 2 -tower AM 
array. Weather and slow contractors 
played a part in delaying the detuning, so 
the end of the story was never told. Now, 
the detuning is finally completed. 

During construction, various difficulties 
slowed the process. For example, while the 
FM antenna was being raised (I hasten to 
add that I was not present), the lower end 
of the center tube was left open and the 
inner conductor fell out, ending up in a 
bent mass on the ground 250 feet below. 
After obtaining a replacement, the anten- 
na was safely raised several weeks later. 
The presence of a station chief engineer 
could have prevented this accident. 

Final array tuning, 
adjustment and proof 
can delay the air date 

for a new station. 

The trials of detuning 
I tried twice in vain to detune the tow- 

er. The first time, lighting and coax lines 
had not been bonded to the tower. The 
second time, the detuning skirt had not 
been completed. Finally, one glorious day 
I arrived and found everything ready. 

During the tower work, the AM trans- 
mitter had been operating on reduced 
power (with an STA) to keep the monitor 
points within limits. After the detuning 
skirt's installation (but before tuning), I put 
the transmitter on full power and went to 
read the monitor points. They were both 
out, but not as much as they were before 
the skirt was installed. This was an in- 
teresting development. I returned to the 
site, and with a quick in -line bridge check, 
verified that the common point im- 
pedance was still correct. Plate voltage 
and current were noted as well as Ice. 

With reduced power on the transmitter, 
I placed the field- intensity meter (FIM) on 
Battison. BE's consultant on antennas and radiation. owns 
John H. Battison and Associates. a consulting engineering 
company in Loudonville. near Columbus. OH. 
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top of the detuning box, close to the down 
lead, and tuned in the carrier with the at- 
tenuator on highest range. The meter 
went to half scale, so I raised the power 
to its full 500W. The FIM reading went up 
slightly, and I started detuning. 

Tuning was quite broad, and there was 
a choice of several turns for the tap to give 
the highest reading. Finally, I found one 
that I liked and left the tap in position. 
Then, I went back to the monitor points. 

Number one was nicely in at 14.9mV /m 
(maximum is 18.1mV /m). Number two, 
usually a bit tricky, was also in at 5.lmV /m 
(maximum is 7.lmV /m). 

A couple of quick spot measurements 
on other radials confirmed that the array 
seemed to be in. So, upon my return to 
the transmitter, common point impedance 
and current were checked, as were anten- 
na monitor readings, plate current and 
voltage. 

A few more monitor point checks were 
made as the phasor was adjusted. You 
might recall that the LPTV antenna was 
originally located on the south tower of 
the array. This had resulted in a +3° 
change to +106° for tower 2's phase to ob- 
tain the original pattern and keep the 
monitor points in. 

Detuning box containing inductor (left) and ca- 
pacitor, with base of new tower directly behind. 
Note detuning skirt wires around tower, ter- 
minating at feedthrough insulator on top of box. 

Completing the checks 
After these measurements had been 

completed, a final transmitter /phasor 
check was made to ensure the licensed 
values were set. The array was then hand- 
ed over to the chief engineer to go and 
perform the hard work of running radials. 

The radials showed a nice agreement 
with the original proof, although most 
were slightly low - a ratio of approxi- 
mately 0.98:1 instead of 1:1. But this differ- 
ence was negligible, and certainly much 
more acceptable than 1.1:1 or higher. 

After detuning, the most favorable tower 
2 array operating parameters appeared to 
be 1/ +102 °. Therefore, FCC Form 302 
now shows this for the new operation. 

This partial proof was made for the pur- 
pose of requesting a return to direct meas- 
urement of power following the construc- 
tion of a new FM tower. This put a time 

The FM Form 302 for 
license must be tiled 

within 10 days of 
airing commercially. 

constraint on us. The FM Form 302 for 
license must be filed within 10 days of pro- 
gram test and airing commercially. Fur- 
thermore, the required AM Form 302 for 
return to direct measurement of power 
and new license application had to be filed 
simultaneously with or before filing the 
FM Form 302. Therefore, the chief en- 
gineer had to work fast to get the radials 
done and sent to me in time. That's the 
biggest problem in cases like this. Final ar- 
ray tuning, adjustment and proof can de- 
lay the air date for a new station. It is wise 
to allow twice as long as common sense 
would dictate to do the final tuning. 

1:!:)))11 
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Extreme Measures 

-128.8 

-performance Audio Testing With System One + 
DESIGNING, MANUFACTURING and MAINTAINING high -perform 
analog & digital audio equipment places extreme demands on your test 
equipment. Your test set must have extremely low residual noise and distor- 
tion as well as extremely high accuracy... and the variety of systems under 
test calls for extremely flexible test set -up and control. 

System One + DSP from Audio Precision is the solution. The trace below 
is a System One + DSP FFT spectrum display showing the residual distor- 
tion performance of our generator and analyzer. 2nd harmonic distortion of 
the sine wave is 125dB below the 1kHz fundamental level before nulling. The 
3rd, 5th & 7th are all even lower! 

This self test is typical of the high -performance, high -accuracy measurement 
ility of System One + DSP. 

System One + DSP features in ude: 
Dual Channel FFT Analyzer Signals up to 80kHz may be 
acquired and analyzed with 1 bit resolution. 
Waveform Capture - Acquire and display signals on the 

for analysisintime t t ii r "digitalstnraff e ' 

" mode. 

I« 

-14.8 

-15p.e 
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conversion. 
analog system THD + N 

is permits resolution of dist r- 

u're serious about perfo ce. 
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An in -depth look at 
analog ATR circuits 
Bias circuits for ATRs 

By Gerry Kaufhold 11 

This month, we kick off a fresh concept 
for the "Circuits" column. Reverting back 
to the earlier days of Broadcast Engineer- 
ing, the "Circuits" column will dovetail 
with the "Troubleshooting" column on 
page 18 to show a detailed look at a par- 
ticular component of an analog audiotape 
recorder. 

This month, we will examine the bias- 
ing circuit that helps improve high - 
frequency response of the record section 
of an analog audiotape recorder. 

The overall bias function has five parts: 

1. the bias power switch; 
2. the bias oscillator; 
3. the bias harmonic filter; 
4. the bias trap; and 
5. the bias dummy coil. 

¡Circuits I 
6 
r. 
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oscillator. 
When the record switch is active, it ap- 

plies a positive voltage to transistor Q -1, 

which saturates to connect +10VDC to the 
center tap of transformer T -1. 

The base networks of transistors Q -2 
and Q -3 are identical, within the limits of 
component matching. There are +10V 
that feed through the windings of T-1, 

through 27kfl resistors R -2 and R -3, and 
charge up capacitors C -2 and C -3. 

In order to make sure that transistor Q- 
3 fires first, a "jump- start" polarized capac- 
itor, C -4, is applied between the bases of 
Q -2 and Q -3. The positive side of C -4 acts 
as a low impedance to the incoming cur- 
rent from T -1, delaying the turn -on cycle 
of transistor Q -2. 

The delay lets transistor Q -3 turn on 

FROM 
RECORD 

AMPLIFIER 

1 °5 

DUMMY 
COIL 

R-4 C-6 

HARMONIC 
FILTER 

BIAS 
TRAP 

T-2 

ERASE 
HEAD 

RECORD 
I SWITCH 

I RECORD 
I SWITCH 

O RECORD 
HEAD 

Figure 1. Diagram of a typical bias oscillator circuit. 

Bias power switch 
and oscillator 

Figure 1 shows a typical bias oscillator. 
This is a traditional flip -flop using discrete 
transistors. 

Bias is only active when the recorder is 
in the record mode. Bias is switched on 
and off by controlling power into the bias 

Kaufhold is an electronics industry analyst based in Tempe. 
AZ. 
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first, saturating the collector- emitter junc- 
tion to approximately 0.3V. 

Transistor Q -3 acts as an effective short 
circuit. As soon as the center- tapped coil 
of transformer T -1 has discharged through 
Q -3, no current flows through the base - 
emitter junction of Q -3, turning it off. 

As soon as Q -3 turns off, the base of 
transistor Q -2 begins to turn on - repeat- 
ing the cycle and causing the circuit to os- 
cillate with a clean sine wave whose fre- 

quency is dependent upon the values of 
R -2, R -3, C -2, C -3 and the inductance of 
transformer TI. 

T1 can be adjusted to provide the ex- 
act bias frequency, which should be 
around 125kHz. 

Harmonic filter 
The oscillator is coupled through a tuna- 

ble LC network made up of the parallel 
combination of T-1 and C -5. 

Resistor R -4 and capacitor C -6 provide 
a series -tuned bandpass filter that rejects 
all but the fundamental bias frequency, 
which should be set to approximately 
125kHz. 

Bias trap 
The bias trap acts to block the bias os- 

cillator frequency from getting into the 
other record function amplifiers. The rec- 
ord amplifiers are tuned to provide op- 
timal frequency response for incoming sig- 
nals. These amplifiers would cause serious 
distortion if the bias frequency were to 
bleed into them and be amplified. 

The bias trap is a parallel -tuned notch 
filter made up of tunable coil T -2 and ca- 
pacitor C -7. When properly tuned, this net- 
work presents a high impedance to the 
bias frequency - effectively blocking it 
from the sensitive record mode amplifiers. 

Dummy coil 
The dummy coil provides a dummy load 

to the bias oscillator circuits during non - 
record modes. When record mode is ena- 
bled, the dummy coil is disengaged, and 
the full- strength bias signal is applied to 
the erase heads. 

If there was no dummy coil to provide 
a load during non -record modes, the os- 
cillator might detune, and sweep through 
an audible frequency range on the erase 
head, imparting an audible and annoying 
"popping" sound to the tape the instant 
that the record mode is entered. 

Dummy coils were developed to permit 
audio engineers to transparently "punch 
in" and "punch out" during a recording 
session. This popular feature of modern - 
day audio recording depends upon prop- 
er alignment and tuning of the bias oscil- 
lator circuit. 
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Control room of ABC Sports mobile unit. 
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Audio -video control 
systems 
Careful design from the ground up can be the solution 
to interfacing audio, video and digital signals. 

Some of today's production and 
control rooms resemble the com- 
plexity of a NASA space center. 
And, as complex as today's sys- 
tems are, even more complicated 
devices are on the technological 
horizon. 

Technical managers face a be- 
wildering array of challenges 
when it comes to production and 
control room design. Analog, dig- 
ital, composite and component are 
only part of the video signal issue. 
Add analog and digital audio sig- 
nals, mix in a little MIDI and seri- 
al LANs for control, and the com- 
plexity of building and operating 
a video or production environ- 
ment seems unsurmountable. 

Fortunately, although technolo- 
gy increases the complexity of our 
lives, it also simultaneously cre- 
ates new solutions. Often, these 
solutions lie in new and more 
powerful hardware. The task of 
the technical manager then be- 
comes the effective use of this new 
equipment to the best advantage 
of the facility. 

In this month's special coverage, 
we will cover some of the new 
technology solutions now availa- 
ble to the TV and production facil- 
ities. The proper use of some of 
these ideas can reduce costs, im- 
prove the flexibility for operators 
and maybe even increase your fa- 
cility's competitive advantage. 

"Advantages of 3 -Stage Switch - 
er Design" provides a thorough 
review of routing switcher design. 

Using techniques developed al- 
most 40 years ago by Charles 
Clos, the author shows how it's 
possible to reduce the number of 
crosspoints in a IOOx 100 switch- 
er from 10,000 to only 5,700. The 
result is a savings in cost and com- 
plexity. 

Reducing switcher size isn't the 
only important consideration 
when handling audio and video 
signals. The requirement to han- 
dle digital and component analog 
video signals simultaneously cre- 
ates even more challenges in rout- 
ing and control. The article, "Im- 
plementing Multiformat Routing 
Switchers;' shows how a virtual 
matrix forms the basis for a well - 
designed switching system. 

As new digital video formats be- 
come available and facilities ex- 
amine ways to implement HDTV, 
controlling these signals increas- 
ingly becomes the topic of much 
concern. Switching and routing 
the high -speed signals can be a 
difficult problem. Instead of rely- 
ing on coax, many view fiber as 
the routing solution. The issue 
then becomes switching. Is it pos- 
sible to build a fiber -optic routing 
switcher? The answer is yes and 
the authors detail how in "Fiber - 
Optic Routing Switchers." 

"The On -Line /Off -Line Inter- 
face" article sets the stage for 
compatibility between editing sys- 
tems. Without advance planning, 
editors may find themselves work- 
ing in expensive editing suites 

when most of the work could have 
been done in much less expensive 
off -line facilities. See how your 
editors can benefit with a little 
forethought. 

Need to store a lot of still video 
images? `Archiving for Productiv- 
ity" shows you the technology be- 
hind an electronic video filing sys- 
tem. Based on magneto- optical 
storage, large graphic image stor- 
age becomes possible - with ac- 
cessibility of these images to mul- 
tiple users. 

Now that you've planned the use 
of these new technologies, they 
have to be properly controlled: 
"Integrating Multiple Control Sys- 
tems" provides an overview of 
some important considerations 
when planning that next video fa- 
cility. 

The ever increasing pace of 
technological developments 
challenges technical managers on 
many fronts. The systems de- 
signed today must serve not only 
today's needs, but also those of 
tomorrow, when the requirements 
may be quite different. Fortunate- 
ly, solutions are available in mod- 
ern production hardware. 

`Advantages of 3 -Stage 
Switcher Design" .... page 26 
"Implementing Multiformat 
Routing Switchers" 46 
"Fiber -Optic Routing 
Switchers" 50 
"Integrating Multiple 
Control Systems" 66 
"The On- Line /Off -Line 
Interface" 78 
"Archiving for 
Productivity" 86 

Brad Dick, editor 
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When you have a corporate theme ing image quality for graphics, special technicians and highly responsive sales 

line that proclaims excellence, and the effects, and show openings. Generation 

programming to back it up, you can't after generation . 

let up on any detail. To preserve its status as "Simply 

Which explains why HBO entrusts the Best;' H30 also uses D2 to record 

its daily demands to Sony`: The leader all producticns for their comedy channel 

in professional videotape. and Betacam ` videotape for taping and 

HBO producers and engineers turn dubbing all remote productions. 

to the proven high technology Such demands require a world -class 

r of Sony Dl tape to ensure last- support teon. And Sony delivers top 

representatives, along with in -depth 

research that keeps you on the loading 

edge of video production. 

It's the closest thing to a gui mince 

you'll find in broadcasting. So if von 

like the view from the top of the moan 

tain, there's simply one path to pursue 

Sony. The leader video leaders hollow. 

SONY 
PROFESSIONAL TAPE 

WHEN YOU'RE 
SIMPLY THE BEST 

YOU SIMPLY 
USE SONY TAPE. 
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THE 
LEADER 
IS AT IT 
AGAIN! 
WE'VE ALREADY BUILT 

AND INSTALLED AN 

OPERATIONAL HDTV 
SYSTEM! 

Just ask KBLR -TV39 in Las 
Vegas, Nevada. JAMPRO pro- 
vided their antenna which per- 
mits the transmission of an 
HDTV signal. 

State -of -the art technology 
and JAMPRO continue to grow 
together ... we were on the lead- 
ing edge when we developed the 
first circular polarized television 
antenna ... and that tradition 
continues today. 

OUR SYSTEM 
PROVIDES 

Pattern stability 
Non -scanning 
characteristics 
A band width wide 
enough to provide the 
superior broadcasting of 
a high definition signal. 

FOR DETAILS 
(916) 383 -1177 Telex: 377321 

FAX (916) 383 -1182 

I w ane# 
ANTENNAS, INC. 

6939 Power Inn Road 
Sacramento, CA 95828 
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switching;' because an input may feed 
many outputs (point -to- multipoint) rather 
than common switcher applications in tel- 
ephone systems. At first, this appears sim- 
pler than point -to-point operation because 
many inputs will not be in use at a given 

middle matrices to prevent the blocking. 
Figure 3 demonstrates blocking in a sys- 

tem of reasonable size for presentation 
here. Although this small system doesn't 
save crosspoints, blockage occurs in the 
same way in a large system. Figure 3a is 

time. 
However, computer simulations show 

broadcast switching actually requires 
more middle matrices than point -to -point 
switching. In a simulation of a 100x100 
switcher with random selection of inputs 
and outputs for switching commands, the 
number of middle matrices used increases 
to 19. This is still within the Clos count, 
but is more than the 17 used in the pure- 
ly point -to -point case. For this test, many 
inputs will be used by one or two outputs, 
with a few used by three or more outputs, 
and many inputs not used at all. Although 
this is similar to what actually happens in 
a TV application, a more difficult pattern 
was developed to approximate typical us- 
age in a TV facility with greater precision. 
Here, one input was used by four outputs, 
the next 10 inputs were used by three out- 
puts, the next 10 inputs were used by two 
outputs, and the remaining inputs were 
used by one or no outputs. This means 

4 INPUT 
MATRICES 

4x7 

the starting condition for a demonstration 
of switcher blocking, with all outputs 
switched to their respective inputs. In Fig- 
ure 3b, output 5 was switched to input 2, 

requiring use of the fifth middle matrix, 
because no path was available through the 
first four middle matrices. Figure 3c shows 
output 6 switched to input 3, and then out- 
put 7 switched to input 4. These selections 
required the use of the sixth and seventh 
middle matrices because other paths were 
not available at that time due to the or- 
der of the switching requests. Several 
selections are now blocked. For example, 
output 10 can't be switched to input 1. 

Note that output 5 can now reach input 
2 by signal copying in the second middle 
matrix, and output 6 could reach input 3 

in the third middle matrix. 
'l'he increase in middle matrices may be 

a significant problem if the switching ma- 
trices are constructed out of standard 
building blocks. In the previous example, 

7 MIDDLE 
MATRICES 

4x4 

4 OUTPUT 
MATRICES 

7x4 
INPUT 1 OUTPUT 1 

2 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 2 'e01 INPUT 4 OUTPUT3 

INPUT 5 

INPUT 6 

INPUT 7 

INPUT 8 

INPUT 9 

INPUT 10 

INPUT 11 

INPUT 12 

NPUT 13 

INPUT 14 

INPUT 15 

INPUT 16 

OUTPUT 5 

OUTPUT 6 

OUTPUT 7 

OUTPUT 8 

OUTPUT 9 

OUTPUT 10 

OUTPUT 11 

OUTPUT 12 

OUTPUT 13 

OUTPUT 14 

OUTPUT 15 

OUTPUT 16 

Figure 3a. A 16x 16 muncher with inputs switched fo matching-numbered outputs, point -to-point. 
Only four middle matrices are required. 

that 31 outputs were being fed from the 
first input matrix, and 21 outputs were be- 
ing fed from the second input matrix. (l'his 
was intended to model the heavy usage 
of certain signals, such as black, color bars, 
network, program and so on.) A simula- 
tion was run where one million takes were 
made while maintaining the loading on 
the inputs. This simulation required 22 

an increase from 19 to 20 middle matrices 
only costs one additional middle matrix 
and the associated interconnection cables. 

But the increase to 21 or 22 middle ma- 
trices requires the input matrices to pro- 
vide more outputs, and the output ma- 
trices to provide more inputs. Because the 
matrix blocks come in increments of 10 

Continued on page 36 
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At last, 
a digital disk recorder 
priced for everyone. 

(The A bekas A66) 

The new Abekas A66 provides component 

digital video performance at analog prices. The 

perfect complement to any tape recorder, the A66 

uses the latest in disk technology to provide D1 

image quality, true random access and high quality new A66 is the solution. It's so 

slow motion. For on -line editing, 4:2:2 graphics flexible and affordable you'll probably buy two 
or integrated news and sports broadcasting, the or three! For details call: (415) 369 -5111. 

Abekas 
Leading in Digitai Innovation 

For details: (415) 369 -5111 Atlanta (404) 451 -0637 Chicago (708) 699 -94(X) 
Dallas (214) 385 -4544 Los Angeles (818) 955 -6446 New York (516)829 -0820 San Francisco (415) 369 -6791 
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Continued from page 32 
inputs and 10 outputs, the crosspoint count 

increases from the original 5,900 to 8,200 

for a system with 22 middle matrices. In 

a carefully contrived switching sequence - one that would not be likely to occur 

INPUT 1 

INPUT 2 

INPUT 3 

INPUT 4 

INPUT 5 

INPUT 6 

INPUT 7 

INPUT 8 

INPUT 9 

INPUT 10 

INPUT 

INPUT 

INPUT 13 

INPUT 14 

INPUT 15 

INPUT 16 

4 INPUT 
MATRICES 

4x7 

in normal operations - it is possible to use 

up to 40 middle matrices in a 100x100 
switcher. That system would require 
12,000 crosspoints to construct, or 2,000 

more crosspoints than a single -stage 

switcher. The switching of inputs to mul- 

7 MIDDLE 
MATRICES 

4x4 

4 OUTPUT 
MATRICES 

7x4 -4 
1 

. 
T 

3 -' OUTPUT4 

1 i=-, rS'li1 _``.'A=881`.,'= 
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I - _ 4, 

OUTPUT 1 

OUTPUT 2 

Figure 3b. Changing output 5 to input I requires a fifth middle matrix. 
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OUTPUT 13 

OUTPUT 14 

OUTPUT 15 

OUTPUT 16 

Figure 3c. Next, output 6 is changed to input 3, then output 7 to input 4. This takes all remain- 

ing middle matrices. Now, when output /0 tries switching to input 1. it is blocked. No open paths 

are available between middle matrices and the first input matrix. 
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tiple outputs creates an effect similar to 

increasing the number of inputs on an in- 

put matrix, therefore making broadcast 

switching more difficult than point -to-point 

switching. However, there are ways 

around the problem. 

The blockages always occur at the out- 
put of an input matrix, (between input and 

middle matrices), typically under the fol- 

lowing scenario. When a single input is 

directed to many outputs and the number 
of outputs required exceeds the number 
of outputs on a middle matrix, a second 

middle matrix must be used. However, a 

path from the original input matrix may 

not be available to feed that second mid- 

dle matrix if other inputs in that input ma- 

trix are also being heavily used. But when 

only one or two inputs are heavily used, 

the blockages do not occur. For example, 

if the input loading of the previous case 

is distributed across all of the input ma- 

trices such that the first input matrix has 

an input used by four outputs, each input 
matrix has one input used by three out- 

puts, one input used by two outputs, and 

the remaining inputs used by one or no 

outputs, the number of middle matrices 

needed is reduced from 22 to 17. This is 

a significant reduction for simply spread- 

ing the load evenly among all input ma- 

trices. Sharing the input loading will pre- 

vent blocking and allow the benefits of 

multistage switching to be used in broad- 

cast switching applications. 

Rearrangeable switching 
Because the needs of a TV facility 

change daily, perhaps even hourly, an ad- 

ditional safety net is advisable. This is be- 

cause a given input matrix may get heav- 

ily used at some time, allowing a blockage 

to occur. Referring to telephony research, 

it has been proven that a rearrangeably 
non -blocking point -to -point switcher can 

be constructed with only m middle ma- 

trices. This means only 10 middle matrices 

are needed for the 100 by 100 example 
switcher in point -to-point operation. Rear - 

rangeably non -blocking means that if a 

path from an input matrix to an output 
matrix is not available, one can be opened 

by moving some of the other signals to 

different paths without interruption. Such 

"smart" systems can re -route complete 

paths via different middle matrices, or ac- 

complish multiple outputs from single in- 

puts by using signal copying in the mid- 

dle and output matrices. (The latter 
process makes these matrices capable of 

point -to-multipoint switching.) 
Figure 4 illustrates the results of rear- 

ranging. Figure 4a shows the same signal 

selections as Figure 3c, but all of the paths 

fit within the first four middle matrices. 

Signal copying in the middle matrices is 

used to feed outputs 5, 6 and 7, with out- 
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Designed for production quality... 
With an eye on your budget. 

Panasonic presents two very versatile, high -grade 
color monitors - the BT- D1920Y and the BT- M1310Y. 
Built for performance, these BT- Series monitors offer 
you the quality and reliability you've come to expect 
from Panasonic. Not to mention a wide array of features 
at an affordable price. 

Our BT- Series provides you with the controls and 
:onnections necessary for studio applications - while 
serving a host of industrial, educational and professional 
'ideo needs. 

For maximum performance and versatility, both 
monitors offer complete, direct compatibility with the 
new S -VHS format - in addition to conventional signals. 
And video reproduction on the BT- Series is superb. 
As a matter of fact, the BT- M1310Y boasts a horizontal 
n ?solution of more than 560 lines, while the BT- D1920Y 

s vus 
offers you greater than 550 lines. 

What's more, each monitor provides you with a full set 
of front panel controls. Like Line A/B split, S -Video input 
connectors, Blue signal -only switch, pulse -cross circuit, 
preset picture off /on, comb /trap filter selectable and 
normal /underscan switch, just to name a few. 

So when you are looking for professional quality, but 
still need to keep an eye on your budget, look into the 
Panasonic BT- Series high -grade monitors. For more 
information, call 1 -800- 524 -0864. 

Panasonic 
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put 8 being fed through the first middle 
matrix. In Figure 413, the previously 
blocked take of output 10 to input 1 is pos- 

sible through the fifth middle matrix. Fig- 

ure 4c shows how output 9 can be re- 

routed to permit output 10 to use signal 

copying in the first middle matrix. 
Rearranging can be done without any 

loss or disconnection of existing signals by 

setting up each new path and switching 
to it before removing the old path. The 

only switch noticeable at the output will 
be when the output matrix changes from 
the old to new path for the same signal. 

A 200x200 wideband digital routing switcher being installed at Madison Square Garden in Neu) 

York. Beyond the operational advantages of such a routing system, its physical space require- 

ments are typically less than an equivalent patchbay /DA system would require. (Photo courtesy 

of B7S.) 

Therefore, any switching glitches or tran- 
sients caused by rearranging will occur 
only once per output, not three times. If 

t he switcher provides clean switching with 
well- matched paths, there will be no 

noticeable disturbance. This technique 
can work quite well when switching digi- 
tal signals, as long as bits are not lost be- 

yond recovery by a switching glitch. 
It has been shown that a point -to -point 

switcher that is rearrangeably non - 
blocking can be constructed with n or 
more middle matrices. Up to n -1 outputs, 

9 for this example, may require rearrang- 
ing to open the necessary path in this 

switcher.t Because broadcast operation is 

more difficult than point -to -point opera- 

tion, you should expect to use more mid- 

dle matrices. The number of middle ma- 

trices required will depend somewhat 

upon the amount of rearranging that will 
be permitted. For a reasonable amount of 
rearranging, I recommend 20 middle ma- 

('onlìnued on page 12 

MASTER CLOCK SYSTEMS 
WHEN YOU REALLY NEED THE CORRECT TIME!! 

ES180 - WWV ACCURACY - $2100 
ES199 - WWVACCURACY - $1775 ` 
ES160/1 - 1 SEC /MO. ACCURACY - $1525 
ES160 - 3 SEC /MO. ACCURACY - $1315 
ES 192A - LINE FREQUENCY ACCURACY - $260 
MANY SLAVES ARE AVAILABLE, AND ONE OF THEM PUTS TIME 

AND DATE ON YOUR MONITOR! $192 - 741 

SYNCHRONIZED ANALOG SLAVES AND TIME ZONE OFFSETS ALSO AVAILABLE! 

UP /DOWN SYSTEMS TOO! 

ES362A - 100 MINUTE UP /DOWN MASTER TIMER - $420 

ES520 - 60 MINUTE MASTER TIMER $169 
TIMER SLAVES ARE AVAILABLE $192 - $395 

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR 19 YEARS 

142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245 (213) 322 -2136 
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ROUTING FOR TOMORROW 

Multi -Level, Multi- Format 

Do ever changing standards, formats and 

future technology, make you wonder if there is 

a router that could handle your needs today 
without becoming obsolete tomorrow? 

At Utah Scientific we've been making multi- 
level, multi -format routers for over 13 years. 

All our router designs insure both compatibility 
with existing systems and expansion into the 
future! 

Control systems range from simple bus control 
through full router automation. 

Leadersh p has been a part of 

Utah Scientific since 1918 when the 

company was founded. 

First with reprogrammable control 
panels, first with alphanumeric 

mnemonics, first with customer 

configurable panels, first with fully 
automated routing and master con- 

trol switchers, first with integrated 

router & machine control, and 

first in systems connectivity con- 

tinue to affirm us as a world leader. 

Future peace of mind is assured with 
our 10 year commitment to total 

customer satisfaction. 

Use our experience! 

DYNATECH BROADCAST GROUP 

UTi4H SC/Er7T/F/C, 

V I S I O N. 

V A L U E." 

To GET THE PICTURE Contact US at: 
4750 Wiley Post Way 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116 
800- 453 -8782 or 801 -575 -8801 
Circle (22) on Reply Card 
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Ifyou think there's no diffe 
monitors,we have a few p 

Wouldn't it be great to have aTV station monitor that could 

help you detect problems in your other equipment. A monitor 

with SMPTE C phosphors to prevent COLOR INCONSISTENCY 

between monitors. And over 600 lines of horizontal resolution 

to eliminate details. 

Of course, it would be really great if it had a beam current 

feedback system to stop COLOR O ß1 And a broadcast 

CRT with an aperture grille designed to handle higher brightness 

without wilimppr or 41*-while maintaining color 

purity and uniformity. And if it had a 4 A screen to 

provide you with a truer RSPEC1N and an auto set up system to 

let you avoid TWEAKING, that would be ideal. 

Well, that's the right word for Sony's BVM-1915. It was specif- 

ically designed to meet the broadcast industry's tough standards 

for precise C Lop reproduction and reliability. 

If you're using anything else, your idea of what a 

TV station monitor can do for you may be a bit 

For more information on how easily the newest 

I 350essa3naI(.rouo..l Par aOo Mon/vale. N51076,15 1735 ®1001 Sony rroorabonol Armrs.a Sony .5 alraCerrurrr(JSrn!. 
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t rice b etweenTi V station 
)intS w e'd like to i 

-nember of the BVIV family can fit into your budget, just give 

_,s a at 1-800-635-SONY. SON Y 
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL GROUP 
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Implementing multi- 
format routing switchers 

A "virtual matrix" is the key to switching in a 
multiformat world. 

Improvements in TV technology are sig- 
nificantly changing the routing and distri- 
bution requirements of broadcast and 
teleproduction facilities. New switching 
systems must handle component analog 
formats, RS- 232/RS -422, digital video and 
multiple analog and /or digital audio chan- 
nels. However, integrating these smaller 
matrices with the main house routing 
switcher often requires a major rewiring 
of the entire facility, because of the limi- 
tations in the control logic of standard 
routing switchers. A virtual matrix control 
system can relieve this problem by map- 
ping the relationship between all switch- 
ing levels in software. 

The need for routing switchers 
The routine day -to -day recording, 

monitoring and maintenance needs of 
every teleproduction facility presuppose 
the ability to select from any number of 
available signals. At least some of these 
switching and distribution needs can be 
met with a combination of patchbays and 
distribution amplifiers. However, complex 
and extensive switching networks can be 
established and changed more readily 
with a routing switcher. 

A routing switcher is capable of dis- 
tributing a source signal to any desired 
destination within the matrix. This pro- 
vides the best possible use of available 
hardware. Once a routing switcher be- 
comes the central interconnect point for 

Mazur is a consultant to Di -Tech. Deer Park. NY. 
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all equipment, uniform timing relation- 
ships and signal levels can be established 
throughout a facility. Equipment changes 
and facility expansions become greatly 
simplified. 

There are operational as well as systems 
engineering advantages in using routing 
switchers. Control panels are usually in- 
stalled in many areas throughout a facili- 
ty, enhancing overall flexibility. Increasing- 
ly, these panels can be programmed to 
meet unique requirements. Software - 
based features now include the ability to 
assign inputs or outputs to specific buttons, 
the use of alphanumeric names instead of 
numbers to improve user -friendliness, and 
"protection" options to prevent unwanted 
switches from occurring. 

Setups that are commonly used can of- 
ten be defined on system terminals and 
executed as "salvo" switches. Many sys- 
tems include a combination of local con- 
trol panels, external computer control for 
automated time event switching sequences, 
and dial -up telephone control via DTMF 
codes. The control and distribution possi- 
bilities of a routing switcher matrix have 
become an indispensable design consider- 
ation in all but the smallest facilities. 

Configuring a matrix 
Routing switcher systems are typically 

manufactured as distinct video and audio 
matrices, capable of being controlled to- 
gether. To achieve an audio -follow -video 
(AFV) switch, it is necessary to wire the 
video and audio signals to corresponding 

input /output locations on the router 
frames. In certain situations, it may be 
necessary to switch the video signal with- 
out changing the audio or vice versa. 
These special case AFV situations require 
control panels with the ability to indepen- 
dently "split" or "breakaway" the video 
and audio source feeds. 

Routing needs must be reassessed in 
light of the technological advances that 
have improved video and audio signal 
quality. The most radical proposal for im- 
proved picture quality entails the complete 
replacement of all established video stan- 
dards with a new high- resolution alterna- 
tive. The 30MHz bandwidth necessary to 
realize HDTV specifications greatly ex- 
ceeds the performance parameters that 
dictated most NTSC /PAL /SECAM router 
designs. Although wideband routing 
switchers are available, you should ques- 
tion whether all video crosspoints should 
be upgraded to meet this requirement. 

Other improvements have focused on 
preserving the quality of existing signals 
through new recording technologies. To- 
day's component analog video formats 
used for ENG (Betacam and MII) do not 
impose new bandwidth demands (unlike 
some other RGB systems), but they do re- 
quire the simultaneous switching of three 
video signals. Many routers can only ac- 
commodate these requirements by slav- 
ing two additional video frames together. 
Few manufacturers offer a practical way 
of using remaining frame capacity for sys- 
tems in the field. Fewer still can recon- 
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Experience the 
genius of Videotek. 

You're burning the midnight 
oil...Final edit's due at 8 a.m. 
Be glad you have Prodigy -the 
switcher with more brainpower 
in a smaller package. 

Forget about old two 
mix/effect systems. 

A reliable video switching and 
special effects system follows the 
industry standard -multi -level 
effects with look -ahead preview 
-then raises it with features no 
one else has, even on their most 
expensive systems. Prodigy offers 
stereo audio -follow- video, editor 
interface, effects memory and a 

programmable downstream keyer. 
Independent inner /outer border 

softness control is standard. An RGB 

chroma keyer is also available. 
Have it your way. 
Modify Prodigy to suit your style 

and create memorable performances. 
Program up to 99 events into 
Prodigy's 68000 microcomputer and 
preview the results instantly. Ten 
programmable sequences link 80 
on -line memory registers, and ten 
learned operator transitions track 
your actions over time. With 
Videotek's exclusive Times Six Plus 

black burst generator, system timing 
is virtually automatic. 

Prodigy is multi -talented. 
Equally at home in the post - 

production facility, newsroom or 
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studio -Prodigy rack -mounts in 
minutes and its software talks to 
a wide range of popular editing 
controllers. 

Get your hands on a Prodigy 
and let the performance begin! 
For details or your nearest Prodigy 
dealer, call Videotek today. 

VIDEOTEKI"C 
IAmerican made technology. 

And value. 

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, 
Pennsylvania 19464 (215) 327 -2292 
TWX 710- 653 -0125 FAX (215) 327 -9295 

A Zero Defects Company 
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figure a single chassis to route the four 
channels of audio that these tape formats 
provide. 

Many of the newer VTRs provide the 
convenience of a separate, dedicated mon- 
itor output capable of displaying machine 

ID, diagnostic data and time code. For this 
reason, it is no longer safe to assume that 
a single video path is adequate to meet 
the switching requirements of composite 
video. Moreover, some recent production 
techniques require switching of video key 
as well as program video signals. 

The D -1 and D -2 digital video formats 
require an entirely new breed of routing 
switcher. At present, this means a multipin 
parallel data transmission path, although 
serial digital switching systems are be- 
lieved to be under development. The D -2 
format has been promoted as a candidate 
for direct replacement of the type C VTR, 
by retaining significant levels of compati- 
bility with existing routing switcher sys- 
tems. For this reason, D -2 switching re- 
quirements can be anticipated in the 
analog and digital video domains. 

Machine control functions provide an- 
other area that can be managed through 
a switching matrix. Now that RS- 232/RS- 
422 serial control ports have become stan- 
dard features of tape machines and related 
support equipment, it is practical to estab- 
lish a central machine room with the en- 
tire house inventory available to edit suites 
as required. 

Advances in control systems 
Conventional switching logic defines 

crosspoints based upon their physical lo- 
cation on a switcher frame. A sensible al- 
ternative would entail using the advanced 
abilities of a microprocessor to define rout- 
ing switcher control logic. Ideally, switch- 
ing crosspoints should be selected on the 
basis of their logical and operational rela- 
tionship to a given device, rather than how 
each switching level is connected on a 
frame. In short, it should be possible to 
completely "wie the routing switcher via 
software. 

This can be accomplished by creating 
tables of source and destination names, 
and then mapping the crosspoints associ- 
ated with each name. Because a given 
name could refer to a single level or AFV 
device, the control system must consult 
these tables before executing any switch. 
(See Figure 1.) The term virtual matrix has 
been used to describe this type of routing 
switcher system. 

A virtual matrix may be defined as a 
universe of input or output devices con- 
taining crosspoints on any physical con- 
nect point across one or more control lev- 
els. A system satisfying the following 
criteria would meet the design objectives 
of a virtual matrix: 
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Figure 1. In a virtual matrix, all source or destination devices are named and assigned to specif- 
ic physical input or output connections. An operator switching VTRI, for example, automatically 
selects AFV crosspoints on five switching levels. On the other hand, CAMI is defined as a video - 
only switch. 
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Figure 2. The virtual matrix allows each switching level of every output to be controlled indepen- 
dently. As shown here, physical output 15 has five separate destinations. A single switch combin- 
ing outputs VIDEO-16, AUDI-20, AUD2 -20, RS422 -15. for example, is also possible. 

GRAPHICS WORKSTATION 

1. The system shall be based upon param- 
eters that users set on -line via a system ter- 
minal. These parameters should include 
matrix size, number of control levels, 
source and destination names and virtu- 
al matrix switching tables. 

2. The system shall be capable of single - 
level switches, multilevel switches (such as 
AFV), breakaway switches and "off" 
switches in order to prevent unintention- 
al breakaways. 

3. The switching matrix shall be defined 
in terms of source and destination names. 
Crosspoints associated with source or des- 
tination names may occupy any physical 
input /output connect point for each avail- 
able control level. (See Figure 2.) 

4. It should be possible to include a phys- 
ical crosspoint in the definition of more 
than one device, to conserve router capac- 
ity and simplify operations. Confirming 
switch tallies should indicate this prede- 
fined "breakaway condition." 

Certain operational features are essen- 
tial to implementing and maintaining a 
virtual matrix, such as password protec- 

tion, backup to floppy disk and provision 
for hard-copy printout. Power -line protec- 
tion and backup electronics should also be 
provided to ensure reliability, and the sys- 
tem should be capable of detecting and 
rejecting improperly formatted or non- 
sense switch messages. 

Benefits of a virtual matrix 
Since 1987, routing switchers im- 

plementing virtual matrix control archi- 
tecture have been in use at post - 
production houses, networks, news bu- 
reaus, TV stations and corporate video fa- 
cilities. 

Teleproduction facilities will probably 
continue to depend upon many small, 
special -purpose routing switchers. Virtu- 
al matrix control offers a proven method 
of re- integrating these switchers into a 
new master grid. 

The implementation of such a "soft" and 
user -configurable routing mechanism, 
combined with wideband design, ensures 
flexibility and versatility for the foreseea- 
ble future of routing needs in the TV fa- 
cility. 

I =.ra))II 
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In the past year, ABC, CBS, CNN and NBC 
used it to carry the Super Bowl, 

the World Series, Monday Night Football, 
Desert Storm coverage and more. 

Vyvx NVN, the first 
nationwide switched 
fiber -optic television 
transmission network. 

Broadcast quality fiber -optic 
television transmission is no 
longer a futuristic technology. 
It's here. It's established. It's 
proven. Just ask the major 
broadcast and cable networks 
who use it for transmitting news, 
sports and other programming. 

For more and more broadcast- 
ers each day. fiber optics offers 
an affordable, secure, reliable. 
and high -quality means of 
delivering television signals. 

Vyvx NVN operates the coun- 
try's only nationwide switched 
fiber -optic television transmis- 
sion network. Our growing 

system currently serves the top 
50 U.S. TV markets and is able 
to route your programming 
instantly and on demand. 

Engineered for 
reliability and quality. 

Signal purity is an unmatched 
feature of fiber optics, making it 
free from uplink interference and 
electrical impedance. Unlike sat- 
ellite transmission, fiber can't be 
affected by solar flares or rain at- 
tenuation. And unlike other ter- 
restrial systems, it's impervious 
to water and other liquids. 

Our 11,000 -mile fiber -optic 
network is the most secure with 
key segments inside decommis- 
sioned steel pipeline and along 
pipeline and railroad rights of way. 

A Subsidiary of WilTel. Inc. 
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Easy to access and 
economical to use. 

Access to our network is easy 
via analog last -mile facilities 
obtained at your request. We 
also provide the codecs. 

The point is, fiber -optic televi- 
sion transmission is no longer 
an emerging 
technology. 
Broadcasters 
are already 
relying on it 
and Vyvx NVN 

for their most 
critical trans- 
mission needs. 

Vyvx 

A Revelation in 
Sight and Sound.' 

For more about the Vyvx NVN 
switched fiber -optic television 
network, call 1 -800- 324 -8686 . 
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sions at the inputs and the outputs. The 
electrical signals are then sent to and 
received from the crosspoint modules via 
high- speed, controlled- impedance, board - 
to -board interconnects. All signal traces on 
the circuit boards are also of controlled - 
impedance microstrip. 

The I/O modules always send and re- 
ceive the same voltage levels to and from 
the crosspoint cards, allowing many differ- 
ent fiber -optic formats to be mixed in a 
system. The I/O modules are the "elastic" 
that allows for maximum flexibility in cus- 
tomizing every system for each applica- 
tion. For example, a system could contain 
single -mode and multimode fiber with 
low -cost LEDs and high- speed, high -power 
laser diodes, all in the same switching sys- 
tem. Also, various FO connector types, 
such as ST, SMA and FC, can be mixed. 
Coax I/O can also be easily accomplished 
with a modular approach, and can be 
mixed with fiber -optic I /O. 

Because these are active systems, the 
data rates and wavelengths of the optical 
signals must be known in order to op- 
timize the optical -to- electrical conversions. 
Another important piece of required in- 
formation is whether the datastream con- 
tains run -length limited code (RLL). An 
NRZ datastream may contain a long string 
of continuous Is or Os. This is essentially 
a steady -state condition. Many high -speed 
data products contain AC- (capacitively) 
coupled circuits. AC coupling improves 
noise margin and simplifies some interface 
designs, allowing higher speeds and low- 
er costs. But during long strings of con- 
tinuous is or Os, the coupling capacitor be- 
gins to discharge, leading to possible data 
error. One common solution is the use of 
run -length limited code. This encoding 
technique ensures that there will never be 
long strings of continuous Is or Os. Anoth- 
er solution is the use of DC- coupled cir- 
cuits. Even there, however, long strings of 
continuous is and Os can induce data er- 
rors if the clock and data recovery circuit 
at the receiver loses synchronization. 
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Two ways to switch 
fiber -optic signals are 

optically or 
electronically. 

GaAs technology 
achieves high data rates 

As the data rates through routers in- 
crease into the hundreds of megabits -per- 
second range, the switching capabilities of 
silicon -based crosspoint switches arrive at 

INPUT 
SIGNAL DATA 

TRANSFER 

LOAD 

INPUT 
CONTROL DATA 

OUTPUT 
CONTROL DATA 

a physical limitation - the switches are 
simply not fast enough. They also begin 
to dissipate a great deal of power at these 
speeds. It becomes necessary to step up 
to GaAs -based ICs. Crosspoint switches us- 
ing GaAs technology can be used up into 

the gigabits -per- second range with good 
signal fidelity. 

GaAs, by nature, has fundamental phys- 
ical and electrical characteristics that 
make it an ideal material for high- speed, 
wide- bandwidth circuits. At lower data 
rates, this speed can be moderated to re- 
duce power dissipation substantially. 
Speed -power performance of GaAs is ap- 
proximately five times higher than that of 
corresponding doped silicon devices. 

In addition to its speed -power advan- 
tage, GaAs exhibits a higher energy band - 
gap than silicon, yielding a potential for 
higher temperature operation, and, there- 
fore, much better reliability. This translates 
into routers that have low failure rates. 

Digital crosspoint attributes 
The basic building block of the system 

described in this article is a 16x16 digital 
crosspoint switch cabable of operating at 
2.6Gb /s. Typical video applications oper- 
ate at only 270Mb /s. 

The switch incorporates a non -blocking 
design, preventing routing problems from 
heavily used inputs and outputs. It can also 
be reconfigured at one time. 

= 16 -BIT BUS EXCEPT WHEN SPECIFIED 

CROSS 
POINT 

SWITCH 
ARRAY 
(16:16) 

SIXTEEN 
4:16 

DECODERS 

SIXTEEN 4 -BIT LATCHES (R2) 

OUTPUT SELECT LATCHES (R1 

4:16 
DECODE THRESHOLD 

REFERENCE 
SUPPLY 

OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 

DATA 

OUTPUT 
ENABLE 

Figure L This 16x16 digital crosspoint switch features a double row of input /output select latches 
(center). While the switch is active (transmitting) prior to a reconfiguration, the first row of in- 
put /output select latches (RI) is serially loaded at a rate of ins per I/O selection. When all I /Os 
to be changed have been loaded in 121, the content of RI is parallel-transferred to the second 
row of select latches (R2), resulting in a complete switch reconfiguration in just 3.6ns. No data 
dropout occurs for any output whose input connection does not change. 
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Now You Can 
Create Your Broadcast 
STL From Our 
Field- Proven Line Of 
Broadcast Radios. 

With one broad stroke we've positioned 
Microwave Networks as the industry's 
premiere video supplier. By using video 
technology from Rockwell International 
Corporation, we have added 2,6,7,8, 11 and 
13 GHz video radios to our line of MicroNet 
products. Microwave Networks can now 
meet all your Studio-to-Transmitter Link 
(STL) requirements. 

Along with our 15, 
18 and 23 GHz radios, 
Microwave Networks 
-ras become a leading 
provider of broadcast 
inks by offering a 

complete line of 2 
through 23 GHz video radios. 

Our MicroNet family of analog radios 
provide the highest quality video and audio 
transmission for both NTSC and 
PAUSECAM. They meet or exceed all EIA 
short -haul RS250C specifications and deliver 
true common carrier performance to assure 
broadcast quality. With simplex, duplex and 
i nultiple channel configurations, MicroNet 
radios can solve any video transmission 
requirement. 

And that means flexibility! The flexibility 
t..) expand or upgrade your MicroNet radio 
network quickly and easily. 

Microwave Networks provides unmatched 
service and support, including site and 
system engineering, frequency analysis, 
installation and training. We even have a 
24 -hour customer- service hotline. 

Quality engineering, reliable product 
design and complete customer support. It's 
no wonder we're the first choice in video 
transmission. Call Microwave Networks 
today! 1- 800 -749 -2577. 

1 
microwave 
networks 

10795 Rockley Road, Houston, Texas 77099 
(713) 495 -7123 FAX (713) 879 -4728 

"visit us at SBE in Houston, Texas, October 3 -6, Booth #529 

and 

SMPTE In Los Angeles, CA, October 26 -30, Booth #1110" 
MVR IMO Serres ul n c ndcu radios are manufactured under license 

in n Rockwell lnlernalwnalCorprration. 
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ended crosspoint switch and a differential 
crosspoint switch at high data rates. 

The next generation of crosspoint 
switches will be able to integrate 32x32 
and 64x64 differential switch matrices at 
the same high data rate as is now possi- 

good news /bad news situation. The bad 
news: The short -term installation costs will 
be slightly on the high side. The good 
news: The facility will have a much longer, 
more flexible and more productive life 
span, resulting in significantly lower long- 

ble in 16x16 modules. This will help re- 
duce the board size and simplify the router 
design, because four 16x16 crosspoint 
switches are required to design a 32x32 
switch matrix. 

Finally, low -power GaAs or BiCMOS 
technologies and shorter gate length 
processes will be used to reduce power dis- 
sipation and simplify heat -sinking re- 
quirements. 

As video production facilities have 
grown over the years, the routing require- 
ments have become increasingly more 
complex. With many different types of sig- 
nals, and the variety of production switch - 
ers, machine control and the many stand- 
alone "boxes" now available, the only el- 
ement that they all may have in common 
is a facilities control system. Intelligent 
control has become a must; it's no longer 
a "wire- per -crosspoint" world. 

Cost considerations 
The cost of installing fiber optics is a 

term costs. There are also many ways to 
keep the short -term cost difference to a 
minimum. The bulk of this expense is in 
the connectorization of the fiber-optic ca- 
bles, and the optical -to- electrical convert- 
ers, the latter being where most opportu- 
nities to trim costs exist. Currently, the 
fastest, most powerful and most expensive 
drivers are laser diodes. Unless data rates 
are high, however, (300Mbit /s to 
500Mbit /s or more) or signals must be 
transmitted over long distances (2km), 
these drivers are unnecessary. Most appli- 
cations can use 820nm LED drivers on 
multimode fiber. The longer wavelength 
of 1,300nm LEDs makes them more ex- 
pensive, but they exhibit less modal dis- 
persion in the fiber, allowing greater trans- 
mission distances. They are also a little 
faster than 820nm LEDs. However, new re- 
search shows that the performance of 
820nm LEDs may be greatly improved, 
providing high speed at low cost. 

The price of the fiber -optic cable is al- 
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The fiber -optic ST connector is the most wide 
ly used in the United States today. Like a BNC, 
it is a bayonet twist -lock, but smaller. Most ST 
receptacles use lensed optics, resulting in less 
than IdB of connector last. 

FOR SUB LEASE 

NETWORK 
OPERATIONS 

FACILITY 
21,000 sq. ft. network oper- 
ations facility, Laguna 
Niguel, 65 miles south of 
L.A. 

Simultaneous multiple oper- 
ations: 2 satellite uplinks. 
network operations. prod. 
post -prod. /editing. 

Renovated top to bottom. 

100 kw generator backs air 
and studio operations. 

Good arterial access, 
hotels, restaurants. 

Contact: 
Greg Long, Univision 

816 -274 -4240. 
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Acrodyne...the best of all worlds. 
UHF TV Transmitters 
Solid State Technology 

The proof is in! Since 1989, 
Acrodyne has been delivering 
affordable solid state 1 kW UHF 
TV transmitters -no tubes, 
no tuning, no downtime. 

Redundant power supplies 
Built -in diagnostics 
Modular construction 
Frequency agile designs 

Advanced Tetrode Technology 
Our product line includes the 

world's only single tetrode 25 kW 
UHF TV transmitter. Acrodyne's 
advanced systems are demon- 
strating exceptional field reliability -the only new UHF 
transmitter development which meets and routinely 
exceeds expected tube life at full rated power. 

Ultra high plant efficiency 
Solid state drivers 
Inherent linearity minimizes precorrection 
Low cost tube replacement 
Parallel systems available 

tomorrow's digital 7V transmitter company 

ACRODYNE 
Acrodyne Industries, Inc 
516 Township Line Road 
Blue Bell, PA 19422 
800 -523 -2596 
or (215) 542 -7000 
FAX: (215) 540 -5837 

1991 Acrodyne Induslrr:s. Inc. All rl ]hIs resera rJ 
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Coming In 1992 From T &D Magazine 

NOW 

DANGEROUS 
A Major Two -Day 

Conference Designed 
To Keep You Totally 

Informed About Electric 
And Magnetic Fields 

March 9- 10,1992 

Transmission & Distribution Magazine's 
Second EMF Conference and Debate will 
be held at Crystal Gateway Marriott Hotel, 
Arlington, VA. It is designed to provide you 
with a continuing dialogue about one of the 
most controversial and critical environmental 
issues of the 1990's. 

T &D Magazine's two-day conference will 
feature 16 hours of lively dynamic commen- 
tary and discussion on the details of EMF. 
A blue ribbon panel of experts will discuss 
the important topics that surround the debate. 

Who Should Attend 
Electric Utilities; Telephone Companies; 
Electrical Contractors; Electricians; 
Broadcast Engineers; Federal, State, Local 
Governments; School Systems; Health 
Agencies; Legal Firms responsible for 
litigating the issue; and Trade Organizations 
and Groups concerned about the issue. 

What You'll Learn 

An International Perspective of 
the EMF Issue 

A Complete Review of Scientific 
Research 

What to Expect from Government 

Regulating EMF and Litigating 
EMF in Court 
The Impact of EMF on Workers - 
Electric Utility and Telephone Workers, 
Electrical Contractors, and Electricians 

What Consumer Groups Are 
Doing about EMF 
Case Studies -Industry's Position 
and Perspective of the EMF Issue 

The Costs of EMF to Industry 

For more information call 
Barry LeCerf/ Carolyn McNasby 

Tel: 215- 359 -1249 
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(A) SINGLE -ENDED I /Os 

(B) 

. 
L 
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, 

?u+;. ..,.a .: 
VERTICAL: 300mV PER DIVISION 

HORIZONTAL: 200ps PER DIVISION 
DATA RATE: 700Mbit /s 

DIFFERENTIAL I /Os 

Figure 2. In (a), 'eye pattern" is shown for a digital crosspoint switcher using single -ended I /Os. 
Significant improvement is shown in (b), from reduced crosstalk when differential I /Os are used. 
Note that pattern improves even with somewhat higher data rate used in (b). (Courtesy of Inte- 
grated Switching Systems.) 

ready competitive with coax, and the vid- 
eo coax -to-fiber conversion process is easy 
and cost -effective. The original FO connec- 
tors of 10 to 20 years ago were expensive, 
unreliable and difficult to use. This is no 
longer the case. Today's FO connectors are 
strong, reliable, easy to use, efficient and 
cost -effective. 

A great deal of ongoing research will 
likely produce continued improvements in 
optoelectric conversion and connectoriza- 
tion. This is a dynamic technology, but the 
basic optical fiber will remain fully com- 
patible with all future updates. 

One other major element in the cost of 
a system is its size. Today's basic building 
blocks run 16x16, with simple expansion 
to 32x32 or 64x64. Above 64x64, a num- 

ber of new multistage non -blocking ar- 
chitectures should be seriously considered. 
These multistage architectures reduce 
crosspoint count, power consumption, size 
and cost. (See "Advantages of 3 -Stage 
Switchers,' pg. 26.) Full matrix configura- 
tions of 128x128 and much larger are cur- 
rently possible, however. 

Looking ahead, it seems clear that a 

new generation of cost -effective and easy - 
to-use fiber -optic components are syner- 
gistically merging with high -speed elec- 
tronic devices. Together they can provide 
the capacities that the industry requires, 
at a price the industry can afford, in hard- 
ware that will remain viable and in serv- 
ice well into the future. 

I :I 4M1 
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SYSTEL 3000 
DIGITAL MULTI -HYBRID TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

Digital signal processed hybrid system. 

Microprocessor controlled via standard RS -232 o 
RS -422 interface. 

Up to eight telephone lines in full multiplex 
communication, by way of the internal MIX -MINUS 
buss structure. 

No preliminary adjustment or line measurement is 
required; simply connect it and work! 

Easy to use: the control module can be either a small 
dedicated console or a standard PC or compatible. 

Line functions and controls are independent for each 
input module; the technician's job is made easier than 
ever, even in the software version. 

The switching section handles up to eight telephones, 
plus the control telephone and the studio telephone. 

AEQ SYSTEL-5000 
.2 

UR MIMI MIMI t. s. I-:. iT 

i 
. 

Each input module includes: 

- Superb 60dB sidetone rejection. 
128 step digital adaptive filter. - 24 bit coefficients. - 16 bit sigma -delta A/D converters. - Switched- capacitor antialiasing filter, with 80dB 
rejection. - Line inputs safety protected against line transients 
and discharges, according to CCITT regulations. 

Some of the functions included on the digital processed 
section are: - Digital AGC included in the self- adaptive filter. - Doubletalk detection, without influence in the 

adaptive procedure. - Noise reduction procedure, using a white noise 
generator applied in the digital domain. - Noise free line switching, using stand -by signal 
timing. - Supervisory function of line status, with 

detection of dialing tones and signalling 
,,(busy line, disconnection, etc.) 

!WM r r, -r- 
2111 . F. r. 
12111v.rr_ajt~ r 
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PENN AEQ SYSTEL-3000 
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SPECIALIST ON TELEPHONE LINES 

aeo 
APLICACIONES ELECTRONICAS QUASAR, S.A 

CENTRAL OFFICE. PILeponés c /Rey Pastor. 36 28914 LEGANES MADRID (SPAIN) Tel 011 -34 -1686 13 00 - FmI; 011 -34 -I -686 44 92 
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H O U S T O N 
G A T F W h Y TO THE FUTURE OF TECHNOLOGY 

OCTOBER 2 -5 

GEORGE R. BROWN 

What does the future of technology 
have in store for you? The rapid 
changes in technology make it tough to 

be a broadcast engineer. To he 

successful you need to keep up with the 
changing technology and slay ahead of 
the game. You can achieve this by 

attending the 1901 SHE National 
Convention and Broadcast Engineering 
Conference. 

Seminars will update you on the 
latest in new technology including: 

Facility Automation 
Digital Audio Broadcasting 
FCC Regulations 
The Digital Studio 

CONVENTION CENTER 

your needs as well as introduce you to 

new technology. See what the future 
has to offer and stay ahead of the game. 

One of the best resources of 
technological advances lies within 
NASA's Mission Control Center. .loin 
SHE in our tour of Mission Control and 

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center and 
see what the future of technology has 

in store for you. 

Be a leader in the industry and set 

the stage for you successful future by 

staying ahead of the game at the 1991 

SHE National convention and 
Broadcast Engineering Conference, 
October 2 -5. Call SHE for more 
information: 317- 253-0122. 

The SHE convention provides more 

than 250 exhibits, all designed to meet 

REGISTER NOW FOR THE SBE 
NATIONAL CONVENTION! 
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Belden has 

More than 60% of the products 
listed in Belden's new Broadcast 
Catalog didn't even east just 2 

years agol Belden 's new 48- 

page Broadcast Cable and 
Connector Catalog provides 
specifications s for the industry's 

most complete line of cabling 
products, including audio multi- 

conductor cables, microphone 
cables, video coaxial cables, 
video triaxial cables, audio & 
video composite cables, 
bundled coaxial composite 
cables, fiber optic cables, cable 
assemblies and connectors . 

New levels of 
excellence and innovation 
During the past few years, Beben 
has introduced more product 
innovations for more broadcast 
cabling applications than any 
other cable company. This com- 
mitment to innovation and tech- 
nical excellence 6 the reason 

Belden remains the broadcast 
indus^ry's No. 1 cabling choice 
worlcwide. It's a position we've 
worked hard to earn and will fight 
had to keep with new products, 
new options and even higher 
levels of excellence in the future. 
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For FREE 

copy of 
Belden's new 
Broadcast 
Cable & 

-tea Connector 
Catalog plus 

updates on 
our blest 

product innovations, contact 
your local Belden distributor or 

Fah toll-free: 1- 800-BELDEN -4 

BELDEN 
COOPER 
INDUSTRIES 
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Integrating multiple 
control systems 

The history of automated control in the 
broadcast industry is almost as old as the 
industry itself. As soon as the first radio 
stations acquired equipment, engineers 
began to develop remote controls to allow 
operators to run equipment efficiently 
from a single location. It was the same 
with television. Master control and day-of- 
air switching centers needed centralized 
control to give the broadcasts a profession- 
al appearance, and to use manpower ef- 
fectively. 

Today, broadcast automation and con- 
trol continues to be driven by these needs. 
This article will overview several new de- 
velopments in the field of control. 

Computers 
and microprocessors 

Early automation systems consisted of 
custom -built chassis filled with relays and 
switches. These systems were often un- 
reliable and frequently unserviceable. 

Over the years, the systems typically ac- 
quired many additions and modifications, 
some of which were undocumented. Even- 
tually, new engineers and operators may 
have required extensive training before 
they could manage the many controls 
sprouting from the console. Much of the 
difficulty may have stemmed from trying 
to interface systems that were not com- 
patible. 

Steen is a certified electronics instructor and free-lance au- 
thor based in Woodbury. MN. 
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Computers simplify system control in modern 
broadcast facilities. 

By Roald Steen 

The computer has formed a common interface between operators and many different pieces of 
broadcast equipment. (Photo courtesy of Odefies.) 

The computer has recently made pos- 
sible more powerful, yet simpler, control 
systems. With the computer, programs and 
commercials can be planned and sched- 
uled long before they go on the air. 

Lights, camera, action... 
Computers can also now interface with 

many types of broadcast equipment, in- 
cluding the transmitter, tape decks, car- 
tridge machines, studio cameras and 
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Wait a minute. You must 
have spent all day and a lot 
of money to get this look. 

Hot, huh? 

Real hot. But high -end 
video graphics on our 
budget? 

No sweat. We're under budget 
and on time. 

Right. And just how did 
you do that? 

On a single text and image 
generator. In our edit suite. 

You're kidding. No paint 
system? No switcher or 
still store? 

You're getting warmer. 

Okay. So what's making us 
look red -hot? 

QUANTA. And the ORION SE 

and DELTA family of products. 

Why didn't you say so? 

Turn on the heat 
with text and image generators 
from the hot industry leader in 
cost -effective video gro hits. 
We're setting the world on fire. 
Call (801) 328 -8872. 

UANTA 
POWERFUL CREATIVE ANSWERS 
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Irwin Ross. Director of Engineering at WPVI. Philadelphia 

tt 
Dolby SR gives us 

the sound quality 
we needed" 

"When WPVI -TV converted from mono to stereo, 
we decided to provide the best stereo sound possible 
consistent with a minimum of coloration and 
processing. 

After investigating various systems, we felt that 
our goal could best be met by using individual 
subcarriers on the STL augmented with Dolby SR. 

Realizing that many of our viewers would be 
listening to our stereo programming on high quality 
equipment, we wanted to be sure to deliver the best 
sound. 

When we installed Dolby SR, our measurements 
and listening tests proved our decision to be correct; 
and our viewers agree." 

Irwin Ross, Director of Engineering 

WPV1, an ABC affiliate, 
broadcast its first program 

on May 1, 1949 

WPVII"Ill 

61 
PHILADELPHIA 
Capital Cities ABC,mc 

Call us at (415) 558 -0200 for more information 
on how you can benefit from Dolby SR. 

Dolby SR: now over 55,000 channels worldwide 
.. «wo9.racar..,,ea.» 

a , 
LAWMAN Sir 92f6 
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lights. Automatic control requires that this 
equipment interface with the existing sta- 

tion control systems. 
Desktop computers control many satel- 

lite uplinks and downlinks that are found 
in TV stations. Satellite control systems 

can energize the uplink, change trans- 
ponders, and drive the actuators for an- 
tenna azimuth, elevation and polarization. 
Some systems can also perform unattend- 
ed recording of incoming feeds and net- 
work delay tasks. 

Automated switching of video, audio 
and data links are important functions. 
Manufacturers of routing switchers and 
other switching devices are now design- 
ing many products that can interface with 
desktop computers. This brings two ad- 
vantages. First, it eliminates the cost of in- 
stalling fixed control panels. Second, the 
computer front -end may require less op- 
erator training than a conventional pan- 
el. This is because the interface can effec- 
tively disguise the router from the user. 

However, routing switcher manufactur- 
ers have increased their products' user - 
friendliness. Modern panels use mnemon- 
ics (source names) extensively, not input 
or output numbers. This makes operating 
the panel more intuitive. Also, the new 
breed of control panels is highly connec- 
tive. Users can even communicate with 
some panels from remote locations via 
touch -tone or cellular phone. In fact, the 
new switchers are so adaptable that one 
company has installed large interconnect 
routing switchers in Los Angeles and New 
York. Subscribers can switch the inputs to 
their own facilities using little more than 
a router control panel. By taking the tel- 
co's old manual patchbay out of the loop, 
the subscribers avoid expensive switching 
fees, and get the feeds they need on 
demand. 

Control locations 
Although most facilities have a central 

control room, control of broadcasts is also 
possible from other locations. Control may 
be performed in the studio, in the news- 
room, at remote sites, at the satellite down- 
link and at the transmitter site. 

In effect, you could talk about a hierar- 
chy of control points. Some modern broad- 
cast centers' systems are designed along 
these lines. Local control is available when 
it is needed. When it is not required, con- 
trol defaults to a central point. In this way, 
control rooms and other facilities need to 
be manned only when doing so may bring 
a bottom -line advantage. 

In this discussion it would be helpful to 
broaden the definition of "control" In ad- 
dition to denoting the power to make 
something happen by pushing a button, 
control can also be exerted by informa- 
tion - making a decision or voicing a 

command. In a live TV news program, for 
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Takes You Where The Action Is. 

On the football field. In the streets. At 
the convention. When its happening 
live, Telemetrics is there...and we have 
been for more than 20 years. 

The innovative and economical 
Telemetrics Camera Control 
System consists of a 
portable Triax Adaptor 
linked via Triax or Coax 
cable to a compact, one -rack 
unit Base Station. All signals are 
transmitted on one cable- Video, 
Audio, Control, Interphone, Genlock, 
Tally and Power -with a range of up 
to 5,000 feet. 

All of them. Lightweight, portable and 
easy -to- operate, our Triax Adaptors 
are completely compatible with serial data 

for Pan/Tilt -Zoom/Focus 
and Remote Control. 

For ENG and EFPtype cameras. 
Sony. Panasonic. Hitachi. 

Ikegami and BTS. 

No matter what camera you use, 
we have a Triax Unit that's customized 
to complement its unique features. 

Telemetrics. We take you 
where the action is. 

Reducing your 
operating costs. 

Increasing your 
programming flexibility. 

With complete, unparalleled 
reliability. 

TeJemetrics Inc. 
7 Valley Street, Hawthorne, N.J. 07506 

Tel. (201) 423.0347 Fax (201) 423 -5635 

Ask for info on Pan Tilt Systems. 
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instance, the technical director pulls the 
T-bar when the director says "take." Simi- 
larly, the decision to use one program seg- 
ment instead of another generally falls to 
the producer. who in return may respond 
to directions from superiors. 

The information flow in a broadcast sta- 
tion is not limited to the control room. In- 
formation from other departments also in- 
fluences what goes over the air. Traffic, 
billing and sales departments provide im- 
portant input, as does station manage- 
ment. (See "End -to-End Automat ion:' April 
1991.) 

The value of considering these extend- 
ed control points lies in making their in- 
fluence more direct, hence more efficient. 
For instance, one chief engineer was re- 

cently commissioned to automate the traf- 
fic department. He rooted out several in- 
efficiencies, leading to great cost savings. 
Other functions, such as personnel 
scheduling, budgeting and payroll. may be 
similarly investigated. 

A control room with many integrated 
devices should be equipped with manu- 
als and procedures explaining how the 
equipment works and what to do when 
something fails. Some manufacturers sup- 
ply their manuals on paper and in an elec- 

Training and manuals 
The ability to use desktop computers is 

widespread. New employees will usually 
learn quickly how to use a PC that has 
been adapted to control station functions. 
Another advantage to using small com- 
puters is that they can contain diagnostic 
routines. Self- diagnostic systems can sense 
abnormal situations. When one occurs, the 
system may then indicate the cause, and 
provide suggestions to correct the 
problem. 

Computers can control multiple tape machines for automated recording and playback of incom- 
ing feeds. These systems also have application in network delay of broadcasts to accommodate 
time zones. (Photo courtesy of Tone Logic.) 
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tronic form. The latter can be retrieved on 
a desktop computer or workstation. The 
electronic manual is organized so that im- 
portant information can be retrieved 
quickly when needed. 

Digital difference 
Digital signal processing systems trans- 

fer the broadcast information in digital 
rather than analog form. Digital interface 
requires unique techniques. This is be- 
cause the bandwidths can be exceeding- 
ly high. 

The most efficient digital link is proba- 
bly the shortest one. Many manufacturers 
are now building complete broadcast sub- 
systems that fit on PC cards. Installed in 
a computer chassis, the systems can 
generate special effects, perform titling, 
switch video and audio signals, and even 
edit tapes. 

The station identifications for many ra- 
dio facilities are now generated on such 
devices. Some of these systems offer ad- 
vanced features, including the ability to 
synthesize either male or female voices. 
A new system for TV IDs stores audio files 
as extensions of the image file. The results 
are TV IDs that can be produced without 
slides, still- stores or audio cart machines. 

Interface compatibility 
It is difficult to interconnect equipment 

with either the equipment of other man- 
ufacturers or existing station equipment, 
unless such equipment follows standard 
recommendations. Therefore, many equip- 
ment makers incorporate the RS-422 in- 
terface in their equipment. The RS -422 in- 
terface has replaced the RS-232 interface 
in newer equipment, and complies with 
the SMPTE standard interface. 

As the computing power available on 
the desktop increases, so does the poten- 
tial role of the PC as a control tool. It really 
doesn't take that much computing horse- 
power to control a facility. Some experts 
feel the average 386 PC has plenty. (See 
"Implementing PC -Based Automation," 
April 1991.) However, harnessing that pow- 
er may be a different matter. 

Remember that any automation system 
is likely to suffer from unforeseen prob- 
lems, especially in the beginning. The abil- 
ity to override the automation system eas- 
ily is important. So is redundancy, so other 
systems are available to take over when- 
ever one system fails. 

Network options 
Computers may be configured in differ- 

ent ways. A powerful central computer 
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Get Auditronics' 900 
audio console... 
for television that sounds 
as good as it looks 

Upgrade your stereo audio to full parity 
with your video using the Auditronics 900 Series of 

audio consoles designed specifically for television news 
and production. 

Now you can deliver seamless, glitch -free audio with 
source and assign switching functions controlled by the 900's 
built -in hard -disk computer. The console's computer remem- 
bers up to 64 set -ups and communicates with your house 

audio /video router via an RS232 or 422 communications bus. 

Our 32 -input 900 with 12 microphone and 

inc. 20 line -input modules handles 48 mic and 200 stereo 
line inputs. And Auditronics' deft design crams all 

this functionality into a one -operator console that uses 

less than 20 square feet of precious control room space. 

If you're ready for stereo audio production that 
makes your station sound as good as it looks, get your hands 

on Auditronics' computer -based 900 television console. 

u a 
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may communicate with a number of 
workstations, or desktop computers may 
be connected in a local area network 
(LAN). The modem makes it possible for 
desktop computers in one location to com- 
municate with desktop computers at the 

Is>lkietesidellEI 

I II 

l 
I II 

transmitter site or at other remote lo- 
cations. 

If a number of desktop computers are 
interfaced in your broadcast station, it may 
be necessary to assign different levels of 
authority to each desktop computer, de- 
pending upon what department it is lo- 
cated in and who uses it. Protection 
against unauthorized control should also 
be part of the control system. Most sys- 
tems accommodate this by using systems 
of callbacks and passwords. 

An economic issue 
How far a facility may want to go in the 

automated control of equipment is a mat- 
ter of economics. The facility is likely to 
have a large capital investment in equip- 
ment. Much of this equipment may have 
been around for years, and may work too 
well to throw out. Automating older equip- 
ment so it can be controlled efficiently 
may be one of the industry's biggest 
challenges. 
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The ability of small computers to operate multiple tape machines has led to a new generation 
of editing systems. This user interface displays images from source and record decks, as well as 
giving visual representations of audio tracks. (Photo courtesy of Avid Technology) 

The value of automation likely will de- 
pend on the cost of going without it. The 
station that can reduce costs by being 
more efficient will probably not be as 
motivated as the station that is taking a 
severe beating because of excessive make - 
goods. It may be desirable to replace some 

BIRD WROTE THE BOOK ON RF POWER 
OrrMEASUREMENT FOR THE 

INDUSTRY- NEED OUR LATEST 
BROADCAST 

EDITION? o,;a 

THRULINE' 
RF Directional 

Wattmeters 
Line Sections, 
Directional Couplers 

and Samplers 
WATTCHER' RF Power 

Monitor /Alarms 
Digital High -power RF 

Calorimeters 
TERMALINE' RF Absorption 

Wattmeters 

TERMALINE' 
Coaxial Load 

Resistors 
MODULOAD' and 

ECONOLOAD' Coaxial 
Load Resistors 
TENULINE' Attenuators 

All needed accessories includ- 
ing carrying cases, adaptors, 

connectors, cable assemblies, bat- 
teries, dollies 

who else but 

"íií7 
30303 Aurora Rd., Cleveland OH 44139 U.S.A. (216) 248 -1200 TLX: 706898 Bird Elec UD FAX. (216) 248 -5426 
WESTERN REGION OFFICE: Ojai CA Phone: (805) 646 -7255 

C Copyright 1991 Bird Electronic Corp 
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equipment that otherwise is in good con- 
dition, for no other reason than to improve 
control and automation. On the other 
hand, it may make sense to hold back on 
replacing older equipment that works 
well. In this as in so many areas, the bot- 
tom line is the determining factor. 

01026 

VIDEO 
PRODUCTION & 
PACKAGING SUPPLIES 

Immediate Shipment Competitive Pricing 

Ask tor our Free Catalog 

Bozos 

1 

Video Cassettes 

0 

J 

Albums 

PolyQuick 
1243 Rand Road Des Plaines IL 60016 
Phone: (708) 390 -7744 Fax: (708) 390 -9886 
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Any microphone you own is 
now wireless. 

The ingenious H185 "plug -on' transmitter converts any hand -held, shotgun, lavalier or boundary layer mic 
with an XLR connector to wireless operation. Constructed of durable machined aluminum, the H185 is built to thrive in 
the tough world of broadcast. Shock -mounted crystals minimize breakage caused by dropping or careless handling. 
A self- adjusting battery compartment accepts any alkaline battery. A precision, spring -loaded microphone coupler 
assures a secure, noise -free fit with any XLR jack. Build -in LEDs provide accurate audio level monitoring and battery 
status information. 

For television ENG . 
The compact CR185 receiver was designed for "on- camera' use, and is 
the perfect match for the H185 for ENG and EFP work. Narrow band filter- 
ing, high sensitivity and high intermod rejection make the CR185 receiver 
the best in its class. Audio output is balanced via a rear panel XLR jack. 
The CR185 operates from an alkaline 9 Volt battery or external 12V DC 
with either polarity. This is the receiver that will keep working when the 
others fail. 

For radio station remotes ... 
Two standard sized receivers are available for use with the H185 in the 
studio or in remote locations. The R185 receiver combines a "bullet proof" 
front -end with narrow band crystal filtering and ultra -stable oscillators for 
unmatched sensitivity, selectivity and stability. The DR185 is a dual receiver 
diversity design utilizing two R185 receivers in a maximal ratio combining 
configuration for the most effective reduction of drop -outs available. These 
receivers operate from 110V AC or 12V DC and will perform reliably in the 
most difficult RF environments. 

Lectrosonics wireless systems are presently in use at hundreds of television stations across the US and 
have become the standard choice of motion picture sound mixers everywhere. 

Call for more information! ) LECTR05011IC5, Inc. 
8OO -821 -1121 .11/ 581 Laser Rd. NE Rio Rancho, NM 87124 

(505)892-4501 FAX(5O5)892-6243 

Made in the USA 
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Audio console 
automation for broadcast 
By Brad Harrison 

With the variety of automated systems 
working their way into many aspects of 
today's broadcast facilities (video cart 
libraries, routing switchers and news- 
room systems), it seems natural for au- 
tomation technology to arrive in the au- 
dio facility as well. 

Audio console automation and the ad- 
vantages it offers a broadcast facility 
have only recently come of age. Record- 
ing studios and video post- production fa- 
cilities have been using audio mixing 
consoles with some form of automated 
assistance for more than 10 years. Until 
recently, however, most available sys- 
tems were constrained in two critical 
areas that severely limited their use for 
live broadcast operations First, most sys- 
tems relied on a time -code reference. 
Second, most systems only controlled 
channel faders and muting. 

In order for any form of automation 
to be useful in live applications, it must 
he able to work without any external 

Harrison is Western regional sales manager for 
GLW Incorporated. 

For automation to be 
useful in live 

applications, it must 
work without any 
external time -code 

references. 

time -code references, and it should of- 
fer more comprehensive control of con- 
sole functions. 

Special requirements of 
broadcast operations 

In the recording or post facility, the en- 
gineer relies upon the automation sys- 
tem for making dynamic mix changes. 
The bulk of the operator's time is spent 
updating or fine- tuning these instruc- 
tions until the proper balances and tim- 
ings are achieved. 

In contrast, the bulk of a broadcast 
operator's time is spent in preparing the 

Camera cable information from the 
company that knows best...Mohawk! 

Mohawk offers superior broadcast camera cable and a free, 
newly expanded camera cable and connectors information kit! 

If the job demands flawless broadcast transmission, order the best cable- Mohawk. Count 
on Mohawk's quick response to assembly orders and repairs to save you precious time. 

Our expanded product line features: 
Ultra -flex VTR cable assemblies for Hitachi, Ikegami, Panasonic, 
Sony and others 
Slimline studio camera cables 
Waterproof, high strength 
three -piece connector design 
Customized lengths 

Mohawk's entire team of 
engineers, technicians, and sales 
and service professionals are 
committed to providing product 
and service excellence. Our strict 
performance standards exceed even 
industry requirements. 

Get your information from the 
reliable source! Mohawk's new 
edition of the TV camera cable and 
connectors information kit is available 
free. Just call or write Mohawk today! 

Wire and Cable Corporation 
9 Mohawk Drive Leominster, MA 01453 (508) 537-9961 
Toll free: 1- 800 -422.9961 In MA: 1 -800- 642 -9961 
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console setup for a live production. 
Much effort is expended in arranging the 
routing for the main program feed and, 
in many cases, setting up complex and 
tedious mix -minus backfeeds to remote 
sites. Furthermore, a broadcast may in- 
clude several different setups that can- 
not be completely preset before air, but 
only checked and noted for later reset- 
ting during the broadcast. This is espe- 
cially true in large -scale programs when 
input or output buses must be reassigned 
while the show is in progress, because 
there aren't enough on the console to 
delegate separate ones to each source 
or output need in the broadcast. Typi- 
cal situations of this kind might include 
election or other special-event coverage. 

In live broadcast applications, every- 
thing is based on scenes or combinations 
of scenes. An automation system must 
work within these parameters in order 
to have any relevance and impact on the 
efficiency of live broadcast productions. 
It should allow the engineer to create 
and manage the complex audio setups 
that are frequently required today. 

For maximum versatility, such a sys- 
tem should be able to operate dynami- 
cally, following one or more time -code 
reference standards, or in a "snapshot" 
mode in which preset configurations are 
instantly recalled by the operator when 
required during a live broadcast. 

The bulk of a 
broadcast operator's 

time is spent in 
preparing the console 

setup for a live 
production. 

Advantages of 
computer control 

Designing such an audio mixing con- 
sole automation system to operate with- 
in a desktop computer environment is 
also wise for operational and cost - 
effective reasons. Furthermore, the 
console-to-computer interface can be de- 
signed to use one of the popular high- 
speed databus systems used by these 
computers. 

Ideally, in the "snapshot" mode, the 
computer should have the ability to 
"save" and control static console 
parameters, such as bus routing, input 
status, auxiliary send levels, audio 
processing settings (EQ and dynamics), 
panpot positions, channel muting and 
channel fader positions. An alphanumer- 
ic "slate" for each channel should also 
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Swiss Family NEU TR /K 
Europe's mast innovative audio test equipment is the newest in the U_S_A_ 

Ft ma 
The value padced 3000 Audiograph 
Modular System. 
Capable of a wide variety of audio 
measurement tests for broadcast, 
manufacturing or studio applications. Hard 
copy results are provided by the 3000 
Audiograph's precision chart recorder. Over 
2500 units in use world -wide, everyday. 

L) 
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The Neutrik TT402A Audio and 
Transmission Test System. 
A standard among European broadcasters. 
Capable of delivering a vast array of audio 
test data via finger tip front panel buttons 
or through user -friendly computer software. 
Options available put this instrument at the 
top of the class. 

e 

J 

Introducing the new Al Audio Test System. 

AUDIO TEST A SrXViCE SYSTEM AI 
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The Al audio test system is the only instrument providing the capabilities 
of 7 separate pieces of equipment: sweep generator, level frequency, cross 
talk, noise, distortion, wow and flutter, curve tracer and an audio 
measurement oscilloscope. Communication and hard copy available 
through RS232 interface or centronics port. Accuracy and reliability that is 
portable for the audio lab, broadcast, manufacturing, service and studio user. 

High quality Neutrik test systems are 
serviced in the United States and backed 
with a 1 year warranty. 

Meet your audio testing needs 
accurately and in budget with Neutrik. 

Co/VEIL, TR I K 
CONNECTORS 
AUDIO TEST SYSTEMS 
INFOMATIC SYSTEMS 

Neutrik AG Im alten Riet 34 FL -9494 SCHAAN Furst en turn Liechtenstein 011-41-75-29666 
Neutrik USA, Inc. 195 -S3 Lehigh Ave. Lakewood, NJ 08701 Phone: 908- 901 -9488 FAX: 908 -901 -9608 
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be included, entered from the com- 
puter's QWERTY keyboard. Large quan- 
tities of these stored settings should be 
permitted without requiring excessive 
data storage, and recall /reset should be 
rapid. 

In a dynamic mode, such static set- 
tings could be recalled from time -code 
locations (written "on the fly" in real 
time or assigned to a time-code address 
off -line), or full dynamic, real time con- 
trol of all functions could be exercised, 
including sweeping parameters. In this 
respect, the system functions like a re- 
cording studio or post facility automat- 
ed mixer, but preferably with control of 
all the previously mentioned operations. 

Virtual vs. hard controls 
The divergence of opinion that exists 

in the digital audio workstation world 
also comes into play for broadcast con- 
sole automation. (See "DAWs Diversify," 
August 1991). If console control features 
(knobs, faders, switches and LEDs) can 
be displayed in an animated (virtual) 
control surface on a computer's display 
screen, this might eliminate the need for 
a large and expensive actual (hard) con- 
sole. But for real time and non- 
automated applications, a hard console 
is still useful, if not essential. 

A middle ground may be drawn, how- 
ever, in which a large number of inputs 

A system should be 
able to operate 

dynamically or in a 
"snapshot" mode. 

and outputs may be accommodated in 
a mixing system, but without installing 
that number of actual I/O modules on 
the hard console. A hard module may 
be assigned to control and write auto- 
mation data for a virtual channel. This 
saves console real estate and expense, 
but maintains the ability to perform 
moderately sized, non -automated mix- 
ing or live, hard console updating of 
recalled settings during a "runaway" 
broadcast. 

Module complexity and size can also 
be reduced by handling some functions, 
such as signal routing, in only the vir- 
tual display. Realistic graphics can min- 
imize the disturbance to an operator of 
this new approach, and manipulation of 
these controls can be performed with a 

pointing device, such as a mouse or 
trackball. 

Actual channel status and control set- 
tings can be fully displayed in real time 
on the screen for any channel. Proces- 

sor settings could be displayed in an 
even more graphically representative 
fashion, such as a frequency response 
plot for EQ or an I/O transfer curve for 
dynamics processors. 

However, any control change made by 
the operator using the virtual display 
must occur without delay, on screen and 
in audio. 

Extensions 
A supplementary element could allow 

editing of mix data so that static snap- 
shots could be rearranged in sequence, 
different dynamic mixes could be 
merged, or individual control settings 
(such as EQ) could be "cut- and -pasted" 
or copied to another channel. Global set- 
ting changes could also be made in this 
context. 

Finally, the system could extend its 
reach beyond the confines of the con- 
sole itself to include external (but re- 
lated) devices, such as a routing switch - 
er, thereby allowing integrated (or 
stand-alone) control of signal flow to and 
from the mixer. 

The availability, flexibility and cost - 
effectiveness of systems incorporating 
some or all of these concepts today 
makes their exploration worthwhile to 
any prospective audio mixing console 
purchaser. 

GETTING SOAKED? 
GET A MARINER! 

The MARINER On -Air Console 

Waterproof Switches & Pots 
Works while dripping wet 
6, 12 or 22 Mixer Modular Frames 

3 Styles of Mixers 
6- Button Integrated Machine Controls 
Connections via QCP® Terminal Posts 

Optional Clock, Timer & Backup Supply 
Built for Reliability & Low Service 

When it has to 
Mork right! f.o.gitek 

('all Sllll-2 ; I-SS711 for vaur nearest Lo,_itcl. Dealer. 

Alaska. I law, aii. Canada : 713-782-4592J 
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Pre -Assembled 
Video /Security 
Furniture 
& Accessories 

CCTV Consoles 

Editing Consoles 

Security Consoles 

Equipment Racks 

Modular Work Stations 

Module VTR Racks 

Dubbing Racks 

Monitor Bridge Consoles 

Pre -designed or Design 

Your Own Console 

Accessories 

Call Toll -Free: 

1- 800-821 -0019 

raC ZER [u) 777 Front Street LG l J Burbank, CA 91502 

STANTRON FAX: 1 -818 -841 -8892 

Call me, I'm interested. Circle (98) on reply card. 
Send literature. Circle (99) on reply card. 
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PANASONIC TAKES M.A.R.C. 
INTO THE DIGITAL AGE. 

Panasonic won . 

n Emmy for the 
M.A.R.C. Cassette '', 

Library System, but P 

plat didn't keep us 
--om improving it. 

Panasonic's 
I ,1.A.R.C. now has: 

A multi -user, multi -task- 
i -g operating system (Santa 
(I;ruz Operation SCO Xenix); 

A new multi -user Data 
E ase Management System 
( nformix); 

An interconnected Cass- 
ette Dub Station for quick and 
E:3sy spot dubbing and pro- 
gram screening; 

Multi- element cassettes 
a owing program playback 
a -id multiple spots per tape 
with no change in software; 

Up to seven remote 
tc rminals to access M.A.R.C. 

a,:lolication software via an 
E nernet TCP /IP LAN. 

With the new Panasonic 
H :tlf -Inch Composite Digital 

Rs, M.A.R.C. gives today's 
d:;manding broadcaster un- 
equalled quality, performance 
ar d reliability at a fiscally 
re ponsible price. 

Cassette interchange is 

a: sured- across the room or 
across the country. The digital 
sy:;tem's new 8 -14 channel - 
cc:ding format with its edit 
guardband breakthrough, 
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solves the problem of guard - 
bandless recording associated 
with D -2. Advanced error 
correction /concealment tech- 
niques, full field da:a shuffle 
and four individually editable 
audio channels add up to out- 
standing performance. 

The . aras Ethernet. Intorm., SCO. Santa Ora Ope,aion and Xen are the o''opedy of mear re'.00u wnws 
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Find out what many broad- 
casters already know: 40,000 
spots a day prove Panasonic's 
M.A.R.C. a winner, anc real win- 
ners keep on getting better. 

One Panasonic Way.secaucus. NJ 07094. 
For more details call: 1- 800 -524 -0864 
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The on-line/off-line 
interface 

Instead of wasting time making editing 
decisions at expensive on -line facilities, 
more producers now edit off -line. They 
can then enter the on -line environment to 
perform the tasks they do best there - 
graphics, effects, compositing and titling. 

Working off -line allows the editor to be 
creative without the financial pressure of 
the ticking clock. Off -line work also affords 
the luxury of editing multiple versions to 
see which one works best or to obtain ap- 
provals. 

Using off -line facilities can decrease the 
cost and increase the quality of video pro- 
duction for broadcast. This article reviews 
some of the techniques used to move be- 
tween off -line and on -line environments. 

The nuts and bolts of off -line 
The off -line process works as follows: 

First, the editor or an assistant logs the 
tapes. Logging serves two purposes: 1) It 
identifies good takes and footage; and 2) 
it links the good takes to their respective 
time -code numbers. Logging used to be a 
tedious process. However, a new genera- 
tion of microcomputer -based products 
speeds the task considerably. Typically, 
these systems produce a data file with the 
time -code number shown in one column, 
and footage descriptions in another. The 
operator enters time code automatically 

Ferster is president. Editing Machines Corporation (EMC). 
Washington. DC. 
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The rapid growth of off -line editing systems is 
beginning to revolutionize the post -production industry. 

By Bill Ferster 

by simply striking the space bar or a func- 
tion key. The operator then types the 
description on the keyboard. The result is 
a neat, legible log that is produced quite 
rapidly. The time -code numbers may even 
transfer to some off -line systems. (See Fig- 
ure 1.) 

Following logging, an editor assembles 
a rough cut. Similar to a rough draft in the 
literary world, this first cut gives an idea 
of how the finished product will look. It 
also serves as a cross -check to make sure 
that all the needed material is usable and 
at hand. 

After picking the shots, the off -line sys- 
tem produces its final output - an edit de- 
cision list (EDL). The system may also pro- 
duce an edited tape good enough to use 
in some applications. 

The next step is finishing in the on -line 
suite. Using the EDL and the original 
source tapes, the expensive equipment in 
the on -line suite re- creates the edits. This 
is an opportunity to use whatever digital 
effects, supers and elaborate transitions 
the on -line facility has to offer. 

The EDL, placed in the hands of a good 
editor at a well- equipped facility, is the rea- 
son working off -line saves money. De- 
veloping an EDL in a low -rate off -line suite 
gives producers the chance to make their 
decisions before they come to the high - 
dollar suite. Furthermore, the off -line tapes 
can be submitted for approval before com- 
mitting to the expense of an on -line 
version. 

About off-line systems 
An off -line system can be as simple as 

two VHS decks and a device that burns 
in time code. It can also be as elaborate 
as one of the powerful digital editors, 
which allows word processor -like manip- 
ulation of pictures and sound. Many sys- 
tems fall in between as well. 

Systems fall into two broad camps: those 
that use computers to control tape ma- 
chines or disc recorders, and those that 
digitize and process video internally. The 
machine control systems are the most 
prevalent, although advances in the digi- 
tal compression of video signals are mak- 
ing in- computer editing more cost - 
effective. (See Figure 2.) 

Taking the EDL uptown 
Regardless of how the EDL is created, 

the goal is to re- create the edits using the 
equipment in the on -line facility. Users 
must transfer the list of edits into the edit- 
ing equipment used by the on -line facili- 
ty. Because this process has become more 
commonplace, most experienced on -line 
facilities have gained considerable prac- 
tice accepting lists created by various off - 
line systems. 

Fairy fingers 
Once the list is in the on -line system, the 

show can be "auto- assembled" with mini- 
mum operator attention, except for the 
changing of reels. This process can be sim- 
plified by paying attention to the order in 
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vre Live 
Production 

DVE 

4.co4T4 -A"r 

On -air 
PRODUCTION 

The RVS 630 combines the power of 30 video inputs, the 
flexibility of two 4 -bus Multi -Level Effects Systems (MLE), 
totally integrated DVE control, the Ross Downstream 
Multi -Keyer, and complete switcher set -up storage, with 
the convenience of uncomplicated operation provided by 
the PGM/PST busses. 

In addition to the power and versatility of the 630, the 
compact size makes it ideal for mobile installation. 
The 47 3/4" x 27 1/4" control panel stands a mere 4 3/4" 
above the desk ... and, the supportive electronics take up a 
minimal 10 R.U.s. 0c:i on 

PRODUCTION i 

4e1R°ss, RVS 630 
... handle any On -Air or On- Location 

production with confidence. 
k : 

..,. . 

For a detailed Installation and Planning Guide 
c,(05 call us today at (613) 652 -4886 

Ross Video Inc., P.O. Box 880, Ogdensburg, New York, U.S.A. 13669 0880 
Ross Video Limited, P.O. Box 220, 8 John SL, Iroquois, Ont, Canada KOE 1K0 
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which you direct the edits to be assembled 
onto the master. There are three ordering 
schemes. In the simplest, edits perform in 
the order they appear on the list. Typical- 
ly, this is in the chronological order on the 
master. As each edit is performed, the edit- 

ing system will instruct the operator to pop 
in the proper cassette. 

A slightly more complex editing se- 

quence performs all the edits on a given 
source reel in order to minimize the time 
spent changing reels. The most complex, 

yet fastest, method of assembly is to per- 
form all edits in the order they occur on 
each source reel. This not only reduces 
time spent changing reels, but it also 
reduces search time. 

Watching a program auto -assembly can 

TIME CODE SCENE: COMMENTS: 

00:09:23:15 CHERYL STANDUP (GOOD ONE) TAKE: 01 

00:10:24:22 WIND NOISE 02 

00:11:25:25 03 TRUCK WENT BY 

00:12:27:03 04 GOOD 

SCENE: 

00:15:32:07 CHERYL POINTS: PAN UP CAPITAL STEPS TAKE: 

00:16:33:28 02 SAFETY (FASTER) 

00:17:34:12 03 OKAY 

SCENE: 

00:22:35:15 CHERYL IN GOVERNOR'S OFFICE (OKAY) TAKE: 01 

00:24:36:24 AUDIO PROBLEM 02 

LAMP,- 

Figure 1. A sample printout from a a to logging system. Often, the scene and take numbers 
increment automatically. Time -code data transfers into the printout at the touch of a keystroke. 

(0 \ NE(11 E DAIS 

...with Panasonic's new Software Developer's Toolkit and a couple of their 
SV -3900 Professional Digital Audio Tape Recorders. The possibilities are endless... 

With this software, you can have simultaneous control of up to 32 machines per compun 

port. A touch of the mouse and you can search to Absolute Timeon one machine, two machine, 

or al/ofyour machinesand be frame accurate. A tap ortwo mIhckcAh..1rd And 1onicut ha, . 

over 23Z000 cue points on a two hour tape. 

This software gives you the control you need to do Duplication, Rad 6 

Station Automation, Effects Library, and much, much more! 

' all starts with the right connections... So call THE DAT STORI 

-they'll connect you with the iki,t nuiebines. 

FWIIMP 

r 624 WILSHIRE BLVD. SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 90403 ' 

-828 -6487 Wedldays:9 -6 'Weekends:1 -4 fax:213- 828 -8757 
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be quite disconcerting - the show does 
not build chronologically. Edits are placed 
on the system in seemingly random order. 
The program emerges only in the latest 
stages. 

Sending it to the system 
The EDL can be entered into the on -line 

system by one of three ways - typing it 
in by hand, reading it off a floppy disk or 
via a direct connection using a serial port. 

Typing it in is the most tedious and 
error -prone means of transmission. Editors 
must work from a printed or hand -written 
list of the time -code numbers. 

The most efficient way to transfer an 
EDL from the off -line system is through 
a floppy disk. To do this, the disk must be 
the proper size and format. Each on -line 
system has a unique format in which it will 
accept EDLs. It falls to the off -line system 
to produce a list in the proper language. 
Most on -line systems are capable of read- 
ing lists created in the CMX217 or CMX340 

SIMPLE 

A 

COMPLEX 

AriV 

fIEB ® 

®I 1 

® J 
tia 

E® ® 

H 

®1 1 

iat 
BEE! r 

J 
Figure 2. Different up mwches to off-line sys- 

tem construction. The simplest systems use a 

computer to operate VTRs. More complex sys- 

tems drive VTRs with a computer, but show a 
representation Of the video on the computer 
screen. The most sophisticated and powerful sys- 

tems digitize und process the video, or a com- 
pressed representation of it, in the computer 
itself. 
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Nature has its own 
professionals of 

sound and vision. 

The wonders of sound and vision found in nature are 
hard to reproduce. In fact, if anyone has come close it's EEV. 

Whatever your broadcast requirements, you'll find 
EEV has the technology to match. High- efficiency 
UHF Television Klystrons from 5kW to 70kW for 
Television Transmitters. A range of Broadcast 
Tetrodes and Vacuum Capacitors for AM and FM 
transmitters, and Leddicon" camera tubes to fit 
virtually every broadcast color camera available today. 

Our experience is the key to technological leadership. 
Our manufacturing know -how ensures the 
highest quality and reliability. 
Above all, our professional dedication 
to our customers' needs makes us the natural choice 
of broadcasters the world over. 

Q Ledd,con is the Registered 
Trade Mark of EEV Lead Oxide 
Camera Tubes. FEV 
Technology for the Broadcast Industry 

USA: EEV Inc, 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523. Telephone: (914) 592 6050 or 'Toll Free 1- 800 -DIAL EEV Telex: 6818096 Fax: (914) 682 8922 
CANADA: EEV Canada Ltd. 67 Westmore Drive, Rexdale, Ontario M9V 3Y6. Telephone: (416) 745 9494 Telex 06 989363 Fax: (416) 745 0618 

UK: EEV, Waterhouse Lane. Chelmsford. Essex CM1 2QU. England. Telephone: (0245) 493493 Telex: 99103 Fax: (0245) 492492 

Subsidiary of the General Electric Company plc of England. See 
Circle (56) on Reply Card 
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Still setting the 
standards. 

Sennheiser's dedication to state -of 
art technology, coupled with quality 
engineering, earned our microphones 
an Academy Award *. Sennheiser 

continues to set the standard in the 

industry, this time with the MKH 60 
and MKH 70, our newest shotgun mi- 
crophones. They display all the rug- 
gedness that you need in audio produc- 
tion and the reliability that Sennheiser 

has become famous for. 

Sennheiser. The first and last authority 
on shotguns! 

Ask your Sennheiser Representati 

for a demonstration. 

SENKHEISER" 
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
6 Vista Drive. P.O. Box 987. OId Lyme, CT 06371 

(203) 434 -9190 FAX# 203 -434 -1759 
Manufacturing Plant: D -3002, Wedemark, 

Federal Republic of Germany 

®A.M.P.A.S 
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formats. It is best, however, if the EDL is 

prepared in a format that is native to the 
system. There may be some subtle differ- 
ences, such as the ability or inability to 
use letters in reel names, which may cause 
confusion. Contact the facility to find out 

which formats its editor will read. 
Older editing systems store EDL files on 

8-inch floppy disks. This can be awkward 
and difficult, because 8 -inch drives are not 
commonly available. More modern edit 
systems use the standard 31/2 -inch floppy 
disks used on word processor computers, 
which makes interchanging much easier. 

Different on -line systems require differ- 
ent disk formatting schemes. Do not con- 
fuse this with the EDL format discussed 
earlier. Three formats are commonly used - the CMX -RT11 format, used by CMX; the 
Grass Valley RT-11 format, used by Grass 
Valley; and the MS-DOS format, used by 
Sony and most other manufacturers. Most 
off -line systems have utilities for format- 
ting and copying EDLs to disk in the cor- 
rect format. 

Sending it serially 
If the on -line editor has no drives, or you 

are unwilling to purchase 8 -inch drives to 
transfer EDLs at your PC, the EDL can be 
sent through a serial cable. The cable links 
the on -line computer, often at its paper - 
punch port, to the serial port of another 
computer that contains the EDL. Attempt- 
ing this kind of EDL transfer can be a frus- 
trating experience until all the bugs are 
worked out. But from then on, it is sim- 
ple and quick. 

A suitable cable must be obtained or 
built. Contact the manufacturers of the on- 
line system for a connection diagram. 

The PC must contain a communications 
software package to transfer the EDL. 
Both the PC and the on -line system must 
be set up to transfer at the same 
parameters, such as baud rate, bits and 
parity. A baud rate of 1,200 seems to be 
the most reliable. Once communication is 
established, the on -line system is instruct- 
ed to wait for an incoming EDL. The PC 
containing the EDL is instructed to send 
it to the system. 

Building shows 
Auto -assembly of shows created off-line 

can be a great time and money saver. 
There is a broad variety of off -line systems 
from which to choose. Using them frees 
editing personnel to concentrate on pic- 
tures and sound, not on moving VTRs. 

I ='a))11 
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We've Got A Screw Missing! 

In fact were missing two, and it represents a significant design 
improvement in our famous A3F and A3M audio connector! 

/Introducing the NEW AA3 Series 
from Switchcraft with a sleek, new 
streamlined look. And... it's 
available in black too! 

Now, anyone who assembles or uses this well -known and relied -on audio 
connector will appreciate the many benefits incorporated in the new AA3 series. 

For example: 
Only 1 screw instead of 3 means quicker 
assembly time and lower costs. 
No need for a special tool 
Solder cups are repositioned for quicker, 
easier access 
Clamp remains with connector, no screws to 
contend with, and features a fold -down tab 
for ground to pin 1. 

New design permits easy exchange of flex 
relief for color coding if desired 
New insert "Greenie" is even more resistant 
to chipping and wear for longer connector 
life. 
And as always you can depend on the 
rugged all metal construction to pass the 
"stomp -on" test. 

Get "real inside story" from 
your nearest Switchcraft 
source. 

Switchcraft 
A Raytheon Company 

5555 N. Elston Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60630 
312- 792 -2700 
FAX (312) 792 -2129. 

(and ... the A3F and A3M Series are still available too!) 
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What it was like shooting ll 

For all those cameramen who've ever been forced 

to compromise or even miss a shot because of 

tough lighting conditions, Sony has some good 
news. The BVW -400 Betacam SP° camcorder. 
Now even the most difficult situations will never 

leave you in the dark. 
With a specification of F8.0 at 2000 Lux, the Sony 

BVW -400 is the most light sensitive video production tool 

available today. It uses the Sony Hyper HAD Sensor,'^" the 

latest development in Sony CCD technology. 

This remarkable device features an array of 

microscopic, light- magnifying On Chip Lenses 

which allow the BM -400 to take advan- 
tage of virtually all available light. 

The BM -400's extraordinary light sen- 

sitivity lets you shoot with more creative freedom. For 

Sony Busrwcand Pro4ewW Gru, 3Pnepon Dove 1.43nrv9M1. W 07615 1735 t31990 Sony c w.el.rn d AmeHa Sony Bnacam 5 ...von. HAD we eauenw.s oi Sony 
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low light before the BW-400. 

xample, you can shoot an hour earlier and an hour later, 

ED you can use more natural light. You can also shoot with 

k 'ss lighting equipment. Which means less set -up time, 

fi :ever hot lights, and less wear and tear on your talent. And 
i optimum lighting, the BVW -400 gives you the flexibility 

t :: shoot with greater depth of field. 

But low light isn't the only area where the BVW -400 
E; lines. It also gives you a sharp, clear image with over 

700 lines of resolution and virtually no vertical smear. 
And it features genlock, center and safe zone markers, 
and a lightweight, one -piece camcorder body. 

For more information on how well the BM-400 
performs in low light, call us at 1- 800 -635 SONY. 
We think you'll 

find it quite SONY; illuminating. 

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL. GROUP 
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Archiving for 
productivity 

Two years ago, the governor of a neigh- 
boring state came to town and gave a 
press conference. He smiled for the 
cameras, then drank a big glass of local 
river water to demonstrate his confidence 
in the containment system at a defense 
plant located upstream in his state. 

Five or six months ago, some local chil- 
dren brought in an unusual frog with an 
extra set of hind legs. They had found it 
along the river. A photographer shot the 
frog, and the piece ran as a parting shot 
in the late news one night. 

On a hunch, the photographer intro- 
duced the children and their frog to his 
wife, a biology instructor at the commu- 
nity college. She was shocked. The next 
weekend she took her husband on a "fish- 
ing" trip and they gathered water speci- 
mens from up and down the river around 
the plant. It took awhile to perform the 
analyses, but the preliminary results 
strongly implicated the plant. 

Last week, a correspondent working a 
different story chanced upon an unreport- 
ed business relationship between the 
governor's brother and the plant. 

Sensing he was onto a story with Mur- 
row award potential, the news director 
pulled out the stops. He watched over each 
phase of the project personally. He 
planned to break it in a big way the fol- 
lowing week, at the start of the sweeps. 

Things went well until this morning. The 
photographer's wife called to say her 
department head had told the Dean of In- 
struction about her field trip - and that 
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New technologies make archiving productive and even 
profitable. 

By Rick Lehtinen, technical editor 

she now was locked out of the lab and had 
been instructed not to talk to anyone about 
her findings. She was told they would call 
a press conference in a few days. Until 
then, she had to keep quiet or lose her job 

All fury broke loose when the news 
director got the word. The deadline 
changed to that night. He wanted the 
scoop badly, and he saw his chance slip- 
ping away. He knew that the dean was a 
close friend of a reporter at a rival station. 

Because the governor's visit occurred the 
same day one editor's son was born, there 
was no trouble finding the date and locat- 
ing his footage. But what to do about the 
gagged scientist? He would need the frog 
footage, but that producer had since quit 
the station and moved away. The needed 
video was somewhere on a shelf contain- 
ing 60 cassettes. To shuttle through them 
all would be futile, because there was not 
enough time. 

The news director was furious, "I will 
not lose this story because you clowns 
can't find some footage of that #$ %@ frog! 

hire a staff that can!" 

No one likes to miss an opportunity be- 
cause something couldn't be found when 
it was needed. In a fast -paced business, 
such as news, quickly getting your hands 
on a critical item may be a job -saving skill. 
But footage is hard to file. Each broadcast 
covers so many topics that newscasts be- 
come difficult to catalog. Without catalogs, 
archives are useless. As a result, facilities 
may miss many chances to enhance the 

interest and value of their news program- 
ming - or to save a big story when the 
unexpected happens. 

This article will describe how some new 
technologies can help stations get top val- 
ue from their archives. By making some 
moderate investments, facilities can quick- 
ly and easily find anything they have on 
file. 

Meet the culprit 
The problem of archive management, 

at its root, is the cryptic nature of video- 
tape. Unlike a piece of film, you can't tell 
anything about what's on a tape by direct 
examination. Furthermore, all cassettes 
look pretty much the same. Even if tapes 
are uniquely identified with reel numbers, 
this gives no clue as to their content. 

A felt tip pen can be beneficial. If you 
write "Noon news, July 25, 1991" on the 
reel, it will give you some idea about the 
tape's contents. However, this merely cat- 
egorizes the contents, it doesn't declare 
them. There needs to be a way to describe 
accurately what's on the tape, like a maga- 
zine's table of contents. Such labels are 
available, but in high -pressure jobs and 
times of tight budgets, who is going to fill 
them out? So, the archive remains a 

wasteland. 

New direction 
Stations can turn the corner on archiv- 

ing when the staff adopts the view that 
archiving is a productive activity, not a 
chore. Think about it - all the footage in 
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Some HPA Manufacturers 
Promise Great Service... 

Get The Picture? 
At MCL, we don't just promise great service, 
we guarantee global technical support 
24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days 
a year. MCL is committed to cus- 
tomer satisfaction. That's why we 
virtually guarantee 24 hours maxi- 
mum parts replacement (in or out 
of warranty), and why we provide 
round -the -clock access to MCL 
personnel to aid in resolving instal- 
lation or servicing problems. 

We also conduct up to 20 produc- 
tion and quality tests and 10 pro- 
duction and quality inspections per 

unit to assure unsurpassed quality. And from 
seven worldwide centers, we'll be there to 
help you if you need us...we guarantee it. 

Let 30 years of experience work 
for you. 

0- -CI_ 

44444 i4i. fur_ 

MCL /INC. 
501 S. Woodcreek Road 
Bolingbrook, IL 60440 -4999 
708-759-9500 
Fax: 708-759-5018 

Circle (59) on Reply Card 

MCL provides 24 -hour, seven day a week service and maintenance support 
throughout the world. 24 -Hour Emergency Service Number (312) 461 -4536 
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an archive has been bought and paid for. 
The shooting and editing are finished. In 
the case of newscast archives, the materi- 
al has all been copyrighted and has passed 
the critical test of having been made pub- 
lic. (Many stations refuse to archive field 

tapes, because off -the -record comments 
and activities of taped individuals may 
present liability problems if inadvertent- 
ly used later.) 

After establishing the value of the ar- 
chive, the problem remains in finding the 

right contents in it. Laboriously creating 
detailed labels - if it gets done at all - 
may be unsuccessful, because the descrip- 
tions will probably be inadequate. Too 
many stories will have similar names or 
slug lines. Also, it will be hard to search 

the archive by subject. This is an impor- 
tant capability. It allows the archive to con- 
tribute ideas, not just footage. 

Perhaps the key to unlocking a news ar- 
chive is realizing that the tapes are mere- 
ly picture and sound representations of the 

EMFT TV DEMODULATOR 
Completely Transparent To Your Signals 

You can rely on the EMFT to demodulate your TV signals with complete fidelity .. . 

without instrument -induced aberrations. Why rely on equipment based on obsolescent tech 
ogy? The EMFT utilizes the most modem technological design for greater versatility, rehab 

and operating convenience. 

It's Simple To Use 
You'll find the controls you normally use for testing and signal analysis conveniently loca 

on the front panel. A built -in speaker facilitates setup. and LEDs enable you to verify your set 

conditions at a glance. 

Full Coverage With No Plug -ins 
Channels are digitally selectable with synthesizer accuracy -over the full UHF, VHF, ar 

CATV bands- without the need for module changes and recalibration. Compensation for tarn( 
offsets up to 100 kHz is fully automatic. Switchable SAW filtering ensures adjacent channi 
suppression, and an analog input meter verifies tuning accuracy. 

More Features 
The EMFT features selectable synchronous or envelope detection -with separate IF, mono 

audio, wideband stereo audio, video, and quadrature (CI) outputs. You'll appreciate the conve- 

nience of the Q output for intercarrier phase modulation measurements and the built -in stable 

zero reference for video level adjustments and residual carrier measurements. An IEEE -488 bus 
interface is available for complete automation, remote control, and interface to other testing 

devices. Compare the features- 
and compare the price. The EMFT is surprisingly affordable! 

See Us At SBE '91 

Houston 
-i 

4425 Nicole Drive 
ROHDE &SCHWARZ INC. Lanham, MD 20706 Tel: (301) 459.8800 

In Canada: Rohde & Schwarz Canada Inc.. 555 March Rd.. Kanata. Ontario, K2K 1X7 Tel: (613) 592 -8000 

Outside North America: Rohde 8 Schwarz Headquarters, Mühldortstr. 15, W -8000 München 80. Germany 
Tel: (089) 41 -29 -0 

See Us at SMPTE '91 

Los Angeles 
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underlying news stories. If you search the 
scripts, the tapes will follow. 

Newsroom computers 
This highlights the importance of a com- 

puterized newsroom. Not only does it en- 

able reporters to rapidly incorporate infor- 
mation from many streams, such as 
national news wires, it also simplifies pull- 
ing in items from the past. The computer 
simplifies the search backward through 
time, combing through mountains of old 
scripts effortlessly. 

Again, users should ensure that their 
systems can search a script archive by sub- 
ject. This increases the reporter's access 
to materials, compounding the archive's 
value. 

Some newsroom systems provide this 
capability, using keyword searches and 
other techniques. Other systems may need 
add -on hardware that is currently availa- 
ble. Fortunately, this is the age of personal 
computing, and such add-on systems do 
not need to be terribly expensive. 

Electronic picture file 
Effective search routines may locate 

desired text information, but how can a 

user quickly examine the footage that ac- 
companied the script? After all, it takes 
time to shuttle through a box full of tapes. 
Computers can help once again. New tech- 
nologies make it easy to store a represen- 
tation of the archive video in a rapidly ac- 
cessible format. One PC -based system uses 
a recordable laserdisc player to store one 
frame of video every few seconds. Pro- 
gram audio is stored in its entirety. The 
system uses a digital compression process 
that writes audio data to the disc as a vid- 
eo signal. Stored this way, a year's worth 
of newscasts fit onto two or three discs. 
(See Figure 1.) 

In use, the operator scans the script ar- 
chive using powerful keyword searches. A 
list of slug lines containing the keywords 
comes to the screen. Scanning up and 
down with the arrow keys, the operator 
can select one that seems likely by touch- 
ing a function key. The script segment 
then pops into view, with the keywords 
highlighted. If the segment isn't right, the 
operator returns to the previous screen 
and picks a new slug line. If it looks 
promising, the operator touches a second 
function key, which accesses the laserdisc 
and plays the segment. This may give the 
operator all the information that is 
needed. If a reporter then wishes to use 
the story footage in the present piece, the 
tape can be fetched from the archive. 

In the future 
In fact, the time is approaching when 

newscast pictures and sound will merely 
be special extensions of the basic script 
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MAJOR 
EVOLUTION 

IN METAL TAPE PERFORMANCE ... 

maxell 
ceramic ARMOR 

Metal Particle Tape 

INCREDIBLE PERFORMANCE 
The breakthrough Ceramic Armor Technology of Maxell 
Metal Tape provides dramatically improved stability, greater 
archival capabilities, lower bit error rates, and better head - 
to -tape contact in Betacam SP, D -2, HDTV and DAT. 

HOW CERAMIC ARMOR WORKS ITS MAGIC 
Because the ceramic armor layer is second only to diamond 
in hardness, overall particle strength is remarkably 
increased. And by adding this ceramic armor layer at the first 
stage of magnetic particle production, Maxell produces 
extremely strong needle -shaped particles free of deformation 
and breakage during processing. The ceramic layer also 
insures each particle's resistance to oxidation, and greatly 
improves the tape's surface durability. 

PLUS 
Our high -performance cross- linking binder system and 
extremely precise cassette mechanism, built to micron -level 
accuracy, assure stable tape travel during editing, repeated 
playbacks, and even in the severe environments of ENG and 
EFP. And a conductive back coating prevents static build -up 
which helps reduce dust and debris. 

SEE FOR YOURSELF 
In fact, Maxell Ceramic Armor Metal Tape is so advanced, 
you really have to see it for yourself to fully appreciate its 

unmatched performance and reliability. For an eye -opening 
demonstration, call your Maxell representative. 

maxem 
Maxell Corporation of America, 22-Oa Route 206, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410, 1- 800 -533 -2836 
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AUDIO 

AUDIO 
ENCODER 

ENCODED AUDIO 

VIDEO 
ID 0 

Figure 1. One archiving system transfers a representation of taped material onto a laserdisc re- 
corder for archive use. Operators can search a script archive using keywords. They can then call 
up the laserdisc version of the story to see if it meets their needs before pulling the actual tape 
from the archive. 

file. Editing and manipulating the pictures 
and sound may become a process akin to 
word processing, and use the same equip- 
ment. Working a good visual into the sto- 
ry will be a writing process similar to 
working in a good quote. In computer jar- 
gon, this process is called multimedia 
authoring. 

Mining operations 
Such systems can make the archive ac- 

cessible from the day they are installed 
moving forward. Also, it isn't hard to build 
archive discs moving backward to the 
earliest point at which scripts were com- 
puterized. But what about pre- existing ar- 
chives, or cataloging material on tapes for 
which there is no script? Is there a way 
to determine what is on a tape and make 
that information useful in an expedient 
fashion? 

Fortunately, yes. A new family of tape 

loggers allows users to quickly list the con- 
tents and time -code numbers of a tape by 
hooking up a VCR to a PC. (See "The On- 
Line /Off -Line Interface;' p. 78.) The data 
files created by these systems can be im- 
ported to many archive systems. 

A second development is the use of PC- 
based systems to track the location of 
tapes, as well as keep a detailed log of tape 
contents. One such system uses bar code 
labels to identify each tape. Operators scan 
the tapes in and out of storage locations. 
This way, when a given tape can't be 
found, it is easy to learn who had it last 
and where. Such systems are also useful 
for controlling the inventory of new tapes. 
(See "Automated Station Libraries: A Sys- 
tems Approach;' April 1991.) 

As archives increase in their newswor- 
thiness, it is likely that more new products 
will appear to help news entities make 
good use of them. Hopefully, such tech- 
nology will increase the productivity of ar- 
chiving, and will appease even the stern- 
est news directors. 

Acknowledgments: The author wishes to thank A. Owen 
Smoot, KSL -TV Advanced Technology Group. Salt Lake City: 
and Irene Nesbit, Nesbit Systems. Princeton, NJ. for their 
help in preparing this article. I ¡ )))I 

Whether your requirement is LARGE or SMALL, 

there's a Harrison teleproduction console just 
for you. 

90 Broadcast Engineering September 1991 

Harrison's Series Ten B,TV -3, 
TV-4 and Pro 790 are found all over 

the world in facilities that are leading the 
Broadcast Audio Revolution. Call us today to find out which 

console is right for your facility. We'll gladly arrange a demonstra- 
tion at our factory or at your facility. 

OlW ENTERPRISES INC S1mu1ERRA a Ila,aFll C.5.5I.5 437 r Ow.. 
NANNIEE. 14V40 172I, USA Ta.5aa RNA tef4i0 FaaaY IS,A 
17,-1.53 TN. 413C.5 IOEW NAM/ 
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B-rol ls 

Separate [dit Controller, 

Production Switchers 

Multiple Source VTRs 

Fuzzy Freeze Frames 

Costs 

Things you can cut down on 
in a room with a VUES: " 

If you want to be on the cutting edge of digital post - 
production while cutting down on costs, perhaps it's 
time to invest in a room with a VUES. 

This high -powered digital editing system from 
NEC consists of a single rack of equipment: a com- 
puter- control workstation, the NEC DTW -102 wipe 
generator, a background color generator /shadow 
processor, a 20 x10 routing switcher, NEC VUES 

interface, and the real heart of the 
system, the NEC VUES VSR -11 solid 
state recorder. 

With VUES, all editing functions- 
f from wipes and complex mix/effects to multi -layered 
composites -are performed in the VSR -11. Best of 
all, you only need to use one source machine, one 

1991 NEC America. Inc. VUES is a trademark or Videophonics Inc. 

channel of character generator and one channel 
of digital effects to accomplish all of these 
tasks. And with the use of the VSR -11's DRAM 
memory, each source can be used indefinitely 
without ever performing a B -roll. 

The compact design of VUES requires 
less space, less cooling and less maintenance 
(because there are no moving parts). Plus, 

because VUES utilizes a computer -control workstation, 
there are no expensive production switchers or edit 
controllers to buy. 

If you would like more infor- 
mation about the finer points of 
VUES, please call us toll -free 
at 1 -800- 323 -6656. 
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SBE show preview 

SBE convention convenes in Houston. 

roadcast technology will launch into a 
new and critically important era at the 
1991 SBE National Convention and Broad- 
cast Engineering Conference, Thursday 
through Saturday, Oct. 3 -5. Houston, 
dubbed "Gateway to the future of technol- 
ogy;' is a fitting site for broadcast en- 
gineers to take a long look forward at the 
many changes in store for their industry. 

More than ever, technological change is 
dramatically affecting the careers of 
broadcast personnel. Therefore, anyone 
involved with broadcast technology today 
is likely to find something of significant 
value at this year's conference. 

Beyond the overall assessment of the 
current state of broadcast technology and 
regulation scheduled for the first day of 
the conference, specific subjects to be ex- 
plored and updated during the rest of the 
program include frequency coordination, 
radio and TV RF systems, digital radio, fa- 
cility automation, problem solving and 
new technology for radio and television. 
7ivo special evening sessions will cover the 
topics of "Audio Processing in the Digital 
Age' and "The Upward Engineer:' 

As usual, the exhibit floor hours will not 
overlap with the conference presentations. 
But this year, the exhibit floor adds an ex- 
tra hour in the afternoon, opening from 
10 a.m. until 4 p.m. on Friday and Satur- 
day, Oct. 4 and 5. There will also be plen- 
ty of time to meet with colleagues at 
Thursday evening's exhibitor -attendee 
reception, Friday's ham radio reception 
(with its traditional door prizes) and Satur- 
day night's reception and banquet. Con- 
gressman Don Ritter (R -PA) will be the fea- 
tured speaker at the banquet. He is a 

member of the House Energy and Com- 
merce Committee, and its subcommittee 
on Telecommunications and Finance. 
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By Skip Pizzi, technical editor 

Conference sessions and exhibits will be 
held at the George R. Brown Convention 
Center, one of the country's largest and 
most highly regarded venues. 

Ennes workshops widen scope 
As in the past, a number of special 

workshops will be conducted under the 
auspices of the Ennes Foundation on the 
day before the conference begins. (The 
Ennes Foundation is an arm of the SBE 
that is devoted to the continuing educa- 
tion of broadcast engineers. It is named 
after Harold E. Ennes, author of many 
widely used broadcast texts.) For a small 
additional fee, conference registrants can 
attend these morning or all -day sessions, 
and gain detailed insight or hands -on 
training in a specific and intensive manner. 

A record -setting slate of 12 separate ses- 
sions are tentatively scheduled for the 
Ennes workshops, presented by respect- 
ed manufacturers and consultants. Among 
the topics offered are TV facility automa- 
tion, fiber optics for video transmission, 
newsroom automation, becoming a con- 
tract engineer, low -power satellite uplink - 
ing, frequency coordination, engineering 
team -building, video and audio TV meas- 
urements, digital radio broadcasting and 
various RF sessions. 

Because technology is not the sole prov- 
ince of engineers and vice -versa, two of 
the Ennes workshops this year offer a spe- 
cial "cross- pollinating" feature. For each 
fully registered engineer attending the 
newsroom automation workshop, a free 
pass will be issued for that station's news 
director to also attend the session. Cor- 
respondingly, for each engineer enrolled 
in the digital radio workshop, the station 
or general manager may attend that ses- 
sion free. 

All workshops will be held on Tuesday, 
Oct. 2, and seating is limited. Continuing 
education credits (CEUs) and workshop 
completion certificates will be awarded. 

Extracurricular extras 
Houston, nicknamed "Space City,' is the 

home of The LBJ Space Center, the facili- 
ty that serves as mission control for NASA, 
and the place where America's astronauts 
are selected and trained. Tours of the fa- 
cility (including its collection of moon 
rocks and historic spacecraft) will be con- 
ducted for SBE attendees on Wednesday, 
Oct. 2, and Thursday, Oct. 3, from 1 p.m. 
to 4 p.m. on both days. Registration for the 
tours is limited, and will be conducted on 
a first -come, first -serve basis. (An addition- 
al fee will be charged for this tour, which 
includes round -trip motorcoach service 
between the Convention Center and 
NASA.) 

Tours of the well -known Senior Road 
tower facility will also be conducted by 
SBE, free to paid convention registrants. 
The site features a 9- station FM combiner 
system, and is the only such facility put- 
ting this many full Class -C (100kW ERP) 
signals into a single antenna. This tour will 
also make a stop at the Houston Interna- 
tional Teleport. It will be conducted on the 
same schedule as the Space Center tours. 

Houston is the fourth largest city in the 
United States, and it offers much in the 
way of cultural and shopping opportuni- 
ties. A fun -filled spouse /guest program 
takes advantage of this, offering two full 
days of activities (Oct 3 -4). 

SBE '91 will provide information, edu- 
cation, conversation and fun - all of the 
ingredients for a worthwhile and memora- 
ble convention not be missed. 

1:1:4)))) 
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Introducing Our New Extended Benefits Package: 

Model MCE325 Programmable User Station 

1111111116 Pa.., S.. 

Think of it... 
a versatile intercom user station with a wide range of operational and packaging formats. 

Physical benefits include a five way modular packaging technique 

for permanent or portable applications. While headset operation comes standard, 
adding our MCS325 Speaker and a plug -in microphone supports an open -listening setting. 

Operator benefits sport user -friendly software and hardware based programming; 

the MCE325 can be operationally and functionally configured to suit individual requirements. 

As for the small print: the MCE325 works in conference -line 

or dedicated -line environments, with 2- channel split talk /listen or 4- channel combo talk /listen, 

in 2 -wire or 4 -wire line mode, or a combination of both. Also featured are two channels 
of IFB, two program inputs, and call signaling. Modular packaging includes: rack mount or 

portable headset station, rack mount or portable speaker station, or console mount headset station. 

Please call or write for details. 

The First Name In Intercommunications 

Professional Intercommunications 

Professional Audio Products 

1988 - 1989 

Engineering 

Em my Award 

RTS SYSTEMS 
A Telex Communications Company 

1100 West Chestnut Street 

Burbank, California 91506 

Phone 818 -566 -6700 

Fax 818 -843 -7953 
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SMPTE show preview 

The 133rd SMPTE Technical Conference 
and Equipment Exhibit will be held in the 
Los Angeles Convention Center from 
Saturday, Oct. 26 to Tuesday, Oct. 29. 
SMPTE will celebrate its 75th anniversary 
at this conference. To mark the event, 
SMPTE will release a commemorative 
book, Milestones in Motion -Picture and 
Television Technology: the SMPTE's 75th 
Anniversary Collection. 

Exhibitionist tendencies 
This year, 200 companies will display 

their equipment and services. SMPTE 
equipment exhibit hours are Saturday, 
Sunday and Monday, from 10 a.m. to 6 

p.m. and Tuesday, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
SMPTE is again offering free use of the 

successful New Product Introduction 
room, a place where exhibitors can hold 
press briefings and private showings for 
special clients. Last year, 16 companies 
took advantage of this service. 

SMPTE to celebrate 75th anniversary in Los Angeles. 

Papers and tutorials 
The conference theme is: "Advanced 

Motion Imaging - Enhancing the Univer- 
sal Language." One hundred and twenty - 
nine papers will be presented in 15 

sessions. 
Digital technology is the key to enhanc- 

ing the image for television and film. 
Three sessions will cover the digital world, 
from recording to processing and transmis- 
sion. A morning session on advanced tel- 
evision will feature a discussion on pro- 
posed advanced TV systems from around 
the world. 

There will be two concurrent sessions 
held every morning and afternoon, with 
the exception of Monday afternoon, when 
there will be three. The sessions and the 
exhibit will conclude 7besday afternoon. 
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By Rick Lehtinen, technical editor 

Equipment exhibition hours: 

Saturday- Monday, Oct 26 to 28: 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

Tuesday, Oct 29: 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

This will allow conference delegates to 
participate in SMPTE engineering commit- 
tee meetings on Wednesday, without 
schedule conflicts. 

A special tutorial session will open Fri- 
day, Oct. 25. This all -day event will include 
demonstrations and presentations on the 
interface of film, video and computers. 

Hands on 
The society is expanding attendees' 

learning opportunities by adding three 
hands -on workshops to the program: "Bar 
Code in the Workplace,' "Television Test 
Signals and Equipment" and "Computer 
Graphics.' Participants in the 2- to 3 -hour 
sessions, which will be held Saturday and 
Sunday from 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., will 
have opportunities to update their skills. 

The focus of these workshops will be on 
equipment already in use, as opposed to 
the prototypes discussed in the technical 
program. 

Honorables to be mentioned 
At the opening session on Saturday 

morning, standards -advocate Roland J. 

Zavada (retired from Eastman Kodak) will 
present the keynote address. Zavadas stan- 
dards efforts have spanned many years 
and many national and international or- 
ganizations. 

Individuals who have made significant 
technical contributions will be recognized 
at Saturday's honors and awards luncheon. 
Twenty -two people will be recognized at 
this event. Academy Award winner 
Gregory Peck is the luncheon speaker. 

Fifteen new Fellows of the society will 
be inducted at the Fellows luncheon on 
Sunday. Fellows, by their proficiency and 
contributions, have attained an outstand- 
ing rank among engineers or executives 
in the motion -picture, television or related 
industries. 

A spouse /guest program will include 
four days of sightseeing, shopping and cul- 
tural outings. 

Registration 
SMPTE is offering a money -saving plan 

to register for various combinations of 
events. This can include the technical pro- 
gram, equipment exhibit, tutorial, work- 
shops and honors and awards luncheon. 
By purchasing one of these combinations, 
registrants can save up to $50. 

All registrants are invited to an 
exhibitor -sponsored party on Friday, Oct. 
25, to celebrate the SMPTE's 75th anniver- 
sary and to preview the exhibit before it 
opens. I *Ng 
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Looking for a function generator d 
with all the bells and whistles, *4 
like direct digital synthesis, 

arbitrary waveforms, 

and modulation, 

that doesn't cost an arm and a leg? 

:0ú úvú úúv i ú 
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Take a look at the . . 
DS345 from SRS. o z VI= 

At $1895, it's the only function generator you need. 
Its a general purpose signal generator with standard 
waveforms, frequency sweeps, and synthesized accuracy. 
It's a 40 Msample /sec arbitrary waveform generator with 
16 -. points of non -volatile memory. It's a complex signal 
source with amplitude, frequency, and phase modulation, 
complete with synthesized modulation waveforms. It's a 
reriarkably agile source capable of making phase 
continuous frequency jumps in only 25 ns. And it's all 
available at the touch of a button. 

WI-at other generator has everything you want, and more? 
For more information about the DS345, call SRS at 
(408) 744 -9040. 

30 MHz direct digitally synthesized source 
1 µHz resolution 
12 bit arbitrary waveforms 
Fast phase continuous frequency switching 
Low phase noise and distortion 
Sine, square, ramp, and triangle waveforms 
Linear and log sweep with markers 
Frequency, amplitude, and phase modulation 
Arbitrary and burst modulation 
Optional GPIB /RS232 interfaces with 
Arbitrary Waveform Composer Software 

SRS STANFORD RESEARCH SYSTEMS 

12 a0 D Reamwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 TEL (408)744 -9040 FAX 4087449049 TLX 706891 SRS UD 
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Applied technology 

Affordable digital 
audio processing 

By Jim Ruse and Dave Landar 

Digital audio processing requires exten- 
sive computational power, which makes 
it difficult to bring economical and flexi- 
ble processing to the professional audio in- 
dustry. A worthy goal, then, is the devel- 
opment of a digital audio processing 
engine that would be configurable for 
many industry needs. For example, it must 
be expandable to meet the requirements 
of a specific implementation, and it should 
not become quickly obsolete. This article 
will discuss some of the design criteria that 
must be met in order to create such an af- 
fordable digital audio processing engine. 

Ruse is product development and marketing manager, and 
Landar is vice president, research and development. for Au- 
dio Animation, Knoxville, TN. 

Discover The Secret 
Of The Pyramids. 

We've discovered a new acoustical foam 
that outperforms any we've ever seen 
(or ever sold). 

ALPHA Acoustical Foam. 
The secret is in its unique pyramid design. 

Superior Performance 
Uniform Pattern 
UPS Shippable 

Call us. We'll gladly send you a brochure 
and a free sample. 

Call 1- 800 -782- 5742. 
Acoustical Solutions, Inc. 

Licensee Alph.Atdi. ^A. 

Acoustics 
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The simple development of this engine 
is not enough to make the technology us- 
able. It must also have extremely efficient 
digital signal processing (DSP) software, 
and a user interface that is intuitive, ele- 
gant and powerful. In February 1990, a 

team of developers at Audio Animation es- 

tablished two goals: 1) to create a con- 
figurable, expandable, distributed process- 
ing hardware platform using multiple DSP 
chips, and 2) to develop ultracompact 
processing software, both within a flexi- 
ble graphic user interface (GUI). The first 
implementation of this engine for broad- 
cast systems has been completed, under 
the trade name Paragon digital audio 
transmission processor. This engine will 
serve as the core technology for a series 

The leading 
j e n se n maker of 

professional 
audio trans- 

formers for almost 20 years... 
but that's not all: 
lin -Servo Mic Preantps 
Advanced Retrofits for 
Magna -Tech Reproducers 
Comtran Circuit Design 
& Optimization Software 
Free Circuit Design 
Consultation 

TRANSFORMERS. INC 

I isilors Hl' alilxünlnnal Duly. (loser/ /Ì mho, 

10735 Burbank Boulevard 
North Hollywood, California 91601 
FAX (818) 763 -4574 Tel (213) 876 -0059 
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of future products for other elements of 
the professional audio industry. 

New hardware development 
Development of the hardware that 

would deliver the computational power 
necessary for digital audio processing in- 
volves the leading edge of today's comput- 
er science architectures. A distributed 
processing architecture maximizes the 
power of multiple DSP chips at all times 
with a technique called systolic wavefront 
processing. The Paragon hardware em- 
ploys a proprietary implementation of this 
technique. 

Systolic wavefront processing can be 
compared to the human circulatory sys- 
tem. Each DSP chip is completely efficient 

Free Catalo. & Audio/Video Applications 
Mic. PO. Line, 
Tepe, Pltono, 

Routing 5witcherstSt-A/V) 
(24,16.12.8.4.2 stations) Video ACN, 

Parr. Budd, 

Press Bores 
1-Inha -out 

Video & Audio Rist Ampis. Video /Audio 
RGR -Sync Dist. Ampis. 2 -In/24 -out Audio 

®OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934 -3566 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 
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VTR CONTROL & AUTOMATION 
THE /í1C5 -100 SYSTEM___ 

SIMPLE TO OPERATE 
EASY TO EXPAND 
SINGLE COAX CABLE 
SERIAL 8 PARALLEL VTR'S 
AFFORDABLE ! 

Queuo Systems (818) 895 -8510 
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Want more information on 
advertised products? Use the 

Reader Service Card. 
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IT'S AMAZING WHAT 

DIGITAL PROCESSING 

CAN DO 

FOR YOUR 

:OLOR CORRECTION. 

Thomson's new COLORADO will do wonders for your 
image. It is the first 4:2:2 digital color processing sys- 
tem designed for tape -to -tape operation with no loss 
of quality. You get digital color correction to achieve 
anything from the subtlest tint change to the most 
dazzling special effects. Use it to match scenes, con- 
ceal errors, perfect chroma -keys, colorize or balance 
colors with mixed standards. COLORADO features 
include static and dynamic operation in single or mul- 
tichannel modes with on -line access up to 8 files. To 
discover all the ways COLORADO can help you improve 
your image, call Thomson Broadcast tollfree at 
1- 800 -882 -1824. 

THOMSON BROADCAST, Inc. 
T H E I M A G E O F P R O G R E S S 

COLORADO 
4:2:2 digital 
component 
color 
processing 
system 

THOMSON BROADCAST. Inc. - 49. Smith Street PO BOX 5266 Englewoud. New Jersey 07631 1201) 5691650 Fax 12011 5691511 
THOMSON VIDEO EOUIPEMENT 1 I rue du Pew Albi BP 8244 - 95801 Cergy -Saint- Chustuphe Cedex FRANCE 133 I ) 34 20 70 00 Fax 1331) 34 20 10 47 leur 616.780 F 
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Multi-Channel Systems Antenna 

MCI offers broad- 

casters a new 
Multi- Channel 
All Band High 

VHF (CH. 7 -13) and 
UHF (CH. 14 -69) 

Antenna System 
designed for use in 

multi station and 
HDTV applications. 

During the 

HDTV simulcast 

period, it will be 

desirable or even 

necessary for both NTSC and ATS signals 

to be transmitted from the same antenna. 

o 

MCI's new broad- 

band multi -channel 
antenna will radiate 

both signals with 
the same foot 
print pattern. 

Omni and direc- 

tional patterns are 

available. 

Only from MCI. 

the Innovators in 

standard and cus- 

tom design RF 

components for 

the Broadcast Industry. Call now for 

information and pricing. 

MICRO COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
Leaders in RF kcbnolog} Since /966. 

Tel. (603) 624 -4351 Fax. (603) 624 -4822 
P.O. Box 4365, Grenier Field, Manchester, N.H. 03108 -4365 
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NEW 8 Category A Truncated Ant. 

At 

Upgrade To 8 Foot Category A 

No Increase In Tower Windloading 
Mark has developed a NEW truncated 8 foot antenna that meets FCC Part 

74 Category A with a windload no greater than a 6 foot solid. This antenna 
allows the upgrade of current systems without raising tower windloading 
or compromising the link quality. The truncated antenna is available in 2. 

7 and 13 GHz as well as a dual frequency 7 and 13 GHz model. 

Mark manufactures a full line of microwave and cellular antennas, please 
call us with your requirements. 

Radiation Systems, Inc. 
Mark Antennas Division 
P.O. Box 1548 Des Plaines, IL 60017 
Tel: 708 -298 -9420 Fax: 708 -635 -7946 

"See us at the SBE show. Booth #324" 
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in its own task during a given time frame 
or "beat of the heart:' Each DSP chip com- 
pletes its tasks as quickly as possible. If the 
task is too great to complete within the 
time allotted, it is subdivided and distrib- 
uted to other DSP chips that have the 
available power. Within each 44.1kHz 
clock cycle or beat, the entire system may 
be reconfigured, and the processing tasks 
may be redistributed so that no process- 
ing power remains unused. 

In some parallel processing engines, the 
processors waste a relatively large portion 
of time waiting for communication of data 
to or from the next processor. Placing spe- 
cial VLSI chips between the processors 
reduces the data transfer time to zero, and 
allows the DSP engine to have a minimum 
of hardware associated with interproces- 
sor communication. In fact, the California 
Institute of Technology and Intel have co- 
developed what's reported to be the fastest 
computer in the world (the Delta) using 
a similar architecture. The implementation 
under discussion here, however, is more 
suited for digital signal processing, and 
does not have the massive RAM necessary 
for supercomputing. 

The DSP engine is configured for trans- 
mission processing by using multiple Mo- 
torola 56001 chips and several proprietary 
VLSI chips. (See the February 1991 cov- 
er.) Because the systolic wavefront 
processing architecture is not processor - 
specific, a different DSP chip may be used 
to accommodate specific implementation 
needs, such as the Texas Instruments C30, 
which provides floating point compu- 
tation. 

New software development 
Software efficiency is directly related to 

the amount of hardware necessary to 
complete processing tasks. Special im- 
plementations of digital audio filters and 
dynamic range controllers are important 
to success in a configurable, cascadable 
digital audio processing platform. 

Ultrahigh resolution of the audio 
processing is a critical goal, and should not 
be sacrificed for code size. With the cor- 
rect DSP filter and dynamic range control- 
ling software, such a digital implementa- 
tion has many applications beyond 
broadcast audio transmission processing. 
This technology could be implemented 
into devices appropriate for any audio stu- 
dio, post -film or video suite, including ful- 
ly digital mixing consoles with extensive 
equalization and dynamic range control. 

There are also further applications out- 
side the audio industry. After development 
of the hardware and software systems, the 
total configuration of the broadcast indus- 
try device was determined. Figure 1 shows 
the signal architecture of the multi -DSP 
engine, as configured for audio transmis- 
sion processing. 

All blocks in the signal path may be dis- 
abled by the user except for the peak- 
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Ever have to change your plans 
just before the system 

was installed? 
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[his is one of 
many reasons to specify an Aùto 

...because our 4X and 4YDM series provide inputs and out- 
puts in increments of only four instead of the usual eight, ten, 
or sixteen. So adding or dropping a few of either is both easy 

and economical - before or after installation. 

With smaller i/o increments, a minor change in the system 

configuration doesn't mean a major change in the budget. 

More reasons...Anyone can 

barn to use an AutoPatch in 
minutes (they're about as easy 

tu understand as an intercom); 
ai RS232 port is included for 
interface with any serial data 

device (eg: microcomputers or 
touchscreen controllers); the 

new 4YDM series has signal 

specs suitable for pro audio 
applications, high speed data, 
arid for both composite and 

component video systems. 

And AutoPatch is priced for budget- conscious 
system designers .. . 

I Suggested list price* examples: 
4x4 Mono audio $1054 
8x4 Stereo audio 51541 
4x16 Video $2165 
12x8 Video + mono $4286 

r4X series s' control panel; subject to change. 

f1 r m: é i i i i 

Making 21st Century connections... 

4XDM Single -Cage models (with both audio 
and video) are available as 4x4, 4x8, 8x4, and 
8x8 matrices at even lower prices. 
Standard 4XDM models are available with 
up to 3 signal levels providing over 250 
configurations from 4x4 through 16x48. 
XDM optional control panel face illustrated 

The 4YDM series provides higher signal specs 
and many more signal levels in over 1000 con- 
figurations from 4x4 through 32x128. 
And . 4Y matrices can be configured for 
even more inputs with our Distributed Matrix 
network software. 
4V131 optional control panel face illustrated 

...TODAY 

AutoPatch" 
AutoPatch division of XN Technologies, Inc. 
14 Calispell, Box 350 Cheney, WA 99004 
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controlling limiters. The selection of 4- 
band compression and 4 -band limiting was 
based on the need for low intermodula- 
tion distortion (IMD) characteristics. The 
4 -band operation of the compressors or 
the limiters may be separately adjusted to 
act as wideband compressors /limiters. 
The four bands of each stage also may be 
adjusted to be partially coupled, which 
yields some interdependence between the 
bands' gain reductions. 

Crossover frequencies between the 
bands are continuously variable with res- 
olution to 1Hz. Attack, release, compres- 
sion ratio and output mix level controls 
are provided for each of the compressor 
bands. The limiter bands have controls for 
release time and input gain, which con- 

R 

".J I INPUT 
(OPTION) 

BALANCED 
ANALOG 

INPUT 

A/D 
CONVERTER 

AGC 

trots the amount of limiting in each band. 
Pre -emphasis filters and final 15kHz low - 
pass filters are placed before the multi - 
band limiters. (See Figure 1.) 

System control 
The main controller for the system is an 

80286 -based PC board that handles ad- 
ministrative, graphic, disk I/O and front - 
panel tasks. The PC board uses one slot 
of the custom backplane, which may ac- 
commodate up to 12 DSP cards with two 
DSP chips each, various I/O cards and the 
optional digital stereo generator card. The 
analog -to- digital and digital -to-analog con- 
verter boards may be populated for 16- or 
18-bit resolution. It uses delta -sigma con- 
version, then FIR filters and decimation to 

achieve the desired specifications. 
The system was designed to detect a fail- 

ure in any processor. If a failure occurs, the 
system brings another processor on -line, 
loads it and continues full service. Simi- 
lar self-diagnostics are present in the front - 
panel microcontroller, which can report 
its own failure to the PC. 

Graphic user interface 
Control of all parameters of the process- 

ing system is centralized and displayed on 
a 9 -inch VGA monitor behind the front 
panel with a resistive touchscreen. 

The video touchscreen was chosen as 

the control surface for its "virtual reality :' 
the display of controls on a screen rather 
than the actual physical knobs and buttons 

.-. 
R-0 

10-BAND 
EQUALIZER 

(OPTION) 

4-BAND 
^COMPRESSOR 

PRE- 
EMPHASIS 

15kHz 

LOW-PASS 
FILTER 

4 -BAND 
LIMITER 

A ESI E BU 

OUTPUT 
(OPTION) 

--0 

D/A 

CONVERTER 

BALANCED 
ANALOG 
OUTPUT 

Figure 1. Block diagram of Paragon digital audio transmission processor, including all optional functions. 

SDR 400 
SERIAL DIGITAL ROUTING SWITCHER 
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on a panel. If a modification or update that 
requires a new control knob is needed, no 
physical changes to the front panel are re- 
quired. The new software is installed via 
a front panel, 3.5 floppy disk drive. The 
new knob, or function, will not be dis- 
played. Such a control surface provides 
many different screens, which saves front - 
panel space and the cost of physical con- 
trols. Theoretically, "virtual reality inter- 
faces" allow one visual display, such as a 
CRT, to show an infinite number of screens 
and controls, while retaining the easy -to- 
use, intuitive nature of analog controls. 

A distributed 
processing 

architecture 
maximizes the power 
of multiple DSP chips 

at all times. 

Another advantage of such a display of 
data and controls is that the user under- 
stands the system more rapidly. Full- screen 
context- sensitive help windows may also 
be accessed at any time. To adjust a pa- 
rameter, the user touches the appropriate 

knob displayed on the screen, then turns 
a large physical knob to the right of the 
screen to change the value of the select- 
ed control. If the control is a button, then 
the parameter toggles to the next value. 
If the value is considered critical, such as 
input level or pre -emphasis curve selec- 
tion, then a confirmation message is dis- 
played to ask the user if he or she truly 
wishes to change this parameter. 

The graphic user -interface software was 
developed in conjunction with several 
chief engineers and program directors 
who paid careful attention to the creation 
of intuitive controls. Each screen displayed 
on the monitor has a specific grouping of 
controls. The main screen allows adjust- 
ment of overall compression, overall limit- 
ing, release times of each compressor 
band, and the output mix of the compres- 
sor bands. These parameters give the user 
control of the basic tonal balance of the 
audio and the "density" of the sound. To 
get more exacting control, the attack 
times, release times, compression ratios, 
crossover frequencies and interband side - 
chain control may be adjusted on the de- 
tail screens. 

Engineering adjustments are grouped 
on the setup screens, which control pre - 
emphasis, input /output levels, L -R meter- 
ing, password control, AGC gate thresh- 
old, AGC defeat, stereo strapping of the 

Front panel of Paragon digital audio transmis- 
sion processor, showing the touchscreen con- 
trol panel at left. 

compressors /limiters, pilot injection, com- 
posite level and more. 

Options and advantages 
The systolic wavefront processing archi- 

tecture, as implemented by Audio Anima- 
tion, will allow extremely efficient use of 
DSP hardware. Development of the hard- 
ware as an engine and the software as the 
specific tool allows for easily installed re- 
visions and remote -control options. Reduc- 
tion of hardware requirements increases 
reliability and serviceability, and lowers 
the final cost to everyone. 

I =.ra)1)I 

The video signal 
that it can't handle 
hasn't been invented yet. 

Before you invest in a routing system, look a bit into the future. Even five years 
ir.to the future. After all, EDTV and HDTV aren't far off. And who knows what's 
coming next? 

Which is precisely the reason we created the SDR -400. It offers a totally 
transparent signal in today's formats. But more than that, it gives you the 
flexibility to upgrade into tomorrow's changing technology. 

Add to that BTS service and worldwide support, and you 
have the best digital router available today, 
tomorrow, and beyond. 

BTS 
SWITCHERS 

A PHILIPS AND BOSCH COMPANY 

C2'afIGL -e/e-i/&ot7 f>ti44ogef (rawt B75 
Circle (74) on Reply Card 

For more information: 1- 800- 962 -4BTS 
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Extended switcher features 
By Abekas Video Systems 

A84 integrated cache recording: 
combines disk recorder with switcher for 
60s duration real time 4:2:2 video storage 
on four disk drives; provides enhanced 
speed and precision in video composite 
development; system also allows random 
access to 100 full bandwidth still images. 

Circle (351) on Reply Card 

Digital video effects 
By Abekas Video Systems 

A57 effects: based on A53 -D operat- 
ing system with all processing in digital do- 
main; includes integral key channel, true 
3 -D rotation, perspective, corner pinning, 
solid builder features; 10 -bit frame -based 
processing using 8-bit dynamic rounding; 
various input, output options. 
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Loudness controller 
By Advanced Communications 
International 

AudioBOSS I: unit maintains a consis- 

New products' 

tent audio level in systems where sources 
with varying outputs may be switched into 
the audio path; designed for use with au- 
dio (commercial) insertion systems; in- 
cludes 15dB noise -reduction circuit and 
compensates for audio peaks. 
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HD video monitors 
By Barco ny 

HDM 2081: 32 -inch medium -resolution 
CRT in multiple standard high -definition 
monitor; 16:9 aspect ratio with slot in -line 
CRT and DAF gun structure; accepts tri- 
level sync signals of 1250/50, 1125/60 and 
1050/59.94 HDTV standards; 30MHz 
bandwidth; dual inputs definable for RGB 
or component; compatible with CVM/ 
CPM auto setup probe. 
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Video conversion 
By Tektronix /Video Products 

Avanzar video system: encodes sili- 
con graphics workstation signals to studio - 
quality video in real time: multiple output 

INTERFORMAT 
TRANSLATORS 

TYPE 734 - RGBS to Y, R Y, B-Y 
TYPE 735-Y, R-Y, B-Y to RGBS 

FR730 FRAME HOLDS 3 BOARDS, ANY MIX 

Absolute conversion accuracy 
Long term stability 
10 MHz bandwidth 
Adjustable Y setup 
On -board horizontal phasing 
Comp or non -comp RGB outputs 
Betacam, MII or SMPTE /EBU levels 
525 or 625 line operation 

broadcast video systems ltd. 
40 West Wilmot St.. Richmond Hill. Ontario L4B 1H8 

Telephone: (416) 764 -1584 Fax. (416) 7647438 J 
Circle (75) on Reply Card 
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formats include CCIR -601 4:2:2, D -2 par- 
allel and serial, analog RGB, Betacam, M- 
11, S -Video and composite NTSC and PAL; 
ChromaMetrix feature verifies that signal 
conforms to broadcast standards; input 
compatible with TIFF GIF, Targa, RGB, 
YUV file formats. 
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Digital video processing 
By B7S Broadcast Television Systems 

Model M NR 9: median noise reducer; 
suitable for film grain reduction; dual 
frame buffers serve as recursive filter and 
infinite synchronizer /TBC; full 4:2:2 archi- 
tecture with 10 -bit data path; image posi- 
tion adjustment in H and V relative to ref- 
erence input. 
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327/387 LEDs 
DIRECT REPLACEMENT TO INCANDESCENTS 

WHITE MULTICHIPS 
MULTICHIPS 
5K mcd ULTRA REDS 
INFRAREDS 
FLASHING /BLINKING 
BLUES 
LOW CURRENT 

10 YEAR LIFE 

2V TO 120VAC 

8 COLORS AVAILABLE 

LOW POWER / SHOCK PROOF 

LEDTRONICS, INC. 
4009 PACIFIC COAST HWY. TORRANCE, CA 90505 

TEL: (213) 549 -9995 FAX: (213) 549 -4820 TLX: 4945454 

Circle (80) on Reply Card 
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At Amp ex,we engineer to meet your needs. 

Improved lock- slider 
for smooth, positive 
action and jam 
resistance. 

Improved composite 
door and precision 
torsion spring provide 
consistent tension 
to prevent jamming. 

Improved flap design 
and material mini- 
mizes debris and 
friction for fewer drop- 
outs and quieter, 
smoother running. 

Precision zinc screws 
increase structural 
reliability of shell and 
ensure precision 
metal guides remain 
perpendicular to pre- 
vent edge damage. 

Increased transverse 
tape stiffness resists 
creases and edge 
damage. 

High-impact anti -stat 
plastic housing for 
maximum tape pro- 
tection even under 
rugged handling 
conditions. 

Teflon- treated pad 
reduces friction 
between spool and 
cassette to ensure 
smooth rotation and 
minimum debris 
generation. 

I sigh- energy cobalt - 
modified oxide 
formulation delivers 
uniform RF output 
and outstanding 
chrominance and 
luminance signal -to- 
noise ratios for bright, 
sharp colors. 

Carbon backcoat 
improves mechanical 
handling and static 
discharge to minimize 
debris -induced drop- 
outs and to ensure 
smooth running. 

Cassette subjected to 
precision electronic 
measurements of over 
300 critical dimen- 
sions to ensure the 
highest possible 
quality. 

U -matic is still a workhorse of 
the video industry. And Ampex 
makes a full range of U -matic prod- 
ucts as rugged and long -lasting as the 
format itself. 

Our 197/187 Master Broadcast 
N ideocassettes are continually being 

..1,q1 Ampex eorpouoon 

improved to meet the changing needs 
of the marketplace and the changing 
challenges of your environment. So 
we always build our U -matic products 
with the latest manufacturing tech- 
nologies to make our cassettes 
tougher, more durable, and a lot 
more reliable. 

But when you asked for even 
more performance from the U -matic 
format, we created Ampex 297 SP 
This is tape designed for the new 
generation of SP recorders -and for 
the most demanding users. 

And as you demand even more 

from your U- matics, you can be 
assured that our U- matics will con- 
tinue to meet the challenge, whether 
it's in ENG /EFP, editing, duplicating, 
or any other application. 

From the tape to the flaps to 
the doors to the box, we engineer 
Ampex U -matic tapes to roll right 
through the toughest job -even on 
older systems. And it's all backed by 
the industry's most acclaimed cus- 
tomer service and technical support. 

Ampex 197/187/297. Engineered 
to meet your toughest needs. 

AM PEX 
Ampex Retooling .tledia Corporation. 40/ Rroadnar; M.S. 22-02, Redwood ON C4 94063 '4151 367 -3so9 
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Video image store 
By Rank Cutlet 

Slide file duette: 2 -user version of Sil- 
houette still -store system; shared access to 
library for edit user and program user; 
polyphoto cataloging technique; edit user 
prepares stills and sequences with access 
to effects capabilities; removable disk or 
streaming tape archiving; compatible with 
Logica Gallery database stills libraries. 

Circle (372) on Reply Card 

Reference monitor speakers 
By Westlake Audio 

BBSM series: redesigned product with 
crossover network for improved phase 
alignment and control of audio character- 
istics; nine models in series range from 
two ported 4 -inch active woofers with 3/4- 

inch dome tweeter to a system with two 
15 -inch woofers. 10 -inch midrange and 2- 
inch tweeter. 

Circle (380) on Reply Card 

Today, a wireless system doesn't 
have to be expensive to be the best. 

It just has to be Nady. 

We know how it is. 
You've been using the 
same time tested wireless 
system for years. Sure, it 
costs much more today 
than it did 10 years ago 
(even though it is basic- 
ally the same system), 
but why change, right? 

Well -have you no- 
ticed that while the price 
of your wireless has been 
going up, the price of 
wireless from other 
manufacturers has been 
going down? With this in 
mind, you've got to 
ask yourself: Am I 

getting the best prod- 
uct performance at the 
best price from my 
wireless? 

The truth of the 
matter is, there's a wire- 
less out there with specs 
and references second to 
none, at a cost of thou- 
sands less per system 
than what you may now 
be paying -in short, a 

sure cure for those bud- 
get blues. Or, as we like 
to say, a very value priced 
wireless system. Nady. 

For over 15 years, 
Nady Systems has been 
in the business of manu- 
facturing the quietest, 
most durable and versa- 
tile wireless systems in 
the world. And, for 
years, we've been the 
Number One wireless in 
the live entertainment 
industry, where perfor- 
mance and reliability are 
absolute prerequisites. 

First, check the 
specs: our top of the line 
1200 VHF True Diversity 
Wireless System, shown 
above, with its patented 
companding circuitry, 
delivers 120 dB dynamic 
range with the highest 
signal to noise ratio 
around. Then, try an A/ 
B comparison with the 
wireless you're now 
using. We guarantee 

you'll hear the differ- 
ence. The bottom line: 
When you use Nady, 
the sound is truly 
indistinguishable from 
hardwire. 

Every time. 
Ready to re -think 

which brand of wireless 
to order? With Nady, 
you'll not only enjoy su- 
perior performance, but 
with the money you save 
on your next wireless 
systems, you can get that 
new camera you've been 
trying to work into your 
budget. For more infor- 
mation, contact: 
NADY SYSTEMS, INC. 

6/01 Bay Street 
Emeryville. CA 94608 

415/6'i? 2411 
FAX a ' S2 -5075 

The Best Performance and 
Price in Wireless 

Circle (60) on Reply Card 
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AES Booth #1812 

Edit bay speaker 
By TGl- Tannoy 

Model CPA 5: speaker systems using 
inductive coupling technology (ICT) 5 -inch 
dual concentric driver with high- frequen- 
cy passive radiator; a 1 -inch Duralumin HF 
dome excited inductively by the low - 
frequency unit; phase coherence, time 
alignment for true point source system; for 
edit and post -production suites. 
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PAL signal sources 
By PESA Electronica 

Model VG6140: 12 -bit digital architec- 
ture PAL sync, test pattern generator; 
numerous patterns access from front panel 
with three user -presettable memories; dig- 
ital gen -lock referenced to black, compos- 
ite video or composite sync; correct SC /H 
phasing. 

Model DG6250: video pattern gener- 
ator produces two PAL analog outputs 
without 25Hz offset; 50- pattern EPROM 
accessed from front panel; LCD display in- 
dicates selected pattern; VIM insertion; 
control interface to probe /analyzer for 
auto setup of BM4400 color monitors. 
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Video effects 
By Pinnacle Systems 

DVEator Creation kit: software to de- 
velop digital video effects on an IBM PC 
or 3000 series system; DVEator effects ani- 
mator for Prizm workstation maps live 
video onto 3- D- modeled shapes in real 
time; based on CrystalGraphics' Sculptor 
software. 
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Graphic storage 
By Quantel 

Magneto -optical drive: standard ad- 
dition to Paintbox as well as JR and HD 
models; each removable disk includes a 

capacity of 650 images; M-O disk also per- 
mits transfer of images from one system 
to another, to Picturebox or Harriet editor. 

Circle (371) on Reply Card 
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1M subcarrier application 
by AXCESS 

AXCESS 3000 /RDS: paging system based on RDS technol- 
o4v using FM broadcast subcarriers; permits global paging ca- 
p.Milities and information services; displayable on hand- carried 
L -tit with 4 -line LCD display. 
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Digital audio storage 
B Barco -EMT Gnthll 

EMT -466 BEDAS MOD recorder: storage to 3.2 hours of 
stereo on interchangeable magneto -optical disks; MUSICAM 
dita format used for encoding; additional drives extend stor- 
age to 22.4 hours; three independent stereo outputs; analog 
and digital audio interfaces. 

Circle (357) on Reply Card 

Expanded monitor line 
B. Barco nu 

Series 2000 monitors: microprocessor control for reduced 
s :up and adjustment, increased stability; CVM 2137 (14 -inch) 
b .tadcast CVM 2537 (14 -inch) HR and CVM 2551 (20 -inch) 
n edium-resolution monitors; three composite, RGB /compo- 
m nt, S -VHS video, audio input; RF section permits reception 
of all standards: CPM 2000 (21- and 28 -inch) stackable moni- 
h rs with flat square CRT's and input capabilities of CVM units. 
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PVM -1073 
,.torm monitor 

Insulta s:.ope. color frame timing 
:.Ah SCrH phase measurement 
In the palm of your hand' 

Many more features 

$2,995 list 
Available now 

Dealer inquires invited 

Call NOW 

Video Measuring 

JUMPS! 
DOWN in size 

and price 
... and UP in 

performance 
The PVM -1073 Video Multi - 
meter. LCD digital readout, 
no cursors to fumble with, no 
drifty CRTs, no graticle 
marks to interpret. Automatic 
monitor mode with audible 
alarm. Dual input electronic 
camera matching includes 
nonvolatile memory. Battery 
or AC operation. ±0.5 IRE 
and ±0.6' accuracy. 

PLATEAU DIGITAL 
T E C H N O L O G Y 

12001 Mathis Way Grass Valley. CA 95949 
(916) 268 -0190 Pacific Fax: (916) 268 -3986 
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Reduce Bandwidth 75% 
: for Digital Audio 
4 Transmission 

Intraplex PT PR -150 modules use 

16 -bit coding and compression 

a gorithm to transform 15 kHz audio into 

128 kh s bandwidth; 75 kHz into 6 -i kh s. 

t:I bandwidth compression 
Selectable bandwidths 15 & 7.5 kHz 

Two circuits per module stereo or 

monaural operation 

Remote programahility 

Plug -in nodules for use with 
Intraplex Multiplexers. IntrápleX 

Intraplcx.Incurpirdted. fin Taylor Sinxt. Link'. 

TF7.. ü1181 i86-3-22 
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ANVIL M.I.C.S.TM - 
MODULAR INTERLOCKING 

CASE SYSTEM 
M.I.C.S.'s unique case lids can be 
converted into table top field work 
stations (for computer. military, 
broadcast. exhibits. etc.) 
Custom measuring and designing 
available 
Building quality cases 
since 1952 

CO Today For More Information 

1 

AN V II L CAB lES 
SUBSIDIARY OF ZERO CORPORATION 

:5650 Sall Lake Ave.. Qty el Industry. CA 9,745 PO Bo r202. La Puente, CA 91747 

(800) FLY -ANVIL (800) 359 -2684 

Circle (83) on Reply Card 
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Get Control 
of Time .. 

Real Time Event Sequencer 

CRL is proud to introduce our new Real Time 
Event Sequencer. This one rack height unit 
is a seven day programmable event sequencer. 
Any combination of eight or one of 255 
outputs can be controlled via a rear panel 
connector. The unit can store up to 200 
events. The outputs are selectable either to 
latch on or provide half or one second contact 
closures. Programming is done via a simple 
key pad, and is displayed on a back -lit LCD. 
Security keylock and battery backup included. 
To control time more easily, write, FAX, or 
phone: 

SYSIIMS 

Circuit Research Labs, Inc. 
2572 west Geneva pive 
Tempe Anon., 85282.3192 U S A 

íe001 535648 16021438-0888 FAX 438-8227 
Bulletin Board System 16021 438 -0459 Telex 350464 
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SHOULDER CASE FOR 
CAMCORDERS 

Newly developed instant rain -top shown in 
place. Note small pocket for storing. 

tar 

Everyday 
padded protection. 

This All- The -Time 
padded case protects 
against bumps, scrapes, 

) heat and cold. Air travel 
carry-on. Also quick, 
easy, extra rainproof 
and dustproof protec- 
tion. 

KIM Product., ltd. 

Box 246 

North Bet,nlntton 
Vermont 05257 

PHONE 802-442-8171 

FAX 802.442.9118 
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Edit control panel 
By Editing Machines 

EditPad: array of dedicated function keys, number pad and 
shuttle knob condenses all necessary control functions into a 
panel easily accessible with one hand; avoids the need for a 
mouse and multiple menus; shuttle knob controls tape motion. 

Circle (360) on Reply Card 

Frequency measurement 
By Optoelectronics 

Model 2810: hand -held frequency counter; covers range of 
10Hz to 3GHz, displaying measured frequency on LCD panel 
(backlighted panel optional); gate times of 0.01s, 0.1s, Is and 
lOs selected from front panel; sensitivity as low as lmV to 
200MHz, 10mV to 2.4GHz; antenna or probe inputs on BNC 
connectors. 
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Multitrack disk recorder 
By Otani 

PD -464: hard -disk recording system based on Mac interface; 
lockable to SMPTE time code; SCSI- compatible unit features 
crossfades, track slipping, auto punch -in /out; base system in- 
cludes 120 -minute record time; expansion to six hours and 8mm 
digital tape backup; Series Ill operating system with DSP op- 
tion to control input /output levels, EQ, reverb, delay, mix oper- 
ations. 
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Discount prices 
on everything! 

Over 300 top quality 
product lines at prices 

so low we promised 
not to print them! 

1 -800- 356 -5844 
AUDIO VIDEO LIGHTS 

Consultation: 608/271 -1100 
5618 Odana Rd., Madison. WI 53719 

Circle (89) on Reply Card 
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HDTV products 
By BTS Broadcast Television Systems 

CPH 1000: digital image enhancer; 2 -D signal enhancement 
ith positive /negative detail balance; adjustable coring; non- 

linear gain correction; detail signal from red, green or Y corn- 
p : nents. 

RMH 1000 switcher: HDTV production vision mixer with 
mixer input delegation, parallel access structured simultane- 
ous switching of multiple programs from other control panels, 
automated key adjustment, Crystal Key feature; feeds from 
30x20 switching matrix; extra function creates sequences with 
learn mode. 
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RF signal sources 
B. Marconi Instruments 

Model 2110: TV transmitter synthesizer generates UHF car - 
ri.x output and intermediate frequencies for audio and video 
signals in PAL, SECAM and other standards; direct UHF out- 
put between 430- 900MHz replaces crystal -controlled equip - 
ment; precision offset capability with 25Hz resolution; model 
2111 TV transponder synthesizer for use with up- and down - 
converters in transponder locks input and output to same fre- 
quency standard. 
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Product information 
B Emcor Products 

Product Guide: brochure introduces modular enclosure 
products and services; particular focus on ESQ, 10 series, Em- 
cor 1, EMI -RFI- shielded cabinets and enclosure -cooling acces- 
sor ies. 
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Product guide 
By Frezzi Energy Systems 

Frezzi 90's: catalog illustrates updated series of battery, 
charger and battery conditioning products for video produc- 
tio i, broadcast, cable and other portable power users. 
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VTR control 
By Lyon Lamb Video Animation Systems 

MicroVAS animation controller: enables single- or 
sequential -frame recording from computer graphics equipment 
to video recorders; field -accurate editing; compatible with 1/2 -, 

3/4- and 1 -inch videotape formats and recordable laserdisc; RS- 
23' -422 VTR ports; VIFC (vertical interval frame code) time 
reference. 
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U[btstad Preferred by Professionals 
Worldwide 

Model H8592 

MODULAR VIDEO CONSOLES 
Video support system consoles with design flexibility. Units 
assemble in any configuration from stock components. 
Standard 19" EIA modular racks. Unique "Building Block" 
design is expandable to any size system. 

For our free full -color 
FULL -LINE CATALOG 

call us toll free: 0 -447 -2257 
THE WINSTED CORPORATION 

10901 Hampshire Avenue So. Minneapolis. MN 55438 

612 -944 -8556 

FAX: 612-944-1546 
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arsousteAst 
AZ -USA delivers the 

Knock Out punch to 
noise. AZ -USA, the 

sound control experts 
offer... 

LOWER prices, 
FASTER delivery, 

FRIENDLIER service, 
BETTER performance, 
IMPROVED designs. 

We are the sound control 
champions. Let us help 

you fight your sound 
control problems. 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

Call AZ -USA Toll Free 
for a FREE brochure. 

1.800.842.9790 
IIIIÌI AZ-USA .IIll 
4llima/e Sound Absorption 

NOW BUY FACTORY DIRECT 
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e 1401 W. 76th St. 
Minneapolis, MN 

55423 
Phone: 612 861 -2290 

Fax: 612 861 -2103 
® 1991. AZ -USA. Inc. 
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THE BIGGEST 
PENNY PINCHER 

IN RADIO 
SINCE JACK BENNY 

Mr. Benny certainly knew a great 
bargain when he made one. And we think 
he'd appreciate the brilliance of the bargain - 
priced Tascam BR 20 Broadcast Production 
Recorder. 

The BR 20 is built to do one thing - 
broadcast production -and to do it exceed- 
ingly well. It's a rugged, reliable 2 -track with 
features that make every job easier and 
more efficient. Like independent reel -size 
selection. Splice block. Built -in monitor 
speaker. Independent UR record for monitor- 
ing on one track while recording in sync on 
the other for overdubs and voiceovers. Fader 
start. And Quick Cue with Auto -Repeat. 

The $2,299* BR 20. It's got everything 
you need in a broadcast production recorder. 
Including a price even your station manager 
can live with. 

Come see it today at your nearest 
Tascam dealer. 

TASCAM® 

O 1990 TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road 
Montebello, CA 90640 213/726 -0303. 

* Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price. 
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Preview 
October... 

PROFITABLE TECHNICAL 
MANAGEMENT 

11th Annual Salary Survey: My 
Share 

Broadcast and post- production operations have 
never been so complex. The technical person- 
nel required to operate these facilities are high- 
ly skilled and valuable. The salary survey looks 
at compensation programs by radio and tele- 
vision in three different categories. 

Engineers - Part of the Profit 
Team 

Engineers should be part of the management 
team within a station. One key is to show the 
manager that you understand the need to be 
profitable. Another is to demonstrate creativi- 
ty in helping the station make money. The ar- 
ticle looks at ways engineers can become part 
of the station's profit team. 

Competing for Your Job 
If you had to interview for your job today, 
would you qualify? That's an important issue 
many people forget as they become "comfort- 
able" in their surroundings. The article prods 
readers to re- examine how important their 
skills really are to the station or production 
manager. 

November... 

EIGHTH ANNUAL STATION 
MAINTENANCE REPORT 

Troubleshooting Analog 
Systems 

Servicing the high -quality analog equipment 
in a radio or TV station can be difficult. Some- 
times, the performance of the equipment ex- 
ceeds the measurement capability of the test 
equipment. The article looks at techniques that 
can help isolate and resolve analog problems 
without a truck full of test gear. 

Troubleshooting Digital Systems 
Repairing modern digital equipment requires 
a special expertise. High -pressure -environment 
control rooms and production suites demand 
that the problem be diagnosed and solved in 
minutes, not hours. The article provides the 
technical aspect with a "cookbook" approach 
to solving digital -based problems. 

Caring for High -Power Tubes 
Most broadcasters still use tubes in their trans- 
mitters. Today's tubes are reliable and efficient. 
Yet, to maintain long -life they need proper care 
and treatment. The article looks at important 
steps the engineer can take to ensure a long 
life from the transmitter tubes. 

Digital and Analog Fiber -Optic 
Transmission Systems 

As video signals improve, the paths they trav- 
el must also improve. Component, RGB, M, D- 
I, D -2 and new signals must now be intercon- 
nected to a variety of equipment within the sta- 
tion. It's important that engineering managers 
understand where and how fiber fits within the 
TV station. 
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\issen 

Professional services 
PROMOTE YOUR SERVICES 

and increase business 
for as low as $133 per insertion. 

Call 913/541 -6745. 

IVETCOM 
;TATE -OFTHE -ART ENGINEERING FOR AUDIO & VIDEO 

TURN -KEY SYSTEMS 
DESIGN & DOCUMENTATION 

EQUIPMENT SALES 
CAD SERVICES 

1465 PALISADE AVE.. TEANECK. NJ 07666 / (201) 837-8424 

Cast Coast Video Systems 
A lull service 

company providing... 
consultation 
Engineering & Design 
nstallations 

Training 

Serving... 
Cable Systems 
Corporate Facilities 
Broadcast Facilities 
Teleproduction Facilities 

52 Ralph Street. Belleville. NJ 07109 (201) 751 -5655 

lEl(NIMAX 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

DENNIS R. CIAPURA 
PRESIDENT 

11385 FORESTVIEW LN. 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92131 1619) 695.2429 

ERIC NEIL ANGEVINE, P.E. 
consultant In acoustics 

specializing in broadcast studio acoustics 

910 Lakeridge Drive Stillwater, OK 74075 
405- 744 -6444 405 -372 -3949 

JOHN H. BATTISON PE. 
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER, 
FCC APPLICATIONS AM. FM. TV. LPTV 

Antenna Design. Proofs. Fieldwork 
2684 State Route 60 RDN 1 

Londonville, OH 44842 
419- 994.3849 

For Classified Advertising 
or Professional Services information 

Call Renée Hambleton at (913) 541 -6745 

Klirrt .1 

THE NISSEN GROUP, IN 
Communications Technology Consult 

32 Ridge Urica l'ort \Sashinghm. New Nirk 
(3I1 941-5377 

C. 

ants 

111611 

THOMAS STOFFEL 
Broadcast Consulting Engineer 

New TV /Studio/Transmitter Installations 
New Systems Design Specialties 
Old System Redesign Studio Equi3. Maint. 
Facilities Evaluation Transmitter Maint 

455 dth SL, Monongahela, PA 15603 (412) 258-2898 
25 Years Experience 

I C h e m e c 
COMMUNICATIONS. INC. 

1 -800- 444 -0856 
Satellite Systems Engineering Design 8 Constructior 

8uaing Tracking Systems Trensoortabie ana flea Uplinks 

(805) 963 -3765 FAX (805)962.0920 
427 E. Montalto St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

Washington DC Lake Tahoe Los Angeles Seattle 

D. L. MARKLEY 
& Associates, Inc. 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
2104 West Moss Ave. 
Peoria. Illinois 61604 

)309) 673 -7511 
Member AFCCE 

ICkissjfied I 
SERVICES 

MAILING LISTS 
AM FM TV 

Labels or Diskette 

Station Base 
(800) 359 -2818 

7lassified advertising now available as Classified Dis - 
pley or By -the -word. 

Classified Display: $107 per column inch. per insertion. 
wd- frequency discounts available. 1 inch minimum. 10 
inc hes maximum per ad. Blind ads $40 additional. Read- 
er Service number $50 additional, Spot color available for 
$110 (color determined by publisher). 

By-The -Word: $1.75 per word, per insertion. Initials and 
abrmeviations count as full words. Blind ads $40 addition- 
al vlmimum charge $40 per insertion. No agency discounts 
at nered for classified ads. 

i:ontact Renée Hambleton, at (913) 541-6745. for infor- 
mation on frequency and pre -payment discounts. To place 
ya r classified ad send your order and materials to Broad - 
ca' Engineering. Classified Ad Mgr.. P.O. Box 12901, Over - 
la :I Park, KS 66212. 

Use BE 
classified ads 

SERVICES 

TRANSMITTER TUBE REBUILDING SINCE 1941: 
3CX2500, 4CX5000. 4CX15000 and many others. Write for 
details. FREELAND PRODUCTS INC.. 75412 Hwy. 25. 
Covington. LA 70433. (504) 693 -1243 or (800) 624 -7626. 

1-91-If n 

ROSATI ACOUSTICS - Acoustic Design Consultation. Ar- 
chitectural. Engineering & Analysis Services. Since 1976. 
Solutions for: audio monitoring, anomalies. vibration, iso- 
lation 8 HVAC noise control problems. Select Booth's Aural 
Contributions. "Isn't it about sound ?" 617. 423.5546 
Boston 9 -91 -1t 

rr rnranr,trrV.rrr/IVrr,,rr, \ - k r I I ' I a 1 r J 1 

11.1 .tiT.177:-uF-1T11(-.I1(T. a FII:LU. 
LIMY :111':IKII-ICI-\'.\'L\'G ('(J.\'1'EHT't.'H 

PAL BETACAM SP PAL 1" S -VHS 
3/4" D -2 HI.8 VIDEO -8.1/2" 

II)EO DiPLIC:ATIO.0 

1-00-i'SA-Di.'13I * . . , - 
. : s:><iF: 
:- _=: = 

SERVICES 

ZONZ. VIDEO MICROWAVE EOUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR RENT ANYTIME' 

21 Channel Selectable 3112 Watt Portable ACIDC Transmitters 8 
Receivers with 2 Channel Audio Also - Dishes. Dualrods. 
Tnpods, Back -up Units. Wireless Cameras. Live Truck 8 Eng ;yews 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS for Long Term 8 Multiple System Rentals 
Emergency /Rush 

Delivery Capable rJr! ¡ .+1 %,I J 
24 Hours a Day 

LIVELINK SERVICES 
216/494-9303 

UNBEATABLE PRICES 
l'OR IIII'. BLS I- Qt \I.iTI 

VHS DUPLICATION 
PAL DUPLICATION 

STANDARDS CONVERSION 
100% Guaranteed 

Same Day / Overnight Turnaround 
(714) 646 -6802 

PERFECT UNLIMITED CO. 
474 E. 17th Street, #103, 
Costa Mesa. CA 92627 

FAX 714 646.6221 
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HELP WANTED 

Auer Communications ( \ mum m. Inc. has an opei;\ 
ing Ibr a qualified broadcast engineer. FCC 1st ('lass 
Operators License required. 2 -5 years experience in 
television studio equipment maintenance required. 
Experience in radio broadcasting and related equip- 
ment desirable. Send resume and relercnces to VCCI. 
P.O. Box 14685. Baton Rouge. LA 70898. ATTN: 
Ltrp Dietz. VCCI is an Equal Oprymunit) Employe/ 

ENGINEER- minimum 4 yr. experience for Produc- 
tion /Duplication facility. Sony 1 ", Beta 8 3/4". Chips 8 Tubes. 
Component Edit Suites, GVG SEG. ADO. Graphics, large 
Dub plant with Standards Conversion. Send resumes to 
Engineer Resumes. P.O. Box 300405. Houston. TX 77230 
or Fax: (713) 748 -1684. 9 -91.11 

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. WOLF -TV, 
northeastern and central Pennsylvania's growing Fox affili- 
ate, is currently seeking an experienced Broadcast Main- 
tenance Engineer. Qualified candidates must have at least 
two years experience troubleshooting studio and transmitter 
equipment to the component level. Excellent opportunity 
for a hard worker to advance into management. Shared on- 
call responsibilities. Excellent benefits. Salary commen- 
surate with experience. Send resume to WOLF -TV, ATTN: 
Chief Engineer. 916 Oak Street. Scranton, PA 18508. E.E.O. 
M /F. 9 -91 -1t 

LPTV SERVICE MANAGER: Southern California based net- 
work seeking qualified technician to coordinate field serv- 
ice of national network of LPTV transmitters. Previous 
hands -on experience in LPTV /translator service required. 
Some travel. Send resumes to Ben Miller. VP Engineering, 
Trinity Broadcasting Network, P.O. Box C- 11949. Santa Ana, 
CA 92711. EOE. 9-91-21 

FOR SALE 

MODULAR AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1- 800-333- 7697.516- 345.3100FAX 516. 345.3106 

TUBES 4CX1000A, 4CX250B, 4.1000A, 4CX15000A, and 
more. We carry large inventory, all major brands (EIMAC. 
AMPEREX. RCA) Call Stew 1-800-842-1489. 1- 91 -tfn 

SONY, PANASONIC, JVC 
Authorized Parts Distributor 

SEI ELECTRONICS 
2520.22 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia, PA 19132 

215- 223 -9400 800 -523 -0894 
FAX: 215 -223 -9423 

Circle (100) on Reply Card 

SALE - CHYRON INFINITI 
CG SYSTEM, BRAND NEW, 

STILL IN BOX. CHYRON 
WARRANTIES & OPERATOR 

TRAINING 
(212) 369 -2993 LV. MSG. 

110 Broadcast Engineering September 1991 

'Classified I 
HELP WANTED 

In'l'uuch Ministries, an evangelical Chris- 
tian ministry, has an immediate opportu- 
nity for a TV Maintenance Engineer. The 
applicant must possess a BS in electrical 
engineering with communication empha- 
sis, or a BS in electrical engineering tech- 
nology, or equivalent experience. Must be 
able to troubleshoot equipment. Excellent 
benefits. Send resume and salary require- 
ments to: 
In Touch Ministries Atlanta, GA 30308 
777 W. Peachtree Attn: 
St.. NW William F. Barton II 

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN SHOP /FIELD SERVICE. Elec- 
tronics company, located in the Chicagoland Area, is look- 
ing for a Video Service Engineer with a minimum of 2 years 
experience. Person to work with Industrial /Broadcast Vs ", 
1" 8 3/4" VTR's and related equipment. Full Time Position. 
Mon. thru Fri 8 -4:30 pm. Full Company Benefits. Send re 
sume and salary history to: Human Resources Department, 
1200 Greenleaf Ave., Elk Grove Village. Illinois 60007. Fax 
resume to: (708) 364 -5019. EOE M /F. 9 -91 -2t 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER WANTED. A manufacturer of 
broadcast equipment located in the Southwest seeks a per- 
son with a strong background in analog and digital elec- 
tronics with emphasis In audio engineering. Must have 
experience with DSP and a strong background in analog 
audio design. Experience in broadcasting and broadcast 
equipment manufacturing preferred. Company has excel- 
lent reputation and good benefits. Send resume only to: 
Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Dept. 725, Over- 
land Park, KS 66212. 7 -91 -3t 

FOR SALE 

SALE: VIDEO /AUDIO /B'CAST EOUIP. /PARTS 
A Few Examples of Demo / Used Equipment 

BVP3. BVP5. BVP7 BVW507, BVW65, BVW70, BVW10, 
BVW15. BVW35. BVW40. DXC M7. BVH1100. BVU800, 
BVH2000. BVH2500. VPR6. VPR2B, "SP ". ABEKAS A -52. 
CHYRON 4, 3M D -6000. BTS GRAPHICS 5. LAIRD 1700, 
DUBNER 5K, CHYRON 4100EXB, LAIRD 1500 (C.G.). 
"5850" PACK. TEK. 528/1420. SONY "D2 ". SONY /IKEG. 
CAMERAS INCL. CCD, G.V. SWITCHERS. 
ALSO STOCK OF: AUDIO RECORDERS, STUDIO EOUIP.: 
MICROWAVE. ETC. MUCH MORE. 
PARTS: Camera & Transmitter Tubes, Studio 
Lamps, RCA & Harris Parts, Vacuum Caps, Plugs 
8 Connectors, RF Transistors 8 I.C's, Cable, Etc. 
WE ALSO PURCHASE EOUIPMENT. FAX US YOUR LISTS 
FOR CASH OFFERS AND REQUIREMENTS! (516) 599 -6495 

LEASING AVAILABLE 
"If you don't see it ask for it' 

FUSION ELEC. LI., N.Y. 

516-887-4660 800 -645 -2300 (FAX) 516 -599 -6495 

CALL US For New and Rebuilt 
Radio Broadcast Equipment 

HALL 
Electronics 

(804) 974 -6466 
1305 -F Seminole Trail Charlottesville, Va. 22901 

Circle (101) on Reply Card 

NEW PANASONIC EQUIPMENT! 
B ROA DCAST-P ROF ESSIONA L- 

INDUSTRIAL 
FANTASTIC PRICES -FULL WARRANTY 
FACTORY AUTHORIZED TOP QUALITY! 

ADVANCED VIDEO SYSTEMS 
800 -233 -2430, 9am -7pm, M -F 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing 
small business. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded 
message: (707) 448 -0330. (PC7) 8 -91 -31 

TRAINING 

FCC GENERAL CLASS LICENSE. Cassette recorded les- 
sons with seminars in Washington, Newark, Philadelphia. 
Bob Johnson Telecommunications, Phone (213) 379 -4461. 

5- 90 -Ifn 

FINANCING 

LANDMARK FINANCIAL GROUP - Nationwide $5k to 
$1mm Equipment Leasing/Financing Credit Application 
only to $25,000 (214) 644 -3297 or FAX (214) 699-7893 

9 -91 -1t 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 

WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Systems or compo- 
nents. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT GROUP: the larg- 
est USED equipment dealer in the U.S.A. (214) 869-0011. 

4- 91 -tfn 

WANTED: USED TRANSMITTERS, all powers, AM & FM, 
1970 or newer. GUARANTEE RADIO SUPPLY CORP. Call 
toll free U.S. & Can. 1 -800- 637.8490 or just the FAX please 
(512) 727 -8458. 9.91.0 

MAGNET SUPPLY TRANSFORMER FOR R,C,A :TTU -30- 
ATRANSMITTER (3 Stack Gauged Auto Transformer for 
R.C.A: TTU Also 400AMP Three Phase Circuit Breaker. 
Rick Mann 205. 767.1515 WOWL -TV. P.O. Box 2220 Flor- 
ence, AL 35630. 9 -91 -1t 

FOR SALE 

-NEW- COLOR BARS, BLACK 
SYNC $379 

The CSG -S0 from HORITA generates both 
SMPTE or full -field color -bars or black- burst, 
and composite sync signals. Built -in timer 
switches from color bars to black after 30 
or 60 seconds. Full RS -170A spec. Genlock 
your system, laydown color -bars and black. 
Decktop and rackmount versions. UNCON- 
DITIONAL GUARANTEE. Contact your local 
video dealer or 

HORITA - P.O. Box 3993 
Mission Viejo CA 92690 (714) 489 -0240 

BETACAM OUTFIT: Sony BVP -330A camera wllow hours 
on new plumicons: BVU -25; BVV -1A wNA -1. BP -90 bans, 
charger. $12,500.00 complete. BVU -110 w/TC. $2000: (213) 
461 -8262. 9 -91 -1t 

AMPEX & SONY VTR 
Transport Control 

with JOG for under $300 

DNF Industries (213) 650 -5256 
1032 N. Sweetzer. #212. LA. CA 90069 

FOR SALE 
Complete field and post -production oper- 
ation situated in a new leased facility in 
a medium midwest market. Everything 
oriented towards shooting and editing in 
the economical yet professional S -VHS 
format. Turnkey situation. Call Barry Car- 
roll at 708/297 -0808. 
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SANDS OF 
LISTED BY THE FINEST 

POST /PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN THE COUNTRY! 

MANUFACTURERS' á DEALERS' DEMO STOCK 

FOR SALE AT SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS... 
r408ILE TRUCKS...45 fool fully outfitted Sports Truck - 

300.000: Roscm -built Startleet KU uplink truck -$230000: 
-any trucks starting from $15,000: ask for Andy Turner... 

COMPLETE EDITING SYSTEMS Complete 1" to SP U.Matic 
Ili1- $138.000: Complete M2 A/B Roll systems from $85.000. 
Matic A/B roll systems from $27.486. 

BETACAM . SP Betacam recorders and players at significant 
avings!!! Sony BVW- 40- 511.500: Sony BVW -10- $6.500: Sony 

I' /W -25- $5.495: Sony BVP3A /BW.1A camera /docking Beta- 

an pkg w /Miller 30- $8.700: Sony BVP- 3 /BVV-1 camera/dock- 
Betacam pkg w/Sachtler 7 +7- $7.500 

CAMERAS Hundreds of cameras from $2.500!!! U -MATIC á 
!HS...ask for Regina Szpak... 
CHARACTER GENERATORS Chyron SuperScrlbes from 
29.500: Scribes from $25.900. Chyron 4200 -$35.000: Chy- 
m VP- 2- $2.400: Many CL's as low as $1.000 

DIGITAL EFFECTS Microtime RP -1 3D DVE with Matte Chan - 

el 8 Post Effects frame store (demo) - $33.000: Microtime 
CI -30 w /pageturn $9,995: ADO-2000 3D DVE with Rota- 

. ur/Perspective. Digimatte /Digitrail (refurbed)- $39.000. Sony 
ME -450 - $6.000 

CRANKS Cubicomp full system -516.500: Silicon Graphics 
is 3030 -$6,000: Chyron Chameleon - $2.400: Artstars. Ouantel 

i untboxes and more 

[ NE INCH Many units to choose from starting at 58.750 

SWITCHERS Grass Valley 100/DSK -101 switcher /down stream 
k Y - $11.000: Fora PVM-600- $8.000: Grass Valley 100N- $8.000: 

f:holah DV-7w/serial - $4.995: Crosspoint Latch 6112 system 
2 ME's + serial adapter unit and audio follow mixer - 

500 
MICROWAVE KU uplink Flyaway system 8 C -Band systems 

table - ask for Mike Stevens... 
TEST EQUIPMENT INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL (limited quan- 
I/)- Kenwood wave! orm!vectorscope/rack- $3.145: Videotek test 

terminal equipment at substantial savings!!! 

LIGHTING complete lighting grip truck for sale - $32.000. 
I ly loaded field and studio lighting systems available for im- 

adiate delivery ask for Stuart Willis... 
POWER CONDITIONERS 8 INVERTERS major lines of con- 
- Boners. uninteruptable power supplies and 12V dc to 120Vac 

verters at substantial savings 
ASK ABOUT OUR BUYER PROTECTION PROGRAM Equip- 

' ent evaluation. reconditioning and warranty programs avail- 
i ile at substantial savings from factory- trained technicians 

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE WITH ANOTHER BROKER!!! 
WE KNOW THE PRODUCTS. WE UNDERSTAND 

THE APPLICATIONS, AND WE CARE! 
14(E WANT YOUR BUSINESS FOR A LONG TIME. 

Provid Supply can find what you 
are looking tor!! Let us shop for you!! 

PROVID SUPPLY CORPORATION 
'38) 670 -PROS FAX (708) 670.7892 

Pro Audio Resources 
Exceptional Values / Current Technologies 

n obile Audio Studios- TRIPLE TREAT PLUS TERMS -Call 
I day -make money tomorrow! Pro designed. built. 
e 13 pped beautiful 45- footer with Harrison 40 -in desk. Otan 
21- Irk(s). mics. ready to serve your cash customers as 

SMPTE interlock post suite or 2) audio assist for any 
V deo shoot and /or 3) major music event coverage. 

bids- Unbeatable Beyer bargains on outstanding product 
13" stock): MC 736/737 Shotguns, MCE 86 short shot - 
g n, MCE 5/6 8 10 lays. M500 ribbon. CALL for prices 
n i superb used studio models: AKG C -12A. C -414s. 451: 
E, lure SM -57s. SM -81s: Sennheiser MD441 -U. 

l.'oritors -USCO Audio near -fields with unique down -firing 
s o- woofer -CALL NOW. Large selection of used values. 
..IL 4313/4411/4435. Yamaha NS -10MS. Auratones 
I ̂ .xers- Soundcraft (Demos) 200B 16x4 Std. $4,465: 200 
[: dta 16 ch. Std. $4,815: Allen 8 Heath MOD Ill 18x8x16 
(. well $5.250: TASCAM M -20 20x8x2 (Used) 
9:.100 ..CALL. 
Rd orders- Mitsubishi X -850 Digital 32-Irk 3 yrs. old. 2500 
ht. Studer A -800 MKIII 24 -trk w /16 -trk head CALL 

ADM S /TV -24 ideal for broadcast CALL Sony 
P 1M -2500 R -DAT $2000 MXP -5003V Like new w /cen- 
L - ch.. TC, chasedock synchronizer. stand $5.100. _ Fostex 
O 20 Pro DAT used on 1 project $6.500 Otani MX -5050 
2 1.8 -Irks from $1.250 MCI JH -110LB 1 Video Layback 
v. remote. cart $5.900. Tascam MS -16 (15830 ips) $5.100: 
A: R 60 /2T center ch.. TC 2 -trks CALL. 

D. vital Audio Workstations -Par Excellence. The lowest 
c st and best entry level system. PC -based 386/33. 2 -trk 
st ;tem, 1 hr. capacity (expandable) hard disk comes ready 
D1 work, full 1 yr. warranty. Puts random -access. non- 
di structive editing and mix -to- picture powers with full 
SIrPTE lock at your fingertips. CALL FOR OTHER DAW 
CI'FIONS. 

Call or FAX Pro Audio Resources 
708 -670 -7767 .FAX 670 -7892 

--"%r complete Vioed Euuipment Resource 

iCkissifiedi 
FOR SALE 

GENLOCK YOUR SYSTEM BLACK - 
BURST, SYNC, AUDIO TONE $289 

Need to genloek your video system? The 
BSG -S0 from HORITA generates black- burst, 
composite sync, and a 1 -KHZ audio tone. 
Provides 6 separate outputs of any mix of 
up to 4 each of RS -170A black or sync. Also 
provides subcarrier, blanking, drive. UN- 
CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE. Contact your 
local video dealer or 

HORITA - P.O. Box 3993, 
Mission Viejo CA 92690 (714) 489 -0240 

HARRIS 60 Kw UHF TRANSMITTER, factory rebuilt, state 
of the art MSDC klystrons. full new equipment warranty. 
Harrison Systems Ltd. (301) 595 -9220. 8-91-21 

WARD -BECK Custom 32x8x2 T.V. Audio Console with ex- 
ternal 24 row patchbay, excellent condition, on air until 
6/91 -$42,500.00 BIO. Buyer Ships Audio Consulting and 
Engineering (415) 512 -7391. 9 -1 -1t 

Advertising sales offices 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
rd.r Jnn & Assoclalc, 
2 1 !'resident Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11231 
Telephone: (718) 802-0488 
Telelax: (718) 522.4751 
Mike Trerotoli 
Telephone: (212) 332 -0632 
'telefax: 1212) 332-0663 
14108 7th Avenue, 38th Floor 
New York. NY 1(1106 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
Vylus Urhonas 
Telephone: (312) 435.2361 
Telefax: 1312) 922 -1408 
55 East Jackson, Suite 1100 
Chicago. IL 60604 

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
Herbert A. Schiff 
'!Telephone: (213) :193 -9285 
Jason PI Aman 
Telephone: (213) 458 -9987 
Kelly Daugherty 
Telephone: (213) 451 -8695 
Schiff & Associates 
501 Santa Monica Blvd, Ste. 401. 
Santa Monica, CA 9(1401 
'l'elefax: 1213) :39:1 -2381 

OXFORD, ENGLAND 
Nicholas .NcGeachin 
Inferlec l'ublishing Corp. 
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre. 
Clifton Road. Deddington. 
Oxford 0X15 411' England 
'!Telephone: (0869) 38794 
Telelax: (11869) 38040 
Telex: 837469 BLS G 

TOKYO, JAPAN 
.flashy Yoshikawa 
Orient Echo, Inc. 
1101 Grand Maison 
Shimomiyabi -Chu 2 -I8 
Shinjuku -ku. Tokyo 162. Japan 
Telephone: (03) 23.5 -5961 
FAX: (03) 235 -5852 
'Telex: J -33376 MYORIENI- 

FREWVILLE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
John Williamson 
!lastmell. Williamson, Rep. Pty Ltd. 
109 Conyngham Street 
Frewville 5(163. South Australia 
Phone: 799 -522 
FAX: (18 79 9522 
'!Telex: AA87113 HANUM 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS 
Renée Hamhlehm 
P.O. Box 12901 
Overland Park. KS 66212 
913 -R88 -4664 

FOR SALE 

CAPACITORS OVER IGHT 
Power Supply -computer grade. up to 450VDC 
Transmitting - MICA - Sangamo, Cornell -Dubilier 
Oil Filled - Non -PCB Oval, Rectangula 

Relays Filters Transistors 
Any Parts starting with 1N or 2N 

1- 800 -323 -0460 FAX 1- 802 -425 -3664 
Kellner Electronics, Inc., Charlotte, VT 05445 

COPPER! All sizes of wire and strap for AM, FM and TV. 

Construction. counter poise, grounding. (800) 622 -0022. 
5 -91 -5t 

FOR PARTS AND SERVICE for Townsend Transmitters, call: 
Gary Kenny, Broadcast Maintenance Associates. Inc., P.O. 

Box 817, Neosho, MO 64850 (417- 451. 1440). For Sale: Har- 
ris Visual UHF Exciter. 9 -91 -1t 

The Best Values in used broadcast 
equipment are In our FREE Catalog! 
Call Write or Fax toda ! 

MICOR VIDEO 4 
5545 N Clark Street. Chicago, Illinois 60640 -1222 
312 334 4300 Telex 910 240 9449 Fax 312 334 4385 

NEW from DENECKE, INC. 

-_J S395 

The Dc0DE' Syncbox' 
Time Code Generator 

for use with the 
Denecke Dcoos'TS -1 Time Code Slate 

or alone as time code & 
sync pulse generator 

DENECKE, INC. 
54,, B Cahuenga Blvd N Hollywood _ CA 91001 

-'81 7663525 o ÇA* (818) 760209 

"Professional Camera Tubes" 
New and Demos with Warranty. 

Special Discounts! 
Also lamps, tubes & parts. 

FUSION ELECTRONICS, INC. 
L.I., NY 

Toll Free: 800 -645 -2300 
NY 516-887-4660 FAX 516-599-6495 

A warranty? 
On used equipment? 

We offer millions of dollars of 
equipment with service support 

coast -to- coast. 

Visual Communications Replay (VCR) 
brings buyers and sellers of visual com- 
munication equipment together. Call to 
get our FREE catalog: 

1.800.745.8272 
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Standard Solid With Radome 

High & Maximum High Performance 

The current FCC Rule (74.641) requires 
category A antennas in certain frequency 
bands for fixed TV broadcast auxiliary 
stations (STL and TV Relay) in areas 
subject to "frequency congestion" or if in- 
terference problems can be resolved by 
their use. The Current FCC Docket is 
now attempting to define "areas of fre- 
quency congestion ". No report has been 
issued to date. 

Mark Antennas Division would like to 
apologize for any confusion their adver- 
tisements may have caused in the past 
issues. 

Radiation Systems, Inc. 
Mark Antennas Division 
PO. Box 1548 / Des Plaines, IL 60017 
Tele: 708-298-9420 Fax: 708-635-7946 

Circle (110) on Reply Card 
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Leitch Video of America. Inc 
Logilek 
Maxell Corp. of America .. 
MCL Inc 
Micro Communications 
Microtime Inc 
Microwave Networks. Inc. 
Mohawk Wire & Cable Corp. 
Nady Systems, Inc 
NEC America 
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415.369.5111 
800782.5742 
800 -523.2596 
800- 726 -4266 

415.3513500 
800- 25-AMPEX 

415.367.3809 
800.359 -2684 
800. 231-7350 
818- 980.9891 
901-362-1350 

509.235 -2636 
800.842.9790 
317983.5200 
216 -248-1200 
416.764.1584 

800- 962 -4BTS 
717-295-6123 
602 -438.0888 
.415.527-6666 
214.381.7161 
816-274.4240 
213- 828.6487 
415.558-0200 
800. 854.2831 

800-DIAL-EEV 
213- 322 -2136 
800.356.5844 
615. 331.8800 
804.974.6466 
800.622-0022 
800 -662.0032 
508.486-3722 
916.383.1177 
213.876-0059 
802.442-8171 
800.821 -1121 
213.676 -7996 
800- 231.9673 
713 -7824592 
800-533 -2836 
708-759.9500 
603 -624 -4351 
800-243-1570 
713.495-7123 
508.537 -9961 
415.652.2411 
214. 907.4000 
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Opamp Labs. Inc 
Orban. Div of AKG Acoustics 
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Pesa America 
Plateau Digital Technology 
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Polyquick 
Prime Image Inc 
Quanta Corp 
Queue Systems 
Radiation Systems 
Rohde 8 Schwarz USA. Inc 
Ross Video Ltd 
Sachller Corp. of America 
Schmid Telecommunication 
SEI Electronics 
Sennheiser Electronics Corp 
Shure Brolhers. Inc 
Sierra Video Systems 
Sony Business & Professional Group 
Sony Business & Professional Group 
Sony Business & Professional Group 
Sony Pro Video Tape 
Stanford Research Systems 
Slantron 
Switchcraft Inc /Dv Raytheon 
Tascam 
Telemelrics. Inc 
Telex Communications. Inc 
Telex Intercom Systems Group 
Thomson Broadcast 
Utah Scientific 
Videolek. Inc 
Vinten 
VYVX 
Wheatstone Corporation 
The Winsted Corporation 
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908. 901.9488 
800- NIKON -US 

800-243.2001 
213. 934.3566 
415-351-3500 
415- 341-5900 

800/5240864 
800/524-0864 
800-524.0864 
205-880-0795 
916 -268-0190 
800- 325-7170 
708. 390.7744 
408.867-6519 
801- 328.8872 
818.895 -8510 
708-298-9420 
301. 459.8800 
613. 652.4886 
516-867-4900 
800-955-9570 
215.223-9400 
203-434-9190 

800.25 -SHURE 
916.273.9331 

800- 635 -SONY 
800. 635 -SONY 
800- 635 -SONY 
800.635-SONY 

408 -744 -9040 
800-821-0019 
312-792 -2700 
213-726-0303 
201-423-0347 
800 -828-6107 
818-566-6700 
201 -569.1650 
800- 453 -8782 
215-327-2292 
201-263-4000 
800-324-8686 
315-455-7740 
800. 447.2257 
612.733.1959 
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Pro-bel 
... IS HERE, AND 

BACKED BY THE NAMES YOU KNOW ... 

LEITCH AND HIEDCO 

a 

e 

Today, more than ever before, you require the utmost in 
dependability and versatility in your routing switchers. 

That's why you need Pro -Bel, 
the European leader in quality 
routing switchers. 

All Pro -Bel routing switchers 
are subjected to rigorous testing 
of every single crosspoint. 

They are available in North America with the same level of 
support and service that you have come to expect from 
LEITCH and HEDCO. 

Analog Video 
Analog Audio 
RS -422 Data 
D1 /D2 Serial Digital Video 
AES /EBU Digital Audio 

Why settle for less? 

Call the Toll Free Pro -Bel Info Line: 1- 800 -387 -0233 

LEITCH f-I E L7CC) 
Leitch Incorporated /HEDCO, 825K Greenbrier Circle, Chesapeake, VA 23320 - Tel: (804) 424 -7920 or (800) 231 -9673 Fax: (804) 424 -0639 

Leitch Video International Inc., 220 Duncan Mill Rd., Suite 301, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 3J5 - Tel: (800) 387 -0233 Fax: (416) 445 -0595 
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NEWS & SPORTS - Catch Them Live! 
Wheatstone's TV -600S offers new fea- 

tures allowing it to excel in live news and sports 
programming. Innovations include a Bus - 
Minusi`f IFB system that provides a large 
number of IFB feeds with bilingual capability, as 
well as an emergency backup system. Our new 
Event Computer controls channel sources 
directly from your station's routing switcher or 
from the console's own onboard. switcher. 

The system can store hundreds of events 
that can be selected from the console or auto - 
sequenced. Alpha- numeric displays indicate 
channel sources above each fader. Sources 
can be changed during live events for those 
last minute updates. An optional eight input 

pre -selector overbridge is also available. It can 
act as a stand -alone dry contact input selector 
or interface to the console Event Computer. 

Two stereo master outputs are included for 
domestic and international feeds, plus two mono 
outputs for SAP and mono sum signals. The 
TV -600S is available in both mono and stereo 
subgroup formats, with or without VCA group 
masters. Mainframe systems and module 
complements are configured to client 
specifications. 

Take advantage of Wheatstone's exper- 
ience and reputation and call our application 
engineers. 

Whoatftono CorPorotion 6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13211 315- 455 -7740 
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